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T~e ~omond area displays- all the ~ain tectonic elements 
present in ~est Newtoundland, f~om ' Grenvilli5n basement, 
~ . 
through 5Utochthoncus · rocks- to sedimentary _and ophiolitic 
sl.ices of the Humber Arm Allochthon. 
Autochthonous rocks- . adjacent to the " Humber Arm 
Allochthon include limes~on~s df the Table Head Group which · 
· are overlain by chr()m i te-bearing f.lysch .of · the Sandbar 
·formation. This passes westward. into · the north-south 
- ., 
' , 
trending Gadds Point melange, which marks the base ~f the 
' ·· 
a u·ochthon. The melange is discordant with ~llochthonous 
' . -
sed i'ment·ary <units • -· 
. . . 
R~cks of the "l~wer structural sl !,.ces of the Humber · Arm 
" -
. . 
Allocnthon are aa$i.gned to the Bonne B~y group which 
includes four formations.: . From ea.st to ~est they are the 
Mitchells.- · (quartzi.tes), Barters. (shales and . quartzites), 
. . 
McKenzies (shales and · 1 i.mestones, sil tst.ones) ," and Sellars 
(greywackes) formations. - These are cor.rel.at ive~, 
respe~t ivel y 1 of the Summers ide, Iri.shtown, Cooks 
Broo.k/Middle ' Ann poin-t, and Blow me Down. Brodk Formations of 
the Curling Gr-oup at· Humbe.r Arm. The rocks are 
. . - - . - · ' t_ . 
unfossilHer;ous · --·--and .- ---.h ighly --- ·-aeformed~ - but relat i ve · 
. • . , , • ~ I 
st ra dgrap~ ic. rel-at ion:~h ips -\among the M itch~lls • Barters and 
'· McK.enzies formations appear s1m,il.a~ to those between their 
lithic '~quivalents · in the Curling Group. ·The Sellars • 
formation is structuf'ally 1.solcited ~t a hiQhE!I.I level than 
.  
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other allochthonous "Sediments. Petrographic " d a for: the 
. . 
" · . . .. 
Se)lars formation suggest that i~ ~~s been derived from ~ 
. • 
cratonic source. This is . in contrad ic;·t ion - t ·Q . the 
interpretation_ of . the e~ivalent Blow 
Fo_nnati.on ·as, _a'n tr'ansgres.si/e flysch. derived 
me · DOwn Brook 
I 
in · Ordovician 
tiivep ·'tram an all.o'chthon to the eaSt.-
that . the · Sellars/Blow me Down Broo.k 
It is here SUQ<;Jes ted : ·· 
. y 
sandstones are more 
- . 
. clc;>sel y • compared with ol<ler (Precambrian .or Cambrian)' rift 
related sandstones and now occur at an . anomaloo.sly high 
structural · level within .the .. allochthon. 
'•-The . Bonne ·Bay group is . 'overridden by mafic volcanic 
... 
rocks of. the Crouchers formation. Relationships between , . 
thi$ unit .tnd bth~r allochthonous .fblcan ic rock~ are poorly 
. :!> •. • 
· understo~d. Higher slices are · represented by igneou~ rocks 
of the LitHe Port and ~ay .ofi~lands Complexes• in the· west 
of the area. · : The Little · Port' _Complex contHsts1 of 
polydeformed and metamorphosed ophiolitic and volcanic 
rocks • It is ·adjacent to the Bay of ~slanQ,s. Complex . wh i ch " 
. contains ultrama~ic and . . gabbroic. segments . . of a classi.c 
~ 
ophiolite s'uit·e complete with a poly"di!formed metam~rphfc ·. 
so~ e. 
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·, CHAPTER 
' 
INTRODUCTION ... 
. ,_ 
l.l Regional geoloQic setting 
The · · Lpinond area· .1 ies in the Humber 
- .· 
Zone . of · the 
Appalachian· Orogen (William's, ,1979) (see fig~~e 1) w~ith -
" .. ' repre~ents the Eatly Pale6zoic continental margin mf eastern · 
North America · (Williams and stevens · 1974) i : or ~he . 
. 
Appalar;:-hian miog_eocline of ·williams and Hatcher ( 1982)'. · The 
Humber. ZQne is continuous along the . length .of the orOC}en and 
is bounded . to the eas.t in the Canadi•n . Appalachians b·y ' the 
ophiolitic Ba ie verte-Srompton •line ·. ( Wi 11 iai'ns and St. 
Julien, 1982). Outboard of this are a number · o~ suspect, or 
allochthonous terranes (Coney et al ,., 19J30; . Will iam!5 and. 
Hatcher 1982, 1983; William·s~ .19:84)' ~tii .ch were accreted to 
the margin during and •ubsequent to its Ordovician· 
f> 
destruc-tion. 
,, . . ,. 
In western Newfoundland .the main tectonic elements of 
th'e Humber Zone .are as follows · ·(see figure 2 l: 
Gre.nv ill ian basement of the Long Range In1 1er . 
' 2. Autochthonou$ cambro- Ordovician s~d imen tary rocks • 
<ecord a h'i ~ t~><Y ot rJno, the development Of a that 
passive· Atlant.ic type continent~.a1 margin, and ,its . i n itial 
' 
: 
~ 
" 
-
I 
L 
Figure 1:, The Humber . Zone in 
are a number of suspect terranes. 
Figure afte~ Williams and Hatcher 
) 
the Appalachian Orogen (stippled) . 
The area of interest to this study 
(1983). . 
\ f . 
Outbo¥d of this 
is out~ined. 
• .. 
: 
.• 
· , 
..... 
. . 
, .· 
, . 
~ Ophiolite 
0 Transported sedimentary 
D Autochthonous rocks 
['2;] Grenville basement 
Boy 
rocks 
lomond 
area 
0 km 50 
Figure 2: Tectonic elements of west Newfoundlan.d, 
showing the location of the Lomond area. 
3 
.. 
4 
" . • 
.)_ 
destruction . 
' . 
·3. Allochthonous terrane.s (the Hare Bay and1Humber Arm 
Alloch~hons) ~hich contain , deeper ~ater equ iv~lents 6f 2, 
with volcanic an~ ophiolitic xocks. · Th•se were . assembled 
and - ove-rthrust . onto the autochthonous sequence duri ng · 
-. 
mid-Ordovician marQin destruction. · The different _ ele~ents 
are stacked in structural slices· separated by melanQes • 
. . . 
Sedimentary rocks constitute th" .lowe·r slices and · . the 
ophiolites are struct':lrally highest.· Assembly was from east 
to west with the ·highest slices' be.ing the ~arthest travelled 
( Wi 11 iams, 1975: Williams and Stevens, 19741 W'i lliams, 
. 1"1 
1980). 
• 
·• 
The Lomond ·rec;;Jion exhibi'ts all' the above structural 
elements from Grenv i 11 ian}asement of the Long· Range Inlier 
· through the autochthonous carb6nate terrane· to transported 
rocks of t .he .. Hum~r Arm Alloch.thon . (see figures 2 and 3) • 
The South Arnt area displays upper _parts of · the 
.. :~ 
aut~~hthonous carbonate sequence a~d overlying flysch un i ts, 
aod ~arts of all struct·ural leveis of the Humber Arm 
Allochthon •. 
· Allo~hthonous sedimentary rocks at South · Arm 
' 
• • 
' 
are the 
most northerly examples of rocks typical o.f, 'the main 
oph i ol i.te-bearinc;;J, p~rt of the Humber Arm A~ochthon. Cl ose 
lithic correlatives ~f fhe a~di:entary :o~k~ophiol iteo , or 
-· 
volcaryic rocks are not obeerv~d northeast of Bonne Bay. ~ 
"• ··~ --
.. 
' 
. ; 
. . 
~ ~ 
' Figure 3: Sketch map of the Lomond area showing the main tectonic 
elements. Key ·as for figure 2. 
,• J 
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l.2Location, access,.~d geqmorphology .• ~ 
The. South Arm of Bonne Bay is located 'on the we s t coa~t 
of Newfoundland (see ' figur~s l . ~nd 2) in Grqs 6 ~orne National · 
Park • . The area forms part of the_ Lomond ( 12HiS> and qros 
... Morrie ( 12H!l,;n topographic $heets. Th~ terrain i.nunedia~ely 
around Sout'h- Arm · is rltiged ·and heavily wooded, ~lthough . 
farth~r west higher igneous slices are more barren. Huch . of 
the ·outcrop is alo~_!J streams, many of which are steep with 
high falls tQwaids their h~adwaters. TrailS ald~Qside some 
. . 
of these ar-e an aid to access, and woods roads are useful in 
. . 
places. A helicopter was used ~riefly to inspect the 
hi<;~hest peaks eas~ of ,Table Mountain. The eastern shore of 
South Arm is only accessible' by boat. 
• 
The area is reached by · gravel road from wiltondale, 
which in turn. is connected to the Trans Canada Higl:\way at · 
Deer Lake by a paved r-oad. 
\ 
It :should be noted that sampling in. Gros Morne National 
\ 
Park requires a penni t to be obtained in advance from Parks 
Canada. 
Topography in the South Arm area is a result of g lac i~ 1 
scouring wh~ch emphasized the tectonic elem~nts of th~ area : 
The -dominant feature is Table ~untai.n, . a plateau of 
.;J- " ultramafic rock over ·660m hi~;~h ( Tvenhofel and MacCl intock, 
_1940) which forms the highest structural slic'e of the ,Humber 
Arm allochthon. The high amount of, magnes'iwn and low 
calcium content of the peridotitic bedrock render the soil 
.. 
• 
' · 
'. 
. . 
I. 
i 
i 
,. I 
I 
·-
. < 
. ' 
7 
.•: 
essentially . toxic to vegeta.tion, (Dearden, 1979) resulting 
in a strikingly barren landscape. To . · the north of Table 
Moun~ain is _a pat'Ct)ily wooded; · d issested plateau, over 460m 
h1gh, underlain bydeformed ophiolitic cocks. ·Sedimentary 
and volcanic rocks of the lower slices of th• alloch~~on 
·- -
g.ive rise to .a rolling, heavily wooded terrain, 
a 
wi t .h 
volcanic •bloc~s' standing .out in sharp relief against the 
lower sedimentary ~ocks • . 
· u-shaped valleys were scciured b~)glacierq 
0 • 
that flowed 
into . 'the main f)ords of Bonne Bay, but j parts . of t'he area. 
' 
·were probably not affected by the last glaC:iation wh i ch - · was 
. ' . 
, of limited extent (Grant, .1977: ·Brookes, 1977; Roget:~on, 
1981) • 
1.3 Local geologic setting 
· At; stated above, the Lomond area contains parts of · all. 
. 
tt"!e major tectonic . elements of the Humber zone in wes.t 
Newfoundland,· Thus · it . is appropriate tier"e 
\ 
to describe in 
more · det~i'l the st'rati<Jraphic ·seque,nce an~ current models 
·• 
for the tectonic e~olution of· this zone. 
1.3~1 Generalised strat i graphy 
(see figure 4) Grenvillian· crystalline b'asement is 
overlain by wester_ly-der i.ved clastic rocks (~ .. g. Bradt:>re 
Formation, .·schuchert and Dunbar 1934: Williams and Smyth, 
1983), with assoc(ated mafic dykes and f l ows (Lighthouse· 
• 
.. 
~ · 
' 
.· 
(. 
.,. 
Figure 4: Generalised stratigraphic succession in west 
Newfoundland, according to current interpretation. Left 
hand column shows stra(igraphy of autochthonous rocks and 
st~ng · order of . tran;sported rocks. Middle two columns 
show stratigraphy of transported rocks north and south of 
Bonne Bay,. . Right hand column shows iriternel configuration 
,; of hi~h4tst (ophiolitic) slice. Modified from James and 
;, Stevens C 1982). 
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Cove Formation, Strong·and Williams, 1972: Williams and 
Smyth~ 1983). Lower Cambiian deposits are of mixed 
carbgnate/clastic types, 
) 
Format ion (Schucher:t and 
including 
Dunbar, 
the · limy _ Forteau 
1.9 34) and the . clean 
quar-tzites of the -Halo(ke Bay Formation · ( Schucher-t a .nd Dunbar:, 
1), 
1934; Ja111es and S,tevens 1982: . James et al., 19·83). 
. Overlying these are the Cambr'ian shallow . water 
car_bonates of' the March Point and Petit Jar~in Formations, 
(Levesque, 1977; Jam.es et al_., 1983) the Lower Ordovici ·~n 
St. George Group (Schuchert and Dunbat, 1934: Kluyver, 
1975; Pr~tt, 1979) i and the deeper ~ater Middle Ord6vician 
Table' Head Group. The Table Head Group has shales (Black 
. - r 
cove formatien, Klappa et al., 1980) -and carbonate breccia 
(Cape Cormorant farmationr towards its ,top. The entire 
sequence is blan·keted by a Middle Ordovician transgressive 
flysch . . contain i ng ophiolitic detritus (Goose Tickle 
Formation in th,e Hare Bay a~ea (Tuke,· 1968; Williams and 
Smyth, i 983), Mainland Sand s tone 'on 'the Port Port 
. . 
Penin?lJla (Schilleteff and Williams, 19,79)). 
· The allochthonous sedimeniary sequence is ~now~ as the 
.Humber 11-rm Superg r'oup, . represented at · Humber Ann ( Stevens, 
19'65, 1970: Williams, l973) _by· the Curling Group. this 
con~ists of Cambiian . silicicl~stic units (the feldspathic 
Summers ide ."and Irishtown Formations) 
overlain by a condensed carbonate . and snale · sequence (Cook$ 
Brook and Middle ~rm Point Forma ti o ns) of,· Middle Camt1rian to 
Ord·ovician age. The Cooks · Brook Format ion ·, mainly 
• 
11 
limestones and • shales, is nota~le f9r its carbonate 
conglomerates whereas the Middle Arm Point Fonnation has a 
higher proportion of siliciclastic detritus. Ov.~rlying this 
is Lower Ordovician flysch, previously included in the gl o w 
me Down Brook Formation, which contains sparse chromite 
grains (Stevens, 1970). 
This sedimentary package constitute s th~ structurally 
lowest part of the allochthon and has· been overridden by 
volcanic slices, such as the alkalic Skinner Cove FormatiQn 
· (Baker, 1978), and other volcanic rocks (Schillereff, 1981:. 
Godfrey, 1982). 
The highest structural slices are the ophiolitic Lit~le 
Port ~nd Bay of Islands Complexes (Wiiliams and Malpas l97i; 
Williams 1973). 
The Little Port Complex (Williams and Ma~pas, 1.972; 
Williams, 1975), cont.;~ins fo l iated gabtsros and amphibolite's 
• 
cut by granitic rocks which are locally brecciated. All of 
these are cut by sheeted, pervasiv e ly brecciated mafic d ykes 
associated with mafic volcanic rocks whic~ are r elatively 
unde f o rmed. 
.· ... Mattlnson (1975, 1976) has dated the Litt l e 
Port tonalite at appl:-oximately SlOmy (latest' Cambrian). 
The Bay of Islands Complex (Williams and'' Malpas, 1972) 
has a polydeformed metamorphic sole which passes i nto . 
peridot it e ov~rlain by ~assive and Jayered gabb ros. These 
are succeeded by s heeted dykes, and the .whole is capped ~Y 
mafic pillow lavas and minor deep marine s~diment s . The Bay 
. of Island s Co mpl e x has yielded zi r c o n . d a t es of a pprox i mate ly 
. _ , _______ _ 
.;; ... 
' 
f 
........ 
( 
-~ -
. \. 
:. 
I "~ 
12 
500 my (Mattinson 1975, 1976). 
These higher st.ruc~ral s1 ices are separated from _lower 
ones by me1ang.e zones. The most notable of these is a large 
\ ' 
chaotic zone which ,extends along the east margin oft the Bay 
of Islands 
~ 
ophiolite from Bonne Bay to Stephenville 
(Williams, 1981: O~;linn and Williams, 1983) .. 
· The allo.chthon northof Bonne Bay· is worthy of special 
IJlention, a:;; it is signi~icantly different from the-' main pat'=. 
in the Humber Arm area. Sedimentary rocks of the Cow Head 
'croup · (part • of the . Humber Arm Supergroup) include 'tjle 
renowned ~ow Head breccia, a more pro.l( ima 1 fac'ies of the 
' Cooks Brook Formation, and other ' carbonate . deposits 
eq\J<ivalent to Cooks Brook :and Middle Arm Point rocks (James 
,,_, 
and Stevens, .1982). Some of _ these un 'its, however, were 
assigned by Gonzalez-Bonorino (1979) to the Ourling _Group . . 
The Cow Head Group is ov~rlain by. sandstones which · were 
thought to be correlatives 
. ' . 
of Blow me Down Brook 
Fqrntation {James a_nd Stevens, 1982) "<1 This study has shown, 
however, that the correlation: is in error. These sandst;nes 
·are equivalent to unnamed flysch previously -incl.uded in the 
Blqw me Down Brook formation (see ~hapters\ 5 · ,:;nd 
Summercside Forma\!ion ~'re a~seht as 
6) • 
Equivalents of the are 
·,, 
ophiol i.ti:c and 
lithologies have 
e t al. in pcess, 
•) 
\ ' 
volcanic rocks • However, ·Sir ish town 
been found as blocks in )melange (Williams 
( 
19'8 5). 
/ 
• ' 
1 
) 
.. 
.\ 
,, 
. ·~ i3 
.. 
l. 3. 2 '"Current mode 1 s 
. . 
(e.g. Williams and Stevel'\s, 1974 .:. 
L~~t 
Williams, 197.5) 
(see figure 4) Clastic rocks of Bradore type and ' aSf;OCiated 
volcanic rocks ~Ire interpreted . as related to rift(ng of 
. Grenvillian basement. to form the . Iapetus ocean. This is 
·thought . to have taken pia~.e in the La t:e Prec'.ambr icin. 
(approximate!~ 600my ago by At/Ar dating .; . Stukas a'.nd 
Reynolds , 1974) . In Cambrian t.imes a widespread ~arbona'te 
.. 
plat form developed on the' n~wly formed con t, i nentai marg:i n • . 
. . . ' . ,·. . ~ ·. , . 
This remained stable · until · the Middle .Ordovician ~w~en minor 
bank ·subsiclence was ·. refle~ted in the depb_sitior:' Of deeper 
water limestones and shales of the upper part of the ta~le 
Head Group. Associated warping with · cons ide~abi.~ iocal 
. .... -
0 · ' 
,. 
re.lief is indicated .bY the presence o f the breccias 
Cape Cormorant Formation (K l appa · .et . ,al., 1.980). 
, ! 
of the 
This 
12asslve margin sequence was ultimatel.i bla('l<eted ~n Llanvirn 
times by easterly der: ~ ved · transgressive· f i ysch of · Goose 
Tickle type. These rocks con 'tain detr Ltat elements 
--1 
which 
sug14e.st: that they were derived ~rom an a.dvancing allochthon 
{includ~ng e.>,<posed .ophio'liti'c rocks) · to the east {Stevens, 
1970: Williams, 1975)~ 
The sedi!henta.ry parts of . th.e Humbe'r · Arm . Allochthon 
(St.'~vens, 1970) ace . inteqSr~ted a s a slope/cis~ se.quence 
. 
mainly coeval with the shallow wa t.er 
, 
. autGChthc;> nOJ.,IS . • 
· i: 
Summers-ide - an:d success ion. Rift · r:elat/.l' · <;::lastics of. 
.•. ' 
.J:rishtown type .are overlain 'by dee p ~ate.r .carbonate .deposits' " 
o f . the Cooks Brook and Middle ArmjPoi'nt Formation's. Th~se 
' . 
•. 
i 
.. ' ·' 
, . 
. \. ' . 
. ~-· 
' · 
. ' • 
.... 
..... 
I 
·-
(!" ' 
are starv~d basin · dep~sits 
a carbonate bank farther 
-
14 
-
which indicate the developm~nt of 
to the west. . The brec,ci a\ of t .he 
Cow Head Gr0up and Co"oks Brook Formation a _re interpreted 
' 
respectively as prox1mal and more distal facies deriVed'from 
the bank edge. Chrort)ite-bearing flysch pr~viously included 
in .the Blo.w me Down Brook Fbrm.ition is thought to have t;>een. · 
depos i.ted in circumstances similar "to, the more distal 
auto.chthonous 
_, 
Goose · rickle Formation. ln the light of this 
study, the Bl.ow_ me Down Brqok Formation itself has b~en 
re-interpreted as. a sequence of old.er (Pr-ecambrian or 
Cambrian) rift related sandstones, '1ow· isolated, as a high 
str~c_tui:-al slice (see Chapters 3, 5~, · and 6). 
The overriding volcanic rock,s are poorly unde,r,stood, 
but ' those of alkalic affinities niay represent transported 
( 
seamounts (Baker; 1980). 
Ttle Little Port Co~plex was or-iginally interpreted as a 
. ' 
deformed ~r.ayment · q, f an· island ar-c, older th~n the Bay of 
Island!'l Complex (Williams a'nd Malpas, 1972; WiHiams • 
. Q 
19 75) .• More .·recent . inter:-pretat ions (!<arson and Dewey, . 1978) 
h~v'}_pqua ~~d the Little ~ort and Bay of Isl-ands . . Comple·xes, .! 
• • 
I 
with the Little Port .-.deformed in an oceanic transform. 
<._ The Bay of Isl·arids Comp~ex contains . a . ·. ·co~p-lete _; 
. . 
ophiolLte suit-e repr.esent_ing . oceaoic crust and man~le 
.. 
(Ma-lpas, 1976, 1977). Its metamorphic sole. i.s thought ' to-. 
relate · to transport of a hot oph'iol i ,te slab over seyeral. 
different supracrustai prot.olit~s (Malpas, 1979). 
Melange zones separating the Va'rlOU!? .structural sl ic~s 
/ 
.• 
.. .. r . ...... - -.- ... ------· ·-----.,.---''-- -..,:_~-- ..... 
-' · 
·. ' . 
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are related t;.o assembl'y and emplaceme·ri~ .of ~he allochthon. 
I 
The entire package is inte.rpre~ed ;as an· accr~ti.onary prism· 
. . . . . .· . I 
formt:d during . ; eastward .subd,uction ' (Strong et aL, 197~) 
followed by obductio~ of oceanic crust . (upper sttuctural 
slices) and parts of the col'\tinenta1 .slope/rise (lower 
allochthonous slices) across a . 'p!ssive continental sh~lf. 
The · allochthon was in place by ;Middle Ordo.v ic ia~ time since 
its leading . ed<)t;! · is preserved under the blanketing 
9 ·, 
·neoautochthonous Caradocqn Long Point Formation (Rodgers, 
" \ 1965; ·stevens, 1970). c.. i 
1.4 Pre~i6us wO~k 
.·. 
I 
I 
1', 
~ ... 
-· 
:The Bonne Bay area was mapped by Tr.oel sqn ( 194 7) who : 
'drew upon previous work .by ·· Richardson inLogan ( 1863), 
Schuchert and Dunbar (193 ~0, and Ingerson (193'5) ._ .The · area 
was mapped in·r~connais~ance fas~ion ~y Baird ( · 19~0) as part 
· of his sandy Lake (l2HJ, w.est h~lf, area: The ultramafic 
· ro~s of .'I;able· Mountain were·studfed ~y Smit·h· (1958) and 
parts of the area :.,;ere investigated by -· the mining company 
Bdnex during the mid 1·950 1 s.· 
A.ll of these workers interpreted tRe' Bay of 
. . 
Islands 
ophiolite comp~el<t a{; an intrusion into autochtt)onous 
sedimel)taiy rocks, with a . surrou'nding metamo·rphi'c contact 
as a 
\ .. 
. \ 
Troelson 
se parate 
.. 
{ 1941) did 
" \J·n i---t: ·, being 
'-
;. .. 
not distinguish .the volcan·ic roc~s 
. 
volcanic under the im_press ion . that 
--~:&.-... ·--~- • . 1-'----~---,-
- ~ 
. · 
. ·' 
• 
.. 
.o 
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;~ks in the ar-ea wete deposited i.n stnitigr-ap~ic continuity 
with the 'Humber Arm Group'.· He found it difficult to 
( 
correlate the sedimentary rocks at Bonne Bay ~ith those of 
the type section at Humber: Ar-m, but noted similarities with 
.str-atigraphic sequences at ·Hare Bay and Canada Bay • 
.. 
More modern work incluOes · tha~ . of Stevens · in Neale 
(1972), who suggested cor~elaiions of the ~edimentar~ units 
with his previously' defined all9chthon9us units · at Humbet" 
Ann'. (Stevens 1970). Gonzalez-Bonorino (1979) has r-ecently 
. . 
pos.tulated that there ar.e-· no allochthono~s sedimentar-y rocks, 
in west ~ewfoun.dland, a . conclusion basEtd oh err0"neous · 
graptolite · id~ntification$ ( Schi llere'ff, 19~0: • R~K. ~ 
S.tevens, pers comm, l9S4). 
The most recent work (Quinn and Williams, - -1983, a,b,; 
Quinn, .l9S3i Nytn~~ et aL, 1984: . Williams et· al.~, 1984) 
has been don~ in connection with 1:50 000 scale map~;Jing of 
the Lomond area ( 12H/5) • 
. 
. . 
1~5 ~urpose and scope 
I .. • •' 
.. 
. I 
This ~tudy was . initiated as part of a larger pr-oject 
. . / 
involving field investigat.ions of the · enti.re Humber- Arm 
Allo~hthon (Williams, 1973; Schillereff and Williams, 1979; . 
Williams and· · God frey, 1980; Scl')illereff, 198,0; Godfn~y. 
1982; Williams, 19.8l: Williams e~ al., 1982,1963:. · Nyman 
• Jt al., 1984; Williams et al., 1984) • 
• 
\ 
.. 
. .. 
,. 
/ 
J .. ·
. ··---- -----.....--_;,__ _____ ~1 . 
{J' 
\1 . 
., 
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Jork at South A rill was begun to subdivide sedimentary 
. 
. and . vol~n ic . rocks and to assess · c .u rren t tee toni~ 
.. 
interpretatio·ns for rocks in allOchthonous terranes in west 
Newfound! and. Towa·rd that - end all units of possible 
r.elevance were included in the map area and were sti,Jd ied in 
. gener-a 1 . (Chapters - ~ 1 3, . and 4) • ·. 
The study was extended southward ""to include the · lo~oter 
allochthon of the - the • entire Lomond area in an attempt to 
establish -reg iona1 cor:-relat ions and to utili z·e data from 
earlier studie.s in the Hurr\ber Arm Pr-Oject (chapters 2, ), 
.. 
and 4) .• During .the course of the work, local · dif 'ficulties 
9onc~rri:lng tbe clasti.c rocks of the Sout·h · Arm area re_quired 
special attention. An abseQc:e ~f stra'tigta~hic col'\tacts and 
fossils .l _ed to arnbig~Jity in classifying sandstones' ·on lhe · · 
' ~ 
ea'st ~nd .' west s.h'ores. of South A~m. In struqglihg with this 
'l ques tl6n. the au.thor wa's dra~n to~ard · petrographic concerf\S, · 
Chapter 5, . ther~forel contain.s a more detailed account of 
the sandst9nes 1 and. . a discuss ion -is given on . · the 
( 
incompa't ib i lity of . the result i:ng' data with existing models • . 
1 ~~ Methods of study 
· Mapp~ng was conducted using • air photographs . and 
· Newf.oundla.,(j ap d · Lab~a~or- For~st rnve~tor;y rn·aps at 1 : 15,84:0 
. • 
scale. The Unal map of South Ann was produced at· 1:25, 000 
scale (maP./ 2). Mapping during 198l included .representative 
s ampling 'of. the various 1 itholog i'cal . -units . · supplementary · 
.. 
. . 
....... 
--:---~ ....... ---~...,.,~ . . .. ...-------.,..,_..,---..:_,.--
.· 
... •' 
. .. 
• . . 
·' 
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. s ·amp1 ing of. sandstones · was conducted ·in 1983 al~ng with 
1:.50, 000 seal~ regional mapping elsewhere in the Lomond 
. 
·reg ion (Map 1 ) • 
. . 
"In addition ' to routine petrogr~phic investigation of 
4pproximately 150 thih section~. detailed petrography was 
carried ·out' on the Barters•and Sellars ~ormations .. of the "" 
• 
Bonne Bay group at South 'Arm (Chapter . 5), utilizing staining. 
(Appendix 1), cathode-luminescence (Appendix 2); and 'point 
counting techniques (Appendices 3 a.nd 4). '-
In the cour'se ·of rna~ping se.veta!' new ~ wnit names were 
informally' proposed_. Thes~ . fre defined according t_o t~e 
· guidelines of the N_orth-Amer-ican1 CoJ1\I\lission on Stratigraphic 
i 
Nomencl,ature ( 1983). .. Thus, . where re}lsonable, super-~ luous · 
terms such ·as 'Brook' , 1 Pond 1 : etc;: • 
~ 
have ~~en omitted from 
.. 
Exposure' in t~e area is such t 'hat good sect. ions .. are. 
,. 
I 
' few. Thus, each uni~ is described with' re.Jerence ' to several 
key localities ; ·wher~ 
..  
c~a rae te·ris tic features may. oe 
observed. 
' . 
. . 
.. . ..  
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CHAPTER 2 
AUTOCHTHONOUS ROCKS ADJACENT TO THE HUMBER 
ARM ALLOCHTHON 
I 
In this chapter autochthonous units in the immediate 
vicinity of the. South Arm' Area. are described and their: 
relationships to the Humb~r Arm Allochtho~ discussed. This 
is incLuded to add · to an understan'di_ng of the structural 
-
setting ot the allochthon and correlation of transported 
. 2 .1 the -Table Head Group·. 
2.1.1 Nomenclature and distribution 
Rocks of the Tabl~ Head Group (KLapp~ . et · al., 1980) 
I (s~e Chapter . 1) lie in a . r.ough1y . north..;:;outh trending band 
east of 'the base of . th'e\ Humber Arm Allochthon (_see figure 
. 5). They are w~ll exposed· on the Glenburnie-.Wil.tondale road 
J 
at it~ intersection with Barters Brook and on the coast 0.5 
Km east Qf Gadds Harbour • 
2.1.2 Description 
. . 
These rocks· consist of recrystall i_sed medium to thick 
bedded limestone ~nd ' dolostone. Beds are 10-75 em thick, · 
wi'th the ' thicker beds . generally farther away from the base 
. . . . ' . ' ~-
of the allochtho"n. on the Glenburnie-Wil tondale · road 0 ·1 km 
. ·. 
0 
• 
.. 
.. 
..1 • 
... 
. . 
. .. 
. . , · ; 
~· T RANSP.ORT E 0 
geologic contact 
--~-high angle fault 
.. 
th-rust faul.t 
' 
. ·· I .. 
Figure 5: Sketch map of Lomond area ·cwest half.) 
sho~ing distribution of u~its described in chapter 2. 
See also maps 'I and 2. · 
' . 
. . 
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/ ~ 
east· of. th~ base of the allochthon,. the ~ocks show a 
' . 
noticeable pink weathering · aF'ld consist mainly of coarsely 
... 
c~ystailine dolomite. Howeve~, in Ba~te~s B~ook ~O'm below 
the base of the allochthon, the unit o·cc.urs as thick beds of 
•) . . ~ 
bluish 1 imestone r-anging from 60 em to 1 m thick, and 
,con.ta in i ng fragments of crinoids and gast~opods. 1Samples . . 
collected between Barte~s Brook an~ the Lomond · ~oad . 
'intersection contain . conodonts of Llanvirn age (F.' O'Brien, · 
.. per s c omm 1 9 B 3 ' • . 
Internally, the ·roc~s show few features, b~t ir~egu1ar 
stylolites are conunQn afld the 
1/ 
crystalline irt ,theirvicinity. 
rock is more 
, 
coarsely 
At Gadds Harbour near the contact with the• Sandbar 
format ion, the 1 imestone beds are onl~ ~ few centimetres 
·' 
· thi"ck. They ~ontain recryst~llis~d fragmented fossils. 
Southward in the Lomond· area rocks of · the ·Table Head Group 
. are obserVed along the ~ntire easi side of the allochthon. 
Tb~Y are ~edium to thick ·bedded' grey~buft dolostone and 
blue, · · · .· commonly bioturbated. ·1 imesto~~ con ta i r:li ng 
· ~ecr~a~lj.sed gastropo\js and other fossil fragments. 
2 .1. 3 Deformation· and co.rit.acts 
Generally the unit is· no't highly deform.ed in comparison 
with alloc·hthonous sedimentary rocks, or with the Sandbar 
.: 
foqnation <see se<! ~iori However, on the . 
·Glenburnie-Wiltondale road, close to the contact with the 
allochthon, the unit is folded J.nto an upright synform. . A 
.. 
.. 
... 
fault in the . hinge zo~e of t:'h\s structure m.:w acc'punt f o r · 
the localized do l om i t i z a t i o n and coarse 
~ 
recrystallizat~on. Else.,..her~ in the area, it can be seen 
that the Table Head Group has been subjected to lacge ( lOs 
of . metres) scale opeo · folding • . This is ~ell displayed i n 
cliffs on the . soutn side of· Bonne Bay, Litt1e Pond. 
Near the Glenbur~ie,-Wiltondale· road, ~n Barters Brook , 
west dipping · spaced cleavage (at intervals of a few 
· centimetres) in thick limestone is at a high angle ) t~ east · 
dipping bedding. This , contrasts strongly. with · w_esterly dips 
of both cl~avage and bedding in shalei a few tens of metres 
to the wes!, s~ggesting faulting of the 1 imestones' ag~ i nst 
the Sandb'ar fo.nnation at this locality (see figl,lre 6'. 
At Gadds Harbdur the contact with the Sandbar formation 
is conformable, with thin beds of 1 i mestone o verlai'n by 
st<ongly ~cleaved grey shales ·and thin-medium bedded 
sandstones. 
2.1.4 Points of interest 
Breccias ... typical of the Cape · Cormorant Format ion 
(Klappa et ,al., 1980) ~see ehapter 1) are absent in the . 
Table Head stratig rapby of the Lomond area. 
' 
Llanvirn ian 
r 
shales in the vicinity of Barters Brook may be correlative s 
of t .he Black Cove Formation CKlappa et al. , 1980) ( see' 
chap"ter 1), but c.ontrol is poor, and the y co"ld equcrtly well 
.. 
belong to . the Sandbar formation. ·"tney are the refore 
de scribe d separat~ly f rom definite Table He ad 1 i tho log ies • . 
\ 
... 
I 
' 
\ 
.• 
(1 
., 
I . 
1. Chaotic quartzites and shales of ·Barters formation 
2. Highly def()rmed limestone conglomerate _ 
3. Steeply dippin~ argillites 
4. Highly deformed shales and minor less deformed limestone 
S. Grey argillites· with cl~'avage · (dotted. line) dipping more 
6. Thick bedded "limestones ~ast .dipping) '1ti th west dipping 
1~ Fold on road · 
2 3 
inter ection 
of road and 
Barters Brook 
. . 
• 
conglomerate 
steeply than bedding 
<:leavag~ . 
6 7 
F 
I 
E 
Figure 6: Schematic cross section across base of Humber Arm Allochthon on 
Glenburnie-Wiltondale road and Barters.Brook. 
. •, 
"' ~ • 
• ' 
-
.. 
I 
·-
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' Elsewhere in the "Lomond area,' Black Cove equivalents ar-e not 
obse r-ved. 
The limesto~es described above may be correlatives of 
the Llanvirn Table Point Formation (Klappa et al ..• , 1980), ·as 
shale content is low. 
2.2 Sandbar formation 
2.i.1 Nomenclature and distribution 
The name Sandbar formation (see also Nyman. et al., 
1984) designates a un it of shales and fine sandstones which 
includes some, but not all of the rocks of the Gadds Point 
Slates of Troelson (1947). The latter term has subsequently 
been used by Stevens in Neale ( 1972) and Gonzalez-Bonorino 
(1979). The new name is introduc~d because the Gadds Pain~ 
Slates are divisible into chaotic (Gadds Point melange). and 
non-chaotic (San~bar formation) mappable units. Also, the 
Gadds Point Slates of Troelson included rocks, now known to 
be allochtt).onou's, which are assigned here to the McKenzies 
format ion. (see chapter three). 
Th~ unit outcrops as a thin band (map width ranging 
from 0.35-1.0 Km) wit~ an approximate north-south trend, 
which parallels the base of the Humber Arm Alloc~thon (see 
figure 5) , and extends to.: Sandbar Pbnd. For the best 
exposed •• , 0.25 - 0.5 Km east of Gadds Harbour, a thickl"!e~: · · ing no account of deformational effects) of 
lOOm is .e stimated. 
1 
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The unit conformably overlies the Table Head Group near 
Gadds Harbour, and passes westward into the Gadds Point 
melange. 
2.2.2 Description 
The Sandbar formation consists of a sequence of mainly 
dark grey buff shales with thin beds of fine - medium 
grained, buff weathering sandstone (plate 1). 
Plate 1: Sandbar formation 0.5 Km east of Gadds 
Harbour 
At the best exposure of the Sandbar formation east of Gadds 
Harbour, sandstone beds range in thickness from 2 - 25 em 
They have sharp bases and are locally graded. They also 
show small ripples, some parallel lamination and some cross 
- lamination. Central parts of some thicker (greater than 
0. 5 m) beds show steep irregular wavy bedding. Load and 
. ·' 
9 
--
~.. ., 
-· 
'1 
flame· structures are qui.te · ·common but some • flame' · 
structures .on closer:: inspect-ion are small post--lithification 
.fr:actures r:elated to cleavage'. . ..  
Sandstone beds are thicker and mor:e common at t h'e base 
of the section. .Seine of . the . shales.· are calcareous or ' 
dolomitic; especlr.plly-at the top of t,he section. , ·In places 
• 
these carbonate shales weather: in a distinctive ma.nner: 
showi 1'1\;;1 p\llar-li k~ r:ai sed feat~res on a centimetre seale. 
These may be solution features related to _cleavage. Local 
limestone bedg UP. to 15 em thick . occur within · the ·se,quence. 
In thin· section the sandstones are .immature and 
. moderately sor.ted with angular-subro_unded framewo'rk .. gr:ai'ns • 
It , . • • 
Both clay matrix and c~rbo'nate ceme~t are prese~t . . Tle main 
minerals are · quartz; plagioclase _and · microcline. \ Rock 
fragments are' mainly' shaie chips with _c~:~ert, - carbonatr and 
. J • 
possibly altered volc.iwic fragments. Access6ries i·ncl.ude · · 
chlor-ite, opaq~:~e minerais and distinctive b.rown trans l ucent 
' . 
· chr9JT1ite . Tw'o f<!brics are visib~e: . bedding, defined by 
grain siz~ vadati·ons, and 'a tectonic fabric, defined by 
defor:med ·and elongate rock fragments, ,or i~n ted at a high 
angle to'bedding~. 
: ·. Sh~les occur o n Barters Brook and . the adjoining 
.. 
Glenburnie-,Wil tondale road. They are black 1 grey and green, 
. J • 
·with some buff ~{lthering laminae 1 are variably calcareous 
· and · yield poorly pr_e se.rve.d gi:apto l i'te s o.f Middle Ordovician 
age (J. F. Botsford · pers · comm . l983,· · Troelson 
. . . . . . 
194 7). They 
contain •mino r thin beds of gr:een.ish graywacke. F9r the 
. -~ 
.... .. ·- - .:.....>------:-------......;;....._ _ __,_ 
.. 
' . 
•. 
.. I 
, 
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rea~ons s"tated above (section 2 -. L4 ) .they are included with 
the Sahdba r format ion. 
oar;l< grey shales and· medium pedded sands.tones are 
observed , in several places near the base of the aUochthon, · 
no"tably on t .he Goose Arm .. road, where there are feldspathic 
• 
sandstones· showin9 internal fabric development 
defined by matrix . ~nd . incompetent se'd imentary rock f ragine~ts . 
de formed aro.und angular - sub rounded quartz and plag iocla~e 
feldspar grains. . These rocks contain sparse' grains of 
ch!:'Omi te and are good lithic co·trelatives of those ... observed_ 
at Gadds Point. 
I 
2.2.3 Deformation and Contacts 
East. ·of Gadds Harbour the Sandbar formation is . c:ut by. a 
.. 
pervasive southeast dipping cleavage at a high ·" ~nglel. to the 
bedding. Toward the base of the Humber Arm Alloch~hon·, '~he 
\.. .' 
is more chaot i.e, with intra format t on a 1 clasts 'or iented 
par:allel to the cl~avage. It passes gradationally. upward 
into mel.ange con.taini'ng exotic blocks 0.25 km east of Gadds : 
Harbour. ·Farther .south at Barters Brook·, ,cleavage in ~hales 
correlat·ed with the Sandbar formation is west, dipping.· 
2.2.4 Ccrrelation ~nd significanct!' 
· The sandbar fonnat'ion extends north of the area across 
the bay / to Norrjs Point. There, sa.ndstone beds are more 
... 
common towards . t~e top of th.e section _(Gonzalez·-Bonorino 
19 7 9) , , and the ·beds are steep to westerly overturned 
'"'· 
....,-" 
./ . 
J 
\ 
I ., 
.i 
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(Willi'ams ' et al. in pre'$S, l9U5) ·• 
< . 
The sedimentological featu~~s of beds of · the Sandbar 
fotmation are . consistent ·with deposition as distal 
turbidites. The presence of easily detectable· chromi te 
grains' suggests some· in_put of debris from an ophiolitic 
source .. These features, combined with a similar · 
. 
stratigraphic position ma~e the Sandbar formation a likely 
correlative of the Goose Tickle Fo~tion beneath .the ·Hare 
Bay Allochthon, · (Tuk~· · J968': Williams and Smy~ 1983), a 
chromite bear)ng sequence of distal turbidites. T~· latter 
is interpreted a ·s being partially derived in Llanvirn times 
.I • • 
from an ophiolitic source to the , east (Stevens, '1970; 
Williams, 1975). · 
~ Cadds \ Point melange 
2.3.1 Nomenclature and distribution 
·.· ~ 
This north-south trending . chaotic unit marks the base 
. 
of the Humber Arm Allochth0n. It has an average "!'ap width .. 
. 
of 0.25 Km expanding to 1. 75 Km in the extreme sou'th of ·ttte 
. . 
area (se,e figure 5). It is well exposed at G~dds .Point and · 
. .. 
less prominently .at Bar:ters Brook. ·It was· formerly pat't of 
the Gadd s Point Slates de~cr ib~d by.' Tr-oel son i i 94 7) , . 'but 
th~t p~rt ~f Troelson's unit· ~hich is chaotic ~n~ ~on~ains 
· exotic clasts' is here regarded· separa.tely. 
:. · . . The . ~el _ar1ge . grades · westward~d _upw_a~d from the Sandbar 
. . , . . - . 
f o rmat ion. While conformable with u~derly ing aut.och thonous 
.. 
' \ 
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units it is discordant with respect to the formations in the 
Humber Arm Allochthon. 
2.3.2 Description 
At its best exposure near Gadds Point the melange 
consists of chaotic Sandbar lithologies distributed as 
clasts with their long dimensions parallel to a strong south 
east dipping cleavage in the shaly matrix. 
Plate 2: 
Gadds Point 
Point. 
Elongate clasts of limestone and sandstone in 
melange, · a few hundred metres east of Gadds 
Farther west, it contains blocks of thin bedded limestone 
and dark shale resembling those of the McKenzies formation 
(see chapter three) and slabs of buff - pinkish weathering 
sandstone (see plate 2). The sandstone blocks are up to 1.5 
m in longest dimension. 
Zones of argillite containing deformed and elongate 
I 
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arg1llit& pebbles of various colours ~te also pr~se~t. 
Near;- Gadds P~int,-.e~otic' clasts and·blocks of · Sandbar 
lithologies occur: in a ·,matdx: of shale ~esembling th.at found 
i·n the Sand~ar fqrmation. At GadGs Point, the · ma t rix 
-.. 
with some ~g.reeo ho-ri zo~s ·. .. It ~ . col)sfsts · . of black .. shale 
contains lS em to -2 m phacoids . of tough, - i nternally 
brecciated, yellow·· ·weathering, dolomitic ·1 im~stone. 
melange here, _ with Sandst.one blocks are also part of the 
l'ong · dimensions ranging ftm 10 em to 2 m ~ The most 
strildng feature is a sl~'ver of limestone breccia which . is 
exposed for 50 m alo g the west ·· side of the point. The 
" .breccia contains mainly ~gular clalft.S of blue limeston~, 
bu~ some bl~ck s~ale fr~gments are alsq · present. The 
, ,. 
is essentially clast . supported, ·but ' 
!,fropciction of buff weathering ma,trix is present. 
genera.lly equant and of uniform size (less than 
small 
Clasts are 
<! • . 
2 . em _in 
. . 
diameter), but some are as lar9e as 10 em. The breccia is . t 
pervasively cut by discon.tin1¥JUS veins 6f' calcite . The 
breccia litho'logy is somewhat . similar to b,reccias of the .' 
. ' . 
Ca~e Corm<?rant formation (_Klappa et al. 1 1~80) but also 
resembles · some lithologies cte·scr_iQed.by Stevens ( 1970) in 
• 
the Cook.s Brook Fonnation • 
... 
. On the Glenpurnie-Wiltondale road and in aarters · Brook .· 
• . I 
the melange has a somewhat different aspect (figure 6) ~ At . 
Nt~ wes~e~n 
. . l\ tho log ies · of 
ex trJ!mi ty i .t · consists of . semi-ch~otic 
the Barters· ~6rma.tion (see chapter 3) which 
ace.succeeded ea~tward by an ap~roximately 1 Km gap in 
.,\ 
• · .. . 
,·: 
., 
------------------------------~:- · 
' a 
. . 
... 
... 
· . ' 
.. 
· . 
·.-:-- ' 
exposure. 
~ 
, · 
· .. 
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. 
An extremely sheared limestone conglomerate 
occurs on the · road where it crosses Barters Br:ook. ·It 
contains both s iUc ic and p.ure finely crystalline. 1 imes·tone 
, , . . . 
as elonga~e 'clasts up ~o .5 ~m in diameter, in a 
.microcrystal! ine calcite matrix.· ~he conglome~ate gr~des 
eastward into green argillite ~it,.h b~ff weathering l<(lminae, 
grey shale wi~h minor thin greywacke beds, and one thin' bed 
.. . ' .. . . . 
of' 1 imestone conglomerate. As · discussed abpve these are 
possibl~ Sandbar eq~ivalents • . .;;. 
In the brook slightly· to the north of the road • greM 
. flat~pebble conglomerate, less deformed and dift:erent in 
t ~ 
other< aspects . to that on the road; the matrix tQ this 
conglomerate is of dark grey limy shale and clast~ a~e buff 
or white weathering,. commonly lamin~ted and are up to 15 em 
in ·diameter. This is associ'ated .. with shales "int:rst>eE:"sed 
with gceen.ish argillite c-bntaining extremely d~formed buff 
argillitic pebbles~ arid sandy iimestd~e. The$e · lit.holegies · 
•' 
are replaced olaterally eastward by . blue~gr:ey 1 ·var:iably 1 iniy 
~ . . ' . 
sh~les ~i~h buff lamiriatio~s. Cleavage and bedding dip _ 
west, but cleavage is a ·t a steeper angle t:ti.an. bedding. ··This 
is followed east by a · gap ·in ex·posur:e and ·· then' the first 
occurrence of th• Table H~id lime•tone, di~ping east b~t 
·. 
st i 11 with a prominent west d .ipping cleav~ge • . 
. 
The · ~ocks , to the west are inte·r 'preted as . . part of ·:·the · '· 
. . . . 
Gadd$ Point melange . The · shales t.o the east .ate interpreted 
' . 
as eq'uivalent·s of the Sandbar formation (see · section 2.L4 
~· 
I :: 
,. 
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- ~nd figu~e 6)~ J 
Eq~ivalents of the Gadds Point melange ·occur . along the 
. entire base .of th"e allochthon' al t~ough most examples a-re 
muc'h · less spectacular: than at Gadds Point, consi~ting _ 
. . . ~ 
. gener;ally of sandst.o.ne clasts of" pebb~e . to boulder size in a 
shale or · argfllite matrix. 
·' · .Ai Gadds Pciny- a gap in exposure separates the . Gadds · 
~ . :- . 
POint melange fi:om . stt'ongly fC?lded sandstones o_f the Sell_ars 
torination (~e chap.ter -three). The fact that" the melange 
con'tinues fa_rther south along the base of the allochthoh, 
·, . 
and ~s . dis~ord~nt with 
!illochthon, cpmb ined 
respect to sedimentary uhits 6f the 
with· the strong deformation in the 
·; 
' . 
melange suggest that · the gap marks a major tecton-ic · contact 
. . . ~ .. 
stra tigraph i.e 
I ~ ~ II 
one as suggested · by· and · · not · a ·, 
'Gonzalez-Boner ino ( 1-979) , · 
·' 
. · other occurcences of the m~l·ange ~re reported _ to the 
north near .. Norris Point· where _.it -also contains blocks 
similar to Cape Cormorant lithologies (Stevens in Neale 
. . " . I 
197 2; Gonia 1 e z- Bon or i no 1979)_,. distal Cow Head. facies an? . 
. 
. overlyi_~ . sandstone'S anQ laJ;"ge blocks of !t"ishtown (Barters).~ · 
al ~ lithologies· (Williams et 
. . . .. . . 
·. ' 
Bo'nne Bay, the melan9e · continues 
(william's et ,ai., in press 1985) • 
• 
, ...... ...... : . 
. \. . ., .... 
\ . 
' 
. . !n press, . l985). Nort-h of 
. 
to Western Br;ook . Pond · 
\" . 
· The general sequence from we.st. to ' east, is, . of a limestone 
.. 
I 
i. 
, '! 
./ 
--
. ): 
I . 
• 
. \ 
, ·. 
' . 
" ----··- ··- ···· ~-· ···-·-
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: , ; . 
unit, .overlain' by a shal~/sand~tone · ~n~t.: These represent' 
' . 
part of the ~utochthonous carbonate bank and. its ove~lying 
~ransgress,ve flysch and . pass up~ards into melange ~ith a 
disc6rdani tectonic contact agAinst sedimentary rocks of the 
. 4 
Humber Arm Allochthon. 
Differences in lithologies of clasts .. in the melan9e 
from north- to s.outh '!lay be partly a ,result of the fact t,hat 
th.e trend of the' melange i .s . discordant to ~trike of . the 
·sedimentary .units _within the allochthonous B<;!nne Bay .gr!oup 
(see Chapte.r 3 )-. 
chapter three) 
At Gadds Point, the Sellars formation (~ee 
.· . 1 . ·. 
is adjacent · to the melang~·, .whereas in the 
Barters Brook area, the Barters ~ormation is 
melange~ farther south the melange' is succeeded by. the 
Mitchells formation. 
"l · 
• , 
. ' 
., 
.... 
. ..... 
.. 
• 
/( 
: 
. .  
' 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF A,LLOCHTHONOUS. SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
In the South sedimentary 
lithostratigraphic units .of 'formational stat: us are 
. , 
recognis~d in the allochthon~. Reg ion a~ · mapping wfth . H. 
Williams in l983 · has ·'resulted in the definition of a fourth 
urrit immediat-ely to -the south east. Ft"om east to west these 
units· are . named the Mitchells, Barters, McfCenz ies, and 
Sellars formations and they are assigned to the Bonne Bay 
. , 
group {all names informal) (see figure 7). · 
The Bonne Bay group is largely unfossiliferous wHh no 
_sharp stratigra~hic contacts between its forma ti~ns. 
., 
Similarities with .the c~;~rling Group at 'Humber Arm (Stevens, I . 
1970) are strong and the Bonne Bay group is ~onsider~d ari 
integral part of the Humber Arm Supergroup (Stevens 1970). 
The validity of correla·tions 
\ 
with the ,Curling G!='ou~ is 
. . . 
d~scussed in mor.e detail for each in.dividual forr:nation ·. 
Th~ formations of the Bonne Bay group are · discussed 
. ·, . 
from · east to west, although this may, not be their origi.nal 
stratigraphic order in some cases, not~bly. . that of the 
Sellars formation. Thicknejses are not e~tirnated beca~se of 
i 
lack of expos-ure and complex de format ion • 
. ' 
,, 
l \. 
' \ 
!tr 
\ 
0 
· - --~· 
A ... 
c 
0 m 
MITCHELLS 
geologic contact 
high angle fault 
thrust fault and tectonic contact 
around a large olistolith 
Crouchers formation 
5 
Figure 7: Sketch map of Lomond area (west half} 
showing di~tribution of units described in chapter 3. 
See also maps 1 and 2. 
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3.1 Mitchells formation 
3.1 .1 Nomencta t~re and d istr ibut ion 
The name Mitchells formation has been ~ssigned to ·an 
· assembla~e of mainly ·thick" bedded quartzites, which are well 
exposec:l at Mit-chells Pond. The unit occ~r-s in the southeast 
part of the al.lochthon of the Lomond area "<1d has 
m·ap w,idth . of. 9. 5 km (see f1gure 7). - ,.Jr·< 
a -maximum 
Troelson (1947) r:ecognised a distinct lithologic unit 
~t Mitchells· and :Governors P?nds, and tent~tively correlated · 
it with the •Humber .Arm Series' 
outline' the unit. Eurthe·r. 
but did not.-define _ or 
3.1.2 Liihology and correlation 
The Mitchells formation consists ,. of massi-ve,· thick 
b~dded quartzites, minor greywackes ·and pur-ple and red 
shale_s or- slate_:;. ·seds are up to 3m -thick. Graded bedding 
is tl'\e only 'sedimentary str-ucture -colli]Tionly .obser-ved. Grain" 
size ranges from fine sand to granule grade, · a!'ld the rocks 
ar-e poorly sorted. · In contrast to the Sellars formation 
(.see section 3.4) many of the quartz g,rains are clear rather 
than milky_. 
' <~· . 
yeywackes ioc.;tll y cont~ in bluish shale chips. 
~ -
r-ocks near the west end of Governor-s Pond are cemented by 
\ 
calcite. There ar-e no volcanic rocks associated with this 
unit. 
In thin section, the rocks contairi '60 · 95\ quar-tz, 
-., 
---------- ------ --------;.-
.. ~ 
. . ,, ...
·. 
'• 
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IWi th 
I' 
varying amou·nts of untwinned plagioc;lase (difficult t6 
es~tmate) and matrix. The matrix,contains · chlorite and very 
fine grai·ned opaque · material, giving it a 'dusty' 
. .. ~-
appearance,. · Overgrowths are few exce(:l~ in the sam;:>les wi ttr» 
the highest quartz contents . Distinctive nodular shaped 
'micas' are also present. These consist of chlor!te with 
. . 
ch~racteristic ·seriin blue birefringence interlayereq with 
inuscovit;e. The . presence of some relict material · suggests 
that th"e . chlor'tte is an alter.ation prod~, pro bably of 
biotite. lfhese 'micas' are, common in a~~ples. Minar 
polycrystalline quartz occurs and commonly contains a - few 
\ 
large subgrains showing irregular subgrain . boundaries. 
Zircon is a common accessory mineral. 
Near Governors Pond east-dipping quartzites of the 
_Mitchells . fbrmation are in close proximity t o inverted 
) - . l shales o~ the Barters formation, suggt:;sting an overturned 
stratigraphic conta?t with the Barters on top of the 
Mitchells. 
. \ 
OR the basi~ of this inferred ~iratigr~phic position, 
and lithology, these rocks are correlated with those of the 
Summers.ide Formation at the base of · the Curling · Group at 
Humber Arm, . however the~ ~re considerably richer in 
quartzites and poorer in greywackes than the Summers ide ·· (see· 
figure 8). 
"' . 
) 
. . 
. i 
:•-' · 
' . 
~ 
.. 
~· 
~ .. 
~Higher igneou·" ~slices 
~ . ' , ., 
r.:-:1 Mitc~~M;t~~ma tion ond 
· L..:...:....:.J ·and 4'·_equiva_lents 
D 
O· 
Transport~d .. 
sediments 
km 30 
<I 
jf> 
· Bay 
. . of 
_ .. 
-
-
• 
-
:11: 
.,_ 
. ' Figure 8: Sketch map of main part of Humber Arm 
Allochthon showing the distributio~~f the Mitchells 
formation and Summerside equivalents. After this. 
I 
work, . \'1illiams (1973, 1981) ~ and \'1illiams et al. , - (1983). 
I 
t . 
I • 
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3. 2 Barters formation 
3·. 2.l.Nomenclature and distribution 
Named for its occurrence in the vicinity of Barters 
Pond, the Barters format ion is .a un'i. t shales and 
quartzites which occupy a· b_mad belt (maximum width 5. 5 km·) 
in the central part of the Lomond area (see figure 7) . · 11: . 
is well · exposed along the Glenburr:' ie-Wi l tondale ro,ad from · 
Horseback Brook to Barters Brook, and in the upper parts of 
.r 
McKenzies Brook and Middle Brook. 
This unit was not recognised by Troelson (1947·). Parts 
of - it were variously inClr,..tded in hi~ South Arm. Formation, 
McKenzies Brook Formation, and Gadds Point Slates. 
/ 
I 
Oeser ipt ion 
The Barters formation .. is characterized _by an assemblage 
o.f dark grey to green-ish shales and white quartzites. The 
shale_s_ predbminate and co nt-ain buff wea'thering micaceous 
sandy laminae. ·Laminated argil1ite is also common. 
Thin beds· of brown weathering quartzite wi th i rregular 
muddy lamin{:l~ and local cross laminae ·are commonl y 
interbe dd ed with the shales. These are up to 10 em th ic k. 
Medi:un\ to thick bedded (up to 1. 5 m) pink or white 
' . 
weathering quartzites are locally abundant. They are 
generally monotonous but in places· ,show grading and 
r:- ippli!lg. One examl:;)le of a channel with a relief of 0.5 m 
,.. ·· 
is present on the south side of the Glenburnie - Wilto nda le 
• 
. -
41. 
t"oad at Hotseback . Brook. Petrographic . de's.c r- i pt iQns and 
point-count data for- these quartzites ,are given i n ·chapter-
s. 
Minor lithologies include chert, 1 imestone with cleat" 
.. .. 
quartz pebbles, and .. greywacke with calcite . cemef'lt and 
substantial euheQ_ral diagenetic pyrite. This last lithology 
is 
f . . 
rather rare, but quite distinctive. and. occurs in beds .no · 
thicker than 10 em. 
plane fea,tures .. ·are· c.ommon · in 
·( shales Bedd i.ng 
especially on· the ( Glenburn ie-:-Wil tondale road from Horseback 
for l .. s , Km. They include. ripples, and · at ) east . 
. \ . , . 
. of tubul\3r featur-e.s ' . . one tyope is . r 'aised ftom, the 
Brook east 
two types 
\ 
bedding surface, arid\ is ·e 1 ong.ate, up to 2 · · em long, · or 
approximately circular. This may be organic in origin, . o~ a 
p~s~t;;le combination of organic and current markingS• 
• 
_Ano.ther type is an elong·ate surfic1al marking of maximum . 
length 3.5 em. This is probably of organic origin. 
Irregularity of silty _and quartzose· laminae . including .tne· 
• . 
presence 'of 1 eye structur-es' · (structures .. 'in . whi.cl) the 
laminae are completely . detached into eil ipse~ resembling 
1 eyes • ') suggests some slumping has taken place. Load casts 
are se.en in shales at bases of thin qu~rtzite qeds on the 
Middle Branch of Trout River. 
\. ' . 
A distinctive horizon occurs along the . north side of 
Glenburnie--Wilto ndale road immediately · east·· of Horseback 
Brook •• This is a conglomerate 
clasts of calcareous and 
· r 
<i 
containing 
~ 
non- calcareous 
. ' 
ina inly · . rounded 
black shale, 
""; . -
r:~ • • 
.. -.--.. -- . ·--·- - .. -~~-_....,,_ _____ _ 
• 
' 
.· 
.. 
I 
\ 
\ 
' 
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limestone, quartzite, chert, and foliated . grey·gr~en gne i ss 
(Plate ' 3 ) . The ~verage diameter o.f ·t .hese clasts is _l 5 em .. 
but some quartzite block's reach 50 em or more. The matr i x. 
. . . . 
is 
\ . 
of c.lear and bluish quartz pebbles up to 3 .em i n 
d·iame'ter. It also contains· some pink quartz and black s ha l e 
,, 
chips up · to ·7 ctn diameter. Some finer mat.erial and some 
calcite cement a~e also pr~sent. · 
One oolitic limestone clast . contains 1 .• 5 ern (long 
diameter) ellipt.ical 'button al~ae' ..:. ~ diaynostic . f~ature 
of · the 4utochthonous Lo~o~er Cambrian Forteau Fornat i o n 
(Schuchert and Dunbar 1934) artd Middle . cambrian March 'Point 
Formation (Levesque 1977; W i 11 i am s e t a 1 • . l 9 8 2 ; . ' NYman et 
al. 1984). Some fcagm'ental · fossils found in limestone 
clasts · wen~ tentat,ively ·'identified (D. Boyce pers conun 
0 
1983) as. Salterella, a Middle Cambrian cephalopod and 
Waneria; a trilobtte typical· of the Lower cambrian 
autochthonous carbonates of west Newfoundland. The 
quartzite clasts ·contain coarse, ~o~ell sorted, subangui.u to 
rounded · grains i.n a siliceous/calc~reous cement. 
Micro~copic features of the conglomerate• are described .i n 
chapter 5. 
A . spectacular feature of this :conglomerate is the 
pr.esence of· large circular or irregular black shale pockets 
up tO 50 Cm in di.ameter containing the 'same array Of rOU!lded 
cl~sts as ·the quartz pebble conglomerate (Plate 4)~ Some o f 
t hese shale pockets are elongate or lensoid in shape and may 
rt:~present boulder beds in various stages o f being ripped up 
• ( 
0 
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Plate 3: Conglomerate of the Barters formation. 
Gl enburnie - Wiltondale road near Horseback Brook. Scale is 
5 em. 
Plate 4: Shale Pocket containing rounded 
conglomerate of the Barters formation, 
Wi ltondale road near Horseback Brook. 
clasts. 
Glenburnie 
In 
, . 
. ' 
~ 
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-. 
and · t.'ransport~d·. Other shale occurrences f i 11 cracks in the 
.. 
conglomerate and ar~ probably . inj~ction feat~res. 
!he thickne-ss. ot the conglomerate . itself· · is 4f the · 
ordEr of a few metres ·and it is:in~er~d vith q••irtzite · . 
and shale ~eds up to l.5 ·;n· ,thick. E~sht · thi·s lqcalilty, l 
km west alon<J .the road f~om the base of the allochthon, the 
cong~omerate occurs again although here maximum clast, size 
· is only ~bbut · ~· em. Bed,s are less than 1 mf;!tr\ th iclr.. 
Clasts are mainly shale. chips. There is some sugg'estion ·· at· 
. . . 
. . 
this . locality · that · corigl~omerate beds. are Frudely graded· and 
~ ~!lay be o.verturned; ( 
/~ Elsewhere 1n the .Lomond .area~ the Barter;s formation is 
charact~~ised · by &hales and quartzites, but there are no 
o ther examples of th~ distinc .. tiv~ )onglomerate ' s~en on the t-
Glen~urnie Wil tonda le road. 
· ~ .. 
3.2.3 Deformation 
. ... 
/
. · . . As with all the allochthonous s;ed imenta ry units, the 
· Bart~rs .. forniation shows much . internal deformation, which is 
char~cterised . by. uprig?tt minor .folds whose axes plunge 
mod.etateiy south or- southwest. 
wt{ere quartzites are prese.nt they have acted 
, 
as 
cqmpet;ent bod'ie·s and .are commonly surrounded by strongly . 
foliated and deformed shale (plate 5) • 
jl'he maJority of facing directi o ns . indi~ate tops to the 
so~th o r ~outh east. However, . spm~ overturning is suggested 
both in the shale/thin quartzites (bottom featur-es) and i n 
.~ 
- . 
·-· ~-~ ---- ---~-----------
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the conglomerates (grading) near the base of the 
allochthonon along the Glenburnie Wiltondale road. Dip 
reversals are common in the more massive quartzites in the 
northwest fork of the upper part of McKenzies Brook. 
Plate 5: Characteristic 
formation. Dark shale 
deforming around quartzite. 
near Horseback Brook. 
deformation in the Barters 
acts as incompetent material 
Glenburnie Wiltondale road 
3.2.4 Contacts with overlying units 
In Middle Brook and McKenzies Brook, the Barters 
formation is succeeded to the northwest by the McKenzies 
formation. This is a problematic contact, poorly exposed 
and strongly deformed. In McKenzies Brook the contact with 
the McKenzies formation is marked by a chaotic zone 
consisting of clasts of tan weathering dolomitic siltstone 
up to 15 em diameter, and 5m blocks of greywacke in a matrix 
of green and grey deformed argillite. On Middle Brook 
folded thick quartzite (Barters) and thin limestone beds 
,,. ' 
··--
·' · 
... 
. ·(fi1cKenziesY occur in close f)ro~imity. T!:'e contact in · the 
south Arm area is ' thus inferred . to be t ,ec_tonic. · On Midd l e 
. trout . River .the boundary betw~en. t·he. Barters and Mcl<enzies. 
. - ···';'" .. _..-_ ... _:r.~"· . 
fqrma t ions . is character i sed by cross bedd~d ·sandy oolite up 
' . 
to . 3 ~ thic~. Some of the beds are lensoid in ap~ear~nce; 
The oolite conta.ins 1 imeston~ · fragments · up . to 10 ctn i.n 
diameter, milky quartz,, .~Shale chips .and mica. The ooids are 
spherical, wi~h - relidt . conce~t~ic . struct~r~. One or two are · 
~- . ' . .· . . . . . 
rimmed by· opaque materiaL· · some edges are crushed and oo1ds 
, • • • • . , • • , • • I , •' • • • ' . • 
·imJ;>in-ge on each other. . The rock fragl"-ents are mostly ·. of . 
finely. crys~alline · li~est6ne 
. - . 
and . the matrix is of patchy 
"" 
c'rystali ine calcite· a~d dolom-ite: j I 
This occurrence-may be si~ilar · to that · de~cribed by 
·'· 
st\vens .(196S) · ~t the ~ase · of the Cooks Br~ok . ~orm~tiqn, and · 
its presence ~uggests a stratigraphic contact · wi.'th t he 
Mct<enzies on top of the Barters at Middl·~· ~rout River~ 
• • • 
3 ·.2.5 Correlation ·~ · silniftcance 
The Barte.rs format ion is confidently correlated 
lithologically · with _the Irishtown formation at Humber Arm 
(s.ee' figure 9). . Its distinctive . conglomerates are very 
simil~r to ' those seen in . the Irishtown at Mcivers.on . the 
North Shore of ·Humber Arm (Stevens 196~, l9i0) · and in other 
' . . . 
. . . . · 
parts of the Humber. Arm area, although . at these southern . 
localities large . shale pockets are abse.nt.IJA-,.Lower Camb r ian 
d r younger age for the Barters formation is based ·on the 
· but~on a l .gae and Salte.rella fragments ·in conglomerat"e and 
I . 
. _; 
,. ' 
,. 
.. 
I . 
·' 
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~·Higher- igneous . 1licer. 
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Figure 9: Sketch ~p of main part.of Humber Arm 
Allochthon showing t .he distribution of. the Barters 
formatiori and Irishtown equi valents. · After th.is · work, 
l'7illiams (1973, 1981), anc'l "'7illia~s ttt al., (1983). 
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.• 
co~~elation with Mclvers conglomerate. 
The array of sed i~eri tary · . fea.tures descr' ibed ab~v~ 
· supports the c;once{)t of deposition of this unit by density 
cu~rert p~ocesses. The variety of c~asts and detrital 
fragments is indi6atiVe of a ~ixed sedi~entary and plutonic 
. 
source with_ components matching well _with the _older elements 
. -
of the authochthonous st~~tigraphy. TherefGre ~ wes~erly . 
' provenance. for the Irishtown type ~ocks (Stevens 1910) is 
supported . by e.v i.dence from t-he Barte~s formation. 
In the I allochthon north . of Bonne Bay conglqmera~e 
similar to -· irisht-own ·. and Bar;ters lithologies - occurs as 
isolate~ blocks in melange of Gadd~ Point_ t~pe ~Williams et 
. ·al. in press, 1985). < 
l.:_l McKenzies ·format ion .J 
3 '. 3.1 Nomenclatu.re and dis~ribution 
The McKerizies ·formation· is named 'for its occurrence in 
McKe.nzies Brook ·, and outcrops in the wesL central of the map 
area (see figure 7). It has an average map ·width of about 
. . -
2. 5 · km • It is well exposed along the shores of South Arm 
. from Blrchy He~d and.Fo~l Point south .to the hea~ of ~he 
. · bay, also in_ the lower rea~he~ of Crouchers Gulch, Sellars 
Brook and McKenz ies. Brook. 
Two shaly units we.re recognised by Troelson ( 1941) .in 
.. "' , . 
the $ou~h Arm area the . Gadds Point Slate\;, and the· 
) 
Troelson failed, however, 
,... 
• 
to 
. ___ ______ _______ ..;._ __ _ 
~-· 
. . 
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d 
distinguish the two units on hi's map and did not outline the 
extent of Gaqds Point $lates described· in McK~nzies .Brook. 
In addition · he included Ba_rters lith0l09ies with both of 
.. 
these units; especially in the vicin~ty of th~ road from 
S_outh Arm to Lomond. Lithologies of . the McKenz ies format ion!.. 
are distinct from the Gadds Point Slates (now . . mainly · t he 
· Sandbar formation), and they are discot'dant with the Gadds 
Point .melange, which separates the Humber . Ann Allochthon 
(rom the autochthonous Sandbar form~tion • 
. 3 •. 3.2 Description 
-The Hcl<enzies formation consists of four 1 itholog i cal 
components: , a) park grey to black shales; b) buff 
· wea.thering thin-medium bedded dolomitic siltstone: c) buff 
weatheri'1g thin bedded limestone; d) grey weathering thin 
to me~ium bedd~d platy lim~stone. 
In the map area the two predominant lithologies · are · 
'dark· shales and ·dolomitic si.ltstones. The siltstones are 
commonly current rippled (_plate 6'). Ripple laminae commonly 
contain more sqic:ic._. grains· and hence are more resis~ant to 
weathering • . These· features· and, . less commonly, par.Hlel 
la~inations arj. · par~iculariy well d~spl ayed at HcKenzies 
8r.ook. P·yr.ite odules are also common. 
In thi.n s~ tion t ·he ' dolbmitic siltstones contain 30 
40' quartz . and .approximately S\ plagioclase. The'se are set . 
in a patchy mainly dolomite ce111eni. Laminations are defined 
- ~ . ~ -
by concentrations of ~eavy minerals ahd va~iations i n grain 
' · 
.. 
Plate 
fo rmation -
waterfall. 
6: Dolomitic siltstone of 
showing asymmetric ripples. 
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the McKenzies 
McKenzies Brook 
Plate 7: 
bl~ck shale. 
Thin bedded platy limestone with interbedded 
West shore of South Arm south of Birchy Head. 
, 
. ... 
1 
I 
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size •. Platy 1 imestones o E both the buf.f and grey weathering 
• types are very much in the minority~ In .many place;; they 
discontinuous· lensoid ·habit probably •· o f display _ a -
'"-{_,:, 
origin (plate 7) • . c;-oss bedding is commonly cone ret ionary 
preserved in these ~enses. The 1 imestones contain 
approximately 90% carbonate, mostly calcite. Some cloudy 
~arbonate g_rai~ are anhed~al and probably detrital ·. These -
rocks contain up to ·10% quartz · and trace quantities o f · 
plag·ioclase feldsp~r and ' mica. ·' 
farther south in the Lomond area the McKenzies 
fonnation is of somewhat diff~rent aspect ~ith grey and buff 
( . weathering 1 imestones predominating~ Some of the g rey 
limestone beds .are up to 60 em thitk~ The proport ion o f 
- dolomitic siltstone is correspondingly ·less~ . Flat .pebble 
1 imes.tone br.ecc ias, so promi~erit in · the Cooks Broo k 
£.7 formation (Stevens 1965, 1970), are absent. 
3.3.3 Deformation and contacts 
The McKenzies [ormation is highly d.eformed into open .to 
tight and isoclinal, commonly intrafolial fol ds with axes 
yenerally plunging moderately to the west . o r s o uthwest 
(plate 8). 
to vertical. 
At_ti.tudeS . of axial planes vary fr.om horizontal 
fold, ing with associated shearing is well ~ 
dlsplayed in. a: comple~ sect(on on the west ~hare of ~6uth 
Arm fr om Birchy Head to Glenburnle. At the mouth o f S~Jlars 
-. 
Brook and on ~ the coa't at Birchi H~ad. ~trata of this 
.. 
formation are intecnally brecciated (plate 9)~ . 
-· 
·~ 
.· 
. . 
; . 
• 
-~--· · .. 
. I 
Plate 
formation. 
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8: Rootless fold in limestone of the McKenzies 
West shore of South Arm south of Birchy Head. 
Plate 9: Brecciation and folding in thin bedded 
limestones and shales of the McKenzies formation. Near 
contact with the . Sellars formation, west shore of Birchy 
Head. 
·\ 
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Contacts with 
A...~ 
the Sellars . formation are everywhere 
characterised by chaos . . Th(i is particularly well displ~yed 
., 
at Crouchers Gulch where the contac~ is marked by ~ zon~ of 
deformed black ana green argillite. This contains clasts of 
_.,. 
buff·weathering li~y siltstone and pebbles of sandstone 
which become larger and more slab like near the Sel l ars 
formation. At Bircfly Head th~ contact .i:s sha.rper with the 
McKenzies formation mainly displaying internal chaos and 
str~ng folding. Here .. axial pla'nes of tight to isoclinal 
" . 
minor folds dip · steeply to the south, having been rotated 
. into parallelism w~th the contact. At , Foul Point the 
contac.t. is characterised by 12 em . to 2 m slabs of buff 
weatheiing sandstone and limy siltstone in deformed black 
and green shale. A large volcanic block is associated with 
the tectonic contact 6etween the Sellar~ and ~cKenzies 
Formations at Foul Point, and may have been caught up along. 
the fault. · Farther so·uth - the 
' . 
contact between _these two 
units is everywhere, tectonic, and marked tby melange. A 
sniall v.olcanic block occurs at the co,ntact on Trout River. 
3.3.4 Correlation and si'gnifi.cance 
I 
The McKenzies formation is correl~ted with the Cooks 
Brook and Middle. Arm Point Formations at Humber Arm (Stevens 
1965, 1970 .) ·(see f igure 10) but details differ. The ·cooks 
Brook Format ion is notable for the common occurrence o f 
limestone breccias (Stevens , 1970)7 which ar~ absent in the 
~ 
map area. The re l atively low pn1portio n of platy limesto nes 
... 
... 
~ High~r sliceli 
r.-:1 McKenzies · formation 
~ and equivalents ' . 
D Transported sediments 
Ol---+--k _m_.__-JJO -•. ~~ 
() 
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.. 
• 
• 
. -. 
... .. 
I ' C., 
Figure 10: sketch map of main part · of Hun)her Arm 
Allochthon sho~ing the distribut±on of .the Mckenzies 
formation and COtpks/Middle Arm Point eq'ui valents. After 
this~, l'lilliams, (1973, 19tH), and wq.lia:r:ns, (1983.) . 
• 0 
. . 
• . 
. / 
\ 
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is al srJ not characteristic ot"tht> Cooks s ·rook." 
Neither is the unit typical of . the younger Middl e Arm· 
Point Formation · as it contains few sandstone beds and the 
black and green shale ~ssociation described by Stevens 
( 196 5) is larg-ely absent. · Correlation with units north of. 
Bonne Bay is also in. doubt. Gonza l ei-Bonorino's { 1979) 
Yellow Point eor:mation . contains dark ~hales, 
~i.mestones, limes~on~ brec~s and dist:incuv'e 
cher ts ,. p 1 a t y 
·medium-thick 
' bedded yellow dolomites. However, although lack o f .'fossil 
con tr:ol makes b ~ostr·a t i.g ra.phi·c cor'r:elat ion impossi ble , tt)e 
McKenzies formation , could an apprbximate facies 
equivalent of the Cooks . Brook and Middle Poi nt. 
Formations • . This is also suggested by the fact · that' known 
. . . 
Cooks Br-ook lithologies occur 
. . . . . I 
in close pro ximity farther 
' .. 
south in the Pa.sadena are~ .• 
The absence of 1 imestone or:ecc ias '-COU·ld be because the 
unit . is a more dist.al .¢·ooks Brook equivalent or: perhaps 
occurrence of bank edge dep<isits along strike of the margin 
. " . 
is sporadic. Alte.t.natiVely, th~ ~oaks Broo.k equivalent may 
be missing i n the map area . and al l . the ro~ks may be Midd le 
Arm Point . correlatives. This quest ion is unlikely to b.e 
further resolved w.i thout .bette r ag e co ntr-o l on the McKenzies 
format ion. 
.• 
. r-' 
·' · ··"11;" 
. I 
-· 
\ . . 
• 
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Cr 
3.4 s·ellars formatton 
3.4.1 Nomenclature and distribution 
--- e \ 
The Sellars formation is named for its occut"rence at 
senars Brook. (see 'map 2) in the "i6$t of t ·he map_ area (Set! 
f i.g ure 7) • It has a max\mum structural wi.dth of 6 k.m. The 
best. exposures are in the coastal sect ion· from south of .  
Gadds Hat"bout" to North ot Fouls Point and along the 
s.hot"el ine and road from Wihterhouse Brook . to &i rchy Head. 
_Although .the Sellars f o rmation i S• at;>prox imate l y 
eq u ivalent to the South Arm Formation o·f Troelson ( 1947), 
there ar=e .several notable diff-erences, All volcan.ic rocks 
1n the area. were included . ':Jy Troelson as stratigraphic 
members · with in the South Arm F'ormat i r)·l'l. They , are here 
l:'egarded as discrete blocks as ·all c ontacts are tectontc. 
' , . 
Sandstones o n Middle Brook, McKe~zies Bl:'ook and Middle 
Branch of' Trout l<lvel:'·, refereed by Troelson to the S9uth t\C'm 
Formation; are lithological l y distinct and are assigned t o 
the Bar.ters format~on. 
3.4.2 Description 
The S e llars f o rmati o n consists o f g rey-green, pink 
weathering feldspath i c greywad;es occurring in beds up to 3 
m thick (plate 101. Grain s'ize is -variable but is mainly iri 
-t:h.e .... coars.s--.. ----to- --.very -<:oarse-- ~- sand~ · rang·e-. - ·Pebble and · miflOF 
b,oulder co7g lomerates 
especial r'( pro'l\inent 
are 
on 
also present (plate 11) and are 
the east side of south Arm. The 
-· _. __ ·· ·- -·- - ...:_ _ 
-· 
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Plate 10: Thick bedded massive sandstones of the 
Sellars formation. West shore of south Arm immediately 
south of Winterhouse Brook. 
Plate 11: Pebble conglomerate showing distinctive pink 
feldspar, Sellars formation, west shore of South Arm 
immediately south of Winterhouse Brook. 
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grains tend to be poorly sorted (plate 12) and range from 
subangular to rounded. 
Plate 12: Poorly sorted feldspathic sandstone, Sellars 
formation. West shore of South Arm immediately south of 
Winterhouse Brook. 
Detritus includes milky quartz, pink feldspar which varies 
in content from bed to bed, shale chips of various colours, 
micas and minor red chert. Where sections of red shales 
occur, adjacent green sandstones contain red shale chips, 
suggesting that much of the shale chip component is of 
intraformational origin and that the red colour is a primary 
depositional feature. In addition to red and green shales, 
other minor lithologies associated with the greywackes 
include medium bedded grey sandstones, and micaceous red 
sandstones which commonly occur in association with red 
shales. 
Sedimentary structures are virtually confined to graded 
·. 
! 
·. __ .. 
.. 
; 
.. 
bedd 1 n•] (;>late lll . Bottqms 
marked ':Jy sharp er-osional scou·r_ sur-faces with a rell.ef of up 
to 30 em, Very minor mesoscopic c~oss bedd i ng, paral)el 
. t • . 
lam1nat ions ( i~ thlnner- sandstone beds), ,and spectacular . 
load ca~t_s are a~so present (Plate 14) . 
The boulder con<;~lomerates Ol) the east s'ide of Sou th . Ar-m 
occur of thick ~~ade~ beds. The~ cons i st of 
r-ound 
. · ·. . . t • 
very coarse sandstone in a matrix 6t po6rly . 
sorted pebble c o no.;l6rnerate. Many of the sandstone .cl"'sts, 
which are up to 2.5 em in diameter, contain cores · o .f black 
shaJe · up · to · 6 em in diameter suggesting that they niay be 
re\Jorked concretions (M_, . Coniglio pers ~omm 1983r> They 
<0 ; ' 
may be similar: . to clasts repor.ted in . the Tourelle · Fo rnation 
by . H1scott and Middleton 
. J 
(1979 ) , but lacl< the carbondte 
comp:onent ·• · 
: 1e l~rg~ scale ) f sedimentary struct u res seen suggests 
that some may not be o bse.rvable ,in small expo~ures. Th u ·s ·· · 
t he coarser- beds and boulder- conglomerate b eds o n the east 
side of S.o uth At:'m · may be segments . of large scal e . ~hannel 
bo tto ms • 
. 3.4.3 Defor-mation and contacts 
·~ 
On the west side o f So uth Acm, the Sellars formation is 
almo st everywhere chaotic. The comple xity is caused by 
c omingling of l ocal melanges associ~ied w i t~ rtearb~ .coh tatt~ 
- -· ··-- ·- ----··-· -··- ·-
between lower sedimentary and higher igneous · sl i ces. .At 
least t6ur different c o ntact ' melanges ar-e ~bserved ~hicb ~re 
/ • I' 
t 
r7 
, 
- -·'------'- - - --'--.• 
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Plate 13: Overturned graded bed with pebble 
conglomerate base. Sellars formation, east shore of South 
Arm, mouth of Rattling Brook. 
Plate 14: Spectacular load casts in overturned bed of 
the Sellars fopmation. Northwest fork of upper Sellars 
Brook. 
\ 
. '· 
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h~re included ...,ithin the seil~rs .. fprmation (see also map 2) 
and a~e descrlbed separately as follows: ·. 
) . Melange. at th_e contact with the Bay of Island.s Complex: 
. . . 
Thisi,s best . displayed . in bropks south of Wintechouse Bro9k, 
e~peciaU y Shoal Brobk. It c'ons ists essentially of de formed 
. ... 
Sellars lithologies', with some phacoidally cleaved black a~d 
green .. shale. The melange contains lumps . cif · interbedded 
black shal~ and doLomitic siltstone similar to those of the 
Mct<enzies formation. em, but some o f 
the ·bedded McKenzies type slabs are up . to l m in long 
diameter. Cleavage tends to wrap around some of the clasts. · 
At the mouth of Shoal Brook there is a large elongate block' 
of ultramafic rock (0.5Km ac-ross) consisting of rounded 
bl-ocks of altered harzbur,gite up t6 75cm in diameter. in a 
waxygreen sec.pentinite · matrix • . This block is similar to 
t _he - lithology seen in the main Table Mountain· ultramafic 
bo~y nea '\ its contact 
chql't~r (our). 
with lower siructural ~lices 1 see 
2. Shale 
Complex:. 
melange at· tje 
T¥se rock sfare 
ct:>ntact with the · Li.t t le Por:t 
best displayed on the Trout _ Rive r 
Road, in WinterhOu~e BrooK and on the shore Nort~ of wOody 
,_ 
PO ~nt. On the Trout River road the melang~ ,is exposed at a 
locality 0. 7 Km east along the road · ttom the int.ersect: ion 
--' ·- ---·-- ·---r-'------ne twe-en-- --o-ld---an-d----NeW-Trout - Ri-v-e-r-- Roads-,: -arid · mel-t3f\9e-e·x .tend s-~ 
. . 
.for 1 Km east of this point, outcroppi-ng sporadic.alJ. 
( 
The 
- - - ---
• ! 
.. 
• ' 
• 
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s•;idiments· · ar-~ chaotic graph_i.tic, slickensided, phacoidally 
cfeaved' black.sha~es, t;"ed . shales and greerr argilli't.e .. These 
,. 
lithologies are closely intermingled,with pillow basalts and 
·brecciated volcanics of the Little ·port Complex. Th~se 
· . .... 
rocks are rich in disseminated pyrite. R. K. Stevens 0 
.(pens. comm, 1983) and P. Cawood ( ~Jers · comm, 1984) report 
that · radiolarian ChertS, VQlC.Jnogen ic SandstoneS 1 . and 
congiome·rates .. alsc;i occur in this zone. · It i~ thereforQ 
.possib'l.e . that ~orne · of the sedimentaty, r-_c;cks in · this chaotic 
zone are exotic · to tne Bonne Bay group. 
~ sharp contact be~~een ~ed . shale and volcanic and 
. ' 
gabbroic rocks of the Little. Port; Complex is · weH displayed 
1.2' K.m · ·southwest along · the Trout River . Road · honi its, 
intersection 
. . 
with .the Woody This expo~ure was Point Road. 
~ . . 
~ . . 
by Church (1976) int;erpre ted. ~s showing an unconformable 
relat.ionsh'ip with · sedimentar-y rocks on top o( the Little 
Port Comple!<. However, the <_::Ontact i~ so extremely: smeared 
anq tect?nisect that it is .. impossible t-o establ i sh or'iginal 
relationships. 
The c;haotic zone· extends south...,ards into· Winterho u·se 
Brook where black and ' minor: greeri shale - ~cts as a matrix for 
. ... .. 
. a . melange .: co~taining .clasts. of sandstone and i imestone 
·_. , 
m . in di'ameter (Plate l5). • It also between 10 and 2· ctn 
contains slabs of cross laminate'd · dolomitic siltst<One and' 
shale sirri.ilar to lithologies seen in the .McKeriz ies 
-----rot-mat-ion.----- ·--.. - ·· -+- -- --
\ . 
' ·' 
\ 
-.. \ 
\ 
. ·~ 
.. c... _. { · ---~- · ·--,· 
Plate 15: Sandstone clast in deformed black 
melange. Lower Winterhouse Brook. 
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shale of 
Also present in Winterhouse Brook are two much larger 
blocks, one of volcanic breccia with a great deal of 
associated calcite, and one 300 m long of gabbro and 
brecciated gabbro containing numerous small pods with 
pyrrhotite/pentlandite mineralisation (Brinex unpub. data 
1957), and disseminated sulphides throughout the rest of the 
outcrop. These resemble lithologies seen in the Little Port 
Complex (see chapter four) and are interpreted as blocks in 
the melange since the contact between gabbro and argillite 
is sharp, lacking any evidence of intrusion. In addition, 
the argillite contains at least one small gabbro clast (D. 
Reusch pers comm 1982) as well as cobbles of limy siltstone. 
North of Woody Point, sandstone slabs 3-5 m in diameter 
and dark shales are exposed in association with pillow lava, 
. l 
.. 
. ' 
.  
. . 
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pillow bteccia, and se~pentinized ult~a~afic ~ocks. 
3. Na~row melange zones at the contacts between Sellars 
fo~mation and v o lcanic ~ocks of the Crouche~s formation: At 
Foul Point, the no~ther.n . contac·t betwe.en sandstones ,and 
volcanic blocks is a 3m melange zorie containing_ cobbles of 
·.<:": . ., 
vesicular volcanic rock, McJ<enzies type dolomitic . s i..1.tstone 
~nd boulders of sandstone in a da~k shale mat~ix. The 
souther~ contact is not exposed but south of an. exposure 
McKen~ies ~hologies occurs for w:::r::~~: yap, · cheotic black . and gr~en shale slabs and 0. 2 5 km 
s ugyestiny that si..mil'a~. relations : hold fo~ this .contact • 
At . Crouche~s Gulch the ' . . easte.r-n ma~gin of a · ·large 
volca~ic bioek is shear-ed. Adjac ~nt t o it, cleaved red 
shale contains slabs of kandstone, ~6uld~rs of v o lcanic ro~k 
up . to .3m diameter and iocm rounded 6 r ~ubrounded cobb l es of 
dolomitic siltstone. All blocks ,hel:'e are ' rotated parallel 
... 
. 
·to ~ leavage in the shales which in turn par~lle1s the 
appi~~imate trend of this elong~te v o lcani t bl o ck _. and dips. 
.. 
- . & I 
contact~eis not exposed bu t 
' ' ~est uncierne;ath it.-
' At Sellars Broo k the 
' · dpwns't_re~m·, 3 . m slabs of sandsto_ne are seen l:'Otated parallel 
-\ t o ·:th.~ ~ieav~ge ~!'l a ·red and gl:'een shale . rriatrix • 
. . 
adjacent t o 
~ ·.-~olcanic rocks .- on' th.e north side. of Trout River . Pond are 
., 
.•• ·. Jlitruded . .by .: . ..c.qar.s.e·__ ogJli t;ic . mafic 
., 
dyk~~ __. ___ th'e · only · 
.. 
: relationship ·o f . thi s typ-e in the. Lo mol)d area . 
. -~ 
· , ' 
( 
. ·'-
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4. Melanyoa at the contact with the McKeniies format ion: 
Th1s i.s seen best on· the c r)ast near Birchy Heac;l ~nd f·0ul 
Point.. On th.<i! west shore near Birchy Head, t.he sandstones' 
/ centimetres 1n · diameter 
with ~ngular fragme~ts a few 
{I 
separated by··· shaly material. 
are inter.nally bc~cciated 
Beddiny is commonly difficult to define and the sandstone_ 
"I 
has a 'li..IJllpy' appea'.rance , caused by differential erosion 
betw~en irr~gularly distributed friable and nrin-f~iable 
sandstone. :Arg,illitic horizons are -seen with thin dolomitic \ . . 
Laminae but in 'the main the ,melange at .this locality 
i'nvolves only $ellars 1 i tho log ies. Near· Fo'u l Poi~ t the 
situation (s com'pli-cated by the presenc~ O/ a large volcillnic 
:. ' ' 
block, hut poor;ly bedded sandstone. and sandst;one .. slabs 1n 
dark . sllale 
.. 
are c~arac~eri~tics of th~ contact zone here. 
t 
· · Elsewhere, e.g •. on Crouchers Gulch/(see als_? section 3.3) 
bath . Sellars and McKenzies '1. ~tholog ies are · involved in 
melange formation. Since melange.\s eve~ywheie associated 
with boyndary bet~een the ·sella~s and McKenzies I 
format ions, the, contact between these units · is 
i~terpreted as tectonic. 
The melanges related to the four . di.f.ferent contacts 
oescr•ibed above , are similar:' in .many ~espec,ts. The followtng 
.. ,,) 
te ~ture~ a~e - worthy of note: 
black and --green shale. a 
lithology present but unco!Timon in the Se llars :and . McKenzies 
, · 
' 
• , 
' · 
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2. 'The predominant clast 
r fit 
typ• is Sella(s sandstone but 
McKenzies li~holog,es ~ccur in all examples. 
I ' 
3. ·Blocks of igneous r-ock~ occur only in the 
vicinities ot overlying igneous ·slices. 
lmmed ia te 
The extent of defoimation in the Sellars f o rmation 
o~he~ ~han that related locally t~ contacts is hard to 
assess b~cause of poor exposure and 
' . 
,., 
very t~ick monoto~ 
l 
bedding. Wher~ the s .andstones contain a higher proportion 
~ - ., 
of mica anct"are more friable, they display-a . cleavage which 
parqllels bedding. 
However., the frequency of overturned beds in hom.ocl inal 
sections indicates isoclinal internal. folding. \/ 
., ' · 
3. 4. 4 ~- and regional. correlation problems 
Sandstones on the west side of South Arm have 
traQitionally been regarded as equivalents of the Blow me 
Jf)Own Brook _ Formation, but Stevens in Neale ( 1972), Quinn and 
wl.u iams 09B3a,bl, and Quin~ 09B3 ) assigned the - rocks o n 
the e~st s .ide of South Ann to the Summerside formation. 
=The . sandstone~ on both east ~nd west sides of the bay 
have a simi 1 a r s t r i k.e • · 
d .istinG~ion between them is 
of on the 
The . onl~ possible lithologic 
the -~ higher proportion 
east side. Both sections are 
.. 
· I 
:~ 
.. 
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deform~d, and different proportions of coarse grained rocks 
I 
may be due ·to a combination of repetition and local lateral 
variation, e.g. formation of large scale channels (see 
above). If the two sections are diffe{ent, a major faJlt or 
melaQge zone w'o·uld ha.ve to be po.stulated crossing strike 
along ·the line of the bay. Stevens, (in Neale (1972)) 
stated · that erosion along · - a melange zone controlled the 
formation of the Bay of South Arm. As is evident from the 
discussion of melanges given above, (and in chapter 2) ~haos 
at Sbuth Arm is "the re~ult of juxtaposition of several local 
melanges. The melange ~escribed 
._...,-
by Stevens (in Neale, 
1972), which outcrops in Sellar~ Brook, )s one associated 
with the contact between the Se l lars and McKenz ies 
Fo-rmations, and is therefore unlikely to extend north o'f. 
' Foul Point and Birchy Head (see above~. Thus there is no 
necessity to postulate a major line o f displacement along 
the lengt~ of south Arm. Glacial scouring and a 'glacial 
fiord model. is as reasonable alte~native, as fi6rds are 
COil!.UIOn . along · the west Newfoundland shoreline . and ice 
movement was fr.om east to west. 
s ·M,t.ce the work of Quinn and Williams (1983) a 
Summe~side equivalent has b~en distinguished to the south 
east of the South Arm area: (Mitchells form~tion), whic~ 
shows neither cant inu i ty, nor 1 i tho logical: s imi~ar ity with · 
the sandstones on the east shore o f South Arm. 
The Sellars formation is virtually contin.uous along the 
east margin of the Bay of Islands Complex from Winterhouse 
· ... 
.. 
.. ·. 
.•. -
'. 
·'> 
C' 
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Brook through. the Pasaden·a map, area to Blow me Down Brook 
(see figure 23, p • 13 5). Sellais sandstones have 
. , 
tcadit' ionally been regarded as equivalents of the Blow me 
Down Brook Formation, which the author has briefly .~xamined 
·at its type area. · .The Blciw me Down Brook Formation .. is the 
only sedimentary. unit qSSOCiated . with discrete vo"lcanic 
·, ._ ' 
.:'fuegablocks· of the . Crouchers type (Willi.ams, 1981, 1984; 
Williams et al . . , 1.983; Williams et al.., 1984: · see also 
Chapt~r 4) which ge~erally occ~r in ~lose prox}mity to the 
margin ·of · the Bay_ of· Isla~?s complex. 
If the ' sand~tones o.n the -east side South . Arin were 
Summers ide correlatives .; a di Efe 'ren t setting might be argued 
for : thai vole an icc · rocks 
.. 
at . Foul Point. These . ace .more 
closely associated · with the contact .between the 
. 
CQntrovers ral sandstones and the Mc'Kenz ies formation, and 
are not in close lateral ,proximity to the ophiolite . 
Ho..,.ver, ~elange zones bet-w_een the volcanic rocks and the 
Sellars fo~ t ion ar·e similar · in a_spec~ to that a t Crouc hers 
Gulch . . In addition, volcanic rock.s occur in the Main Branch 
of tro ut River (i.e. on the undisputed west side of South 
Arm) at the contact b~tween undoubte9 Blow me _ Down 
equivalents and · the · ·McKenz.ies formation . these facts 
·' st~ong~y s 'uggest t _hat the ' association of volcanic' ro_cks with 
sand.stones ·at. Fnul Point is not• an a'nomalous one. 
Combinir:tg the above facts, th.er:e is l .ittle evidence to 
. . 
suggest . that sandstones on ·.the ·east side Of ' South Arm ax:e 
d i ff~rent from those on the west. It . is conclu~ ·· 
r. 
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r.he Sellars form<:1tion extend·s east..,ard · acr0ss South 
• . 
,Arm. 
The lithologies at Blow Me· Down Brook are very similar 
to those · of .the s.ellar:s formation . . They ar:e massive th i ck 
bedded grey-green gr.eywackes with quar:tz and pink: o r:. wh i te 
. .. . feldspar . bet·ng . ."t.he predominant framework graios. Lithic 
f(ayments · are few. The monotonous and non-polymick i<:: 
character of ··Sellar-s and Blow · fte oo·wl! 1 i tho log ies . is 
cur iou?. These 'rocks ar:e interpreted 
. . . 
in existing models as 
' 
having been derived in Ordovician times, fr"om ·an· oncoming 
.. -
al-lochthon fo the east (Stevens,.· 1970) · which would be 
ex pee ted to ·have contributed a var-iety of ·detritus 
' (Dickinson and Suzcek, . 1979; Dickinson et al., 1983). 
Stevens - · (1983). and Waldron (1984) hav~ alluded to .this 
pr-oblem, and it is. fur-ther' addressed in chaptel:' 5. 
3.5 The ·Weasel Slice 
In the vicinity of ·weasel· Pond, and westward, the · 
Sandbar f o t"mation. is missing, _an.d ],.imestones of the Table 
Head GI:'oup ar.e sep·a rated fJ::"om Gadds Poi'nt melange by - ·a 
distinctiv~.- sequence of thin bedded shales and ribbon 
limestones, dark grey shale ' ' and flat pebble limestone 
... 
conglomerate,·~ and sandy 1 imestone eong.lomera te ·. 
The latter lithology contains scattered ooids and · fine 
• 
grained limestone · fragments up to a few <:m. diameter. Quartz 
./ 
grains form 3 - 5% · of the rock a·nd the matrix is of very 
:r 
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.. 
fine crystalline calcite. 
Some •of these rocks· resemble rocks of the autoch t honous 
.Cambrian Reluc tant Head formation (Williams et al ~ 1982) • 
They have previously been referred to as the Weasel Gro up, 
and they are part of a separate structurjll slice ~ the 
Weasel slice lis defined by Nym\~~et al. ( l 9 8 4' ) • The s 1 i ce 
has a variable .map wi dth o f between 1 and 2. 5 Km (see figure 
9 ) • 
Rocks of the Weasel slice are intruded by a 3 m t h i ck 
mafic . dyke composed · of saussuri t ised phe nocrysts o f 
.plagioclase i.n an · 'intergrarrular t extured groundmass o f 
brown ish. 
Examples 
cl inoploxene and saussuriti;zed plagioclase laths . 
of .dy~es intruding allochthonous sediments in the 
; 
Lomond :area are very . ra.re. 
The existence of diver-se s tructural ·. slices of 
sedimenta.r-y r ocks is less typical ot the Lomond area, than 
ot the Pasadena area {mmed i ately t o the. s o u t h . (Wil l iams et 
a 1 1 9 s 2 ,· 1 9 s 3 ) • 
3.6 Struct u ral considerations 
Contoured stereonet .Plots of bedding , . cleavage, and minor 
fold axes for the ~our fonnatio~s of the . Bonne Bay gro up a r e 
shown in f~gures 11, 12, a nd 13. The y inqicate that. fol d i ng 
took place about axes plunging to the so u thwest. Mi nor 
fo lds are we ll d i splaye d i n t..he s haly Ba r t e rs and McK e nz ie s. 
Foi:-mat ion s , espec ially i n the Barters where axia l: p l anes a re 
, . 
• 
• .. 
- . -· ------ · 
.· 
' 
l 
" Figure 11: Contoured equal area "-.~terographic 
projection · showing poles to· bedding planes ):Or the four 
formations of t ·he Bonne Bay group. The numbers on the left 
of each plot refer to the percentage per 1% unit area, the 
number to the right gives the act.ual numbers of points in 
the original plot. 
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Figure 12: Co-ntoured ·equal area sterographic 
projection showing poles to cleavage planes plotted for t he 
Mitchells, Barters, and Sellars formations . Cleavage is 
less well developed in the McKenzies formati,on. Numbers on 
fig~re as for figure 11. 
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Figure ·13: ·Contoured equal area stereographic 
projection showing i:ninor fold axes for the Barters . 
and McKenzies form•tions. The more massive . Mitchells 
and Sellars formations do not commonly show minor 
folds. Numbers as for figure 11. 
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predominantly uprigh~. The sc.attered distributlon o-f-points 
in figure U.~ especially f o r the more weste.r 'ly units 
suggests· refolding. 
·rn the west and northwest o f the area, _cleavage in 
lower slices 'of the allochthon appears to be llarallel t o 
bed<;Iing and generally dips moderately southeas t . This 
parallelism of bedding an.d . cleavage may be a compaction 
~fi~ct or it may reflect an earlier ~hase of defo rmation . 
. The style of this earlier deformation might be,as shown in 
figute 14. Tight sinistral verging folds may have a related 
axiai planar cl~avage which is p~rallel or subpar~liel to 
r' 
bed9 ing • 
T~e grosi stratigraphic sequence as implie~ by 
.1 i t_holog ic correlations with the curling Group, is that t he 
·' eas~ and the oldest . rocks are in east and south the 
youngest to the west and northwest. However~ the rocks dip 
. 
-pr:edom.inantly to the southeast, and with in · .units soUthea.s-t 
younging dir:ettions are apparehtly (n the majority. This 
' would not qe completely explained by the 
0
model shownr in 
. fig ud~ 14. 
i 
overthrust ing 
l : 
.. 14 · ~. d;oulheast 
This feature might be explained by m~jor · 
i~ the same sense as that described i n figure 
to northwe$t). It strould be emphasJ zed -that 
•· - ~here is little direct evidence for this. However, internal 
chao tic zones occur in • these _structu r ally complex units, 
Barters and Mct<enzies Formations·, 
sugges~in9 that internal i~brication has taken place in the 
' Bonne Bay group. The pr~ence o f melange ·inte r nal to . tne 
• 
. '· 
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Figure 14: Schematic diagram showing possible earl~ internal 
structural configuiation for the western parti of the Bonne Bay group . 
Tight sinistral vergirig · fo~ding of,the type shown may have a related 
axial planar ble~vage par~llel to bedding . . Th~ seeming predominance 
of South East · facing beds would .be explained by the existence of long 
.limbs to the folqs • . She<lring or thrusting could have taken place in 
the short limbs as shown. • · t ( 
•, 
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McKen'zies formation "in . Barters 8roo~ which contains exotic 
, 
b.lock.s of ~ hroan te-·beai i·ng 
, __ , ___ _ 
sandstone, sugyests ' that· . 
subs..tantial movements have .taken . pl~ce within the ··Bonne Bay 
group • . Contacts (some· of them tectonic) between these 
str:ati'grap!'lic units are truncated at the ba.se of ·the 
. allochtho'n indi:Cating a pr.e empl~cement 
. . . 
. . -
imbrication within 
low~r slic~i of the ~ll~chthon. 
In· the immedi-"te ·vicinities of contacts- wi t h high.er 
slices, pacticularly at contacts with volcanic · rocks, 
cleavag~ and b~dding dip west • . 
cleavage and bedqing dip east. 
In general '.in the west, 
,., 
Towards the southeast of the 
r·~g ion,· the cleavage . <;iips more steeply . southqast and a 
rev-ersal -i.n ?ip .9ccurs along ·a. line trending northeast 
-. through Gov_erno;-s Po~nd (sEe.e _figur-e 15). A sim'ilar pattern 
... 
of di'p - reversal is also disp l ayed -by· autochthonous rocks at 
Bonne·' Bay (Nyman et al., 1984). _The cleavage fa n is one of 
' the · most prominent struc"tural fea.tyres in the Lomond area. 
Cleavage ·fans also oc.cur in the Pasadena and. Corner Brook 
areas·to the south (H. WiHiams, pers C0mm, 1984) •. 
It is puzziing that the · distribution of -the . ro-a.jor 
stratig-raphic units is rather ·· simple, i~ .view of their 
internal complexity:· Hap patterns fail to reflect complex 
deformation . styles some of which apparently affected 
allochthon and · autochthon -alike. ·However, there is nothing 
to refute w~~terly transport of the allochthon. 
I 
-· 
I 
1 
·~ 
I.OCU 
Figure 15: Sketch map of the Lomond area showing "trend and · 
approximate location (dashed line) of cleavage dip reyerial. Cleavage 
symbol as fo~ maps 1 and 2. 
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3. 7 Summary.· 
' 
The sedim~ntary ~o6ks of ~~e Bonne Bay group are 
80 
convincing o" 
' . 
cor~elatives dE· th~ Curling Group, although the deformati0n 
of ·a 11 och thonous sed imen ta'ry .rocks in the Lomond area is 
. ... ,, 
complex, in situ - fos~ils are absent·, and stratigraphic 
contacts are fe~; A strong point ih favour of these 
: correlations is .tha lateral .proximity of these units to 
·. 
C~rling Group units farth~r south. However new names have 
been introduced here because significant differences are 
pr;-esent. These names ·~ay , be ~ltimately dr6pped if broad 
re9ional studies . show \that th·e Bonne Bay units are merely 
simple l~teral f~cies variants of Curling units. · 
' . . . . ~ ..  ·. .. . . 
. . ~ . . . 
The Mitchells formation is correlated lithologi~ally 
w{th the Sum~~iside F6rmation ~ithough it appears to have a 
much hi~h~r percentage 6~ quartzite ·beds. 
. ~ . . 
The Baiter-s formation is equivalen-t to the Irish town 
Format ion. · However no· conglomerates in the Irishtown area 
c0ntain shale pockets· 'similar · to those ' in the · Barters 
·cqnglomerate. 
· The McKenzies format ion. is a probable .. equivalent of the 
Cooks Brook and/or Middle Arm Point Formation~ although 
there is much poorer control here than at . Humber Arm. 
The Sellars formation is continuous across · South Arm 
because: 
a) Sandstones on the east and west sides of the bay are 
lithologically similar and have the same strike . 
.' 81 
b) There is no evidence \ ~ggest a major line of t o 
displacement u~det the interve~ing ~outh Arm. 
c) Similar ·assoc.iations of volcanic\ r-oc~s and sandstones 
o~cur on east a~d west sides of the bay. 
The Sellars formation is a good lithic correlat i ve of the 
Blow me Down .Brook Formation at Humber Arm-: 
Relationships in the southern ~art of the Lomond area 
suggest that the stratigraphy fo·r the lower units of the 
Bonne ~roup is similar to .that in the Curling Group •. 
(Stevens 1970) It should.be emphasized, however, that the 
contact between the Sellars and McKenzies fprmati o ns is 
ev e rywhere tectonic. 
The Sellars is monotonous, and 
·• 
non-polymictic. It is not in stratigraphic contact with any 
other- unit and its age is unknown. Its lithic equivalent, 
the Blow me Down Broo k Formation, is described as a 
transgressive flysch derived in . part from an ophiolitic 
source (Stevens, 1970) •• Sellars lithologies and detrital 
constituents cast doubt on this model. Surprisingly, this 
is true for many of- the str"ata previously 'mapped as the Blow 
me Down . Brook Format ion. ·There ~ore this tradit.io[)al 
.. 
/ 
inter:pretatio n o f its origin is open to questi o n. Furthe l · 
~ 
investigations o f the Se 11 ars format ion and discuss ion o · 
this proble'fu are given in . cha pter 5. 
. " 
• 
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CHAPTER .4 
, 
HIGHER SLICES OF THE HUMBER ARM ALLOCHTHON - GENERAL GEOLOGY 
Assemblag!'!s of igneous rocks are restricted to the 
upper s1 ices of the Humber Arm Allochthon. 
- ' 
Three examples 
occur in the South Arm area. They · are the Crouchers 
format i'on (Nyman et al.l 19 84) I the Little Port Complex 
tl 
(Williams and Mal pas 1972) 1 and the Bay of Islands Complex 
, (Williams 19_7 3 )· . ( se·~ figure 16) • 
The Crouchers formation is displayed in large discrete 
·,-- ( . 
elongate volcanic blocks • . These were originally interpreted 
as interbedded with sedimentary rocks of Troelson's (1947) 
South Arm Formation (now redef.ined a's the Sellars ·formation 
1 
- see chapter 3 l . These rocks are not included in the Bonne 
Bay group. 
The ·. term Little Port. Complex (Williams and Malpas 19721 . 
Wifliams 1973) is used' here "in preference to 'Coastal 
Complex' (Karson and Dewey 1978) because that term inc 1 udes, 
_other · ~lices such as the Skinner Cove Formation (see chapter 
This - unit consists _()f 
deformed igneous and volcanic rocks outcropping on high 
barren ground in the northwest of the area. 
Th~ Bay of Islands Complex (Williams an9 Mal pas, 197 2 ~ 
Williams, . 1973)1 forms the highest structural slice of the 
Humber - Arm Allochthon and is represented by the high plateau 
of Table Mountain. This uni0t is peripheral to the aut!')or' s 
·I 
i 
l •7-------------~------------------------
\ 
.. 
-· 
---
~ . 
ltm S 
I f. 
" TRA~SPORTED 
SEDIMENTS 
high angle fault 
thrust fault and tectonic corttact 
clround a large olistoli th 
.· Figure 16: Sketch- map of · the · Lomond area (west 
hal.f), showing distribution of units described in 
chapter 4. - See also maps l and 2. 
'· 1 , 
' . 
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interest in lower structural slices of the allochthon and 
was not studied in detail. 
Stacking relationships between these different slices 
were worked out in the Bay of Islands area by Williams 
(1973). In the Lomond area they are obscure as no contacts 
are exposed, but structural considerations suggest that the 
Crouchers formation is structurally lower than the Bay of 
Islands Complex. The Table Mountain slice is separateq from 
the Little Port Complex by rocks of the Sellars formation 
(Plate 16) , although in the Bay of Islands area the Bay of 
Islands Complex overrides the Little Port Complex (Williams, 
1973). 
Plate 16: Contact zone between Bay of Islands complex 
to the left (south) and Little Port Complex to the right 
(north). The low ground between may be underlain by 
sedimentary rocks. Trout River road looking west. 
' ' 
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4.1 Crouchers formation 
4.1.1 Di~tribution 
At 1 e·ast four .d is~re te volcanic · 1 block~ 1 occur on the 
west side of South .Ar.m · - at the headwaters of Sellars Bt'ook. 
and ·.trouchers ·Gulch, on Crow Mountaoi n and not'thwest of Shoal 
Brook _(see figure 16). The lori'~Jest 'Of tnese generally 
elongate oot:urrences is ·about · 2 km; Th~re is ~nother 
example on the ~as·t · si'de of sout-h Arm just north of . Foul 
Point. Exa!"}ples also occ;u;- 'north anp south of · Trout River 
· · Pond (up to 4·· km lon.g), and a .small occurrence m.arks· the 
. . 
con.tact between the . McKenzies and Sellars formations on the " 
_Ma l.n Branch of :rrout R i v'er. ? 
. ~. · 
I ~ 4.1.2 Description r . 
. / '• . 
. · On. Crow ·,~~ntain \(approx. 
.} itholog ies ,i(ciud~ i~regulaR.Y 
. )i • 
410 · m exposed 
~haped green fine grain~d 
m_afic pillows fr_ol'!l 5-:-75 em in di~meter and· rub.bly ~athering . 
. ' 
pillow breccias with angalat fragments ~p to 20 em in size, 
io a · light green mat..rbt · (al.though the · b~eccia is es·sentially 
ctast. ··suppoite'dt-.; -- Some 
' surficial texture with individual 
'lumps:' up . to about ~1 em in. diam'eter. T!"e · pillows have 
distfnct selvages of a lighter green colour, up to 1 em 
thick .• · On& . ·or two of the .pillows are v-esicular, and . some 
... .. 
v-es..icles · are . infilled by calcite. Interst·ices between 
,.:.,;.. 
.Pillows contain small amounts of caicite • . Internal contacts 
\ 
-. 
.. 
a. . 
,. . 
I, 
.. 
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between 'pillows and breccia are sharp, ~ut trr:.t~lar~, and 
app~ar to dip. · southwest. · Contact-s ' with the Sellar:s 
formation or : the Bay of· Ulands Complex are not exposed. 
In thin sect ion these rocks are hypocrystall ine. . they 
co~t~i~ pinkish o~·brownish (proba~ly Ti ri~hl clinopyroxerie 
and plagioclase. A second ferromagneiian phase't~ ·present, · 
~ - . ~ ' ·" 
now altei':"ed t9 pseudomorphs of. chlorite .and clHci~e. .These 
. ' ' ' 
are euhedral and show a '"'fracture character~stic of' olivine. 
The plagioclase is sau~suritized < and . is a~rang.ed in siteaves 
. 
or ra/:Hat ing arrays of laths, a . pass ible · quenc~h · texture • . 
. ~ . 
Chlorite is the main alt~ration m.in8Tal. 
At t-he · head of C.c:ouche~s ·G1,1lch., vole an ic toe ks · . of the 
.. 
.formation stand : out ·' in. ·high relief against .the adjacent 
' .  
sedimentary rocks. ".The unit consi,sts of re~ and gr,een .mafic 
piilow$, · togethe;~ · with m6~e ma~sive .units (probably flo~s) · 
' ' 
and fr4gmental. rocks~ Very thi,n lenses of pink crystalline: 
i imestone are also found within ' thiS assemblage~ . . T_h_ey have 
a spheroid.H . te·x,t1,1re in . thin S,ection and their shapes, 
sugges~ . ttiat · they are probably of. secondary ~rig in. • Rocks 
' ' " ' .. · .. 
at . the l:);~se "of the north south. 'trending - vqlcanic clfi ff - are 
I • 
.· 
. ' 
.. 
,. 
<·. 
. I . . . , . . 
mainly" massive ___ and .• tr~QI!le.n.t~...L. . ~-...f .in.e·c _Q.r.aine.d_Y,Ql.c.Anic . .... - -·-~ · ·-·--~-~-
- . . . . . - . . ' . . -
.rock. The fragmental rocks"'con"f:ain small millimeter-size 
. . . . ~ 4 . . .. . -
ves·icles ~nd . larger lcm.:. ' lpng c~~ities, some of which. are 
. " 
fi 11 ed by .c a 1 c i t ,e • Greenish . P.n.iows• . wi.th · b~ight ~· green·. 
selvages up to 1 era thick occur higher in the. clff'f ; •. · They 
are up · to 60 em. in diameter. 
Some· of the. _ pi~lo~s. · show th~ . same surfi~\af texture . as 
• 
,w 
. -,_ 
. . .,;~ 
\ 
--·: ..... ....:: .. ~. ~----::------:-:----""',.----.,_..~_.,.,--------~---:-----:-_.;....;._ ___ -'-~-
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~-
\ ,. 
' . d~scribed for Ctow Mountain .. ·· On 1!1 surface · sawn 
perpendiculu_,to .the pillow surface . tt1ese appear as'di$_~rete 
o 't .semi-discrete spherical pieces of basa 1 t. :budd inq from the 
main pillow and are interpreted' as micropi-llows. 
,. 
~ th1n !ec_tion the ;ocks. contain ~h.eaves of · radiating 
ahc:l subradiating plagioclase teldspar (plumo·se · t~x.ture) and · 
. ' 
clinopyroxene. ·_ Also pr~sent are c ·alcite .' •nd opaque oxide 
' . 
pseudomorphs • after anotber ferroma~nes'ian p~ase. Chloi i -te 
... ·· 
and opaque oxide miner~l s occur in .the intersqces 
,. 
between · 
the pla~ioclase laths. The . contact with rock.s of the ; . 
' Sellars forJI(ation is tectonic (aee chapter 3) with a nortr"t 
•. ' 
.south trend, and tJips , steeply west ', 
on Se-llar's Brook v.6lcan ic r'ocks are exposed in · the 
·. 
• o' • 
northeasterninQst ' three forks • . 'Fie-ld relat.ioris .are obscur~d 
/ -. 
··by waterfalls~·. ~ ,~However, rock types inciude red ·. a·~d - green 
mafic . units, pfl'i:ow· breccia arid ·.a gabbrojc dyke·. The red. 
and green _mafic 
. ' . 
rocks are ,massi.ve \ a.nd . probabl.Y represent 
. . . ' \ ·, . · . ··: "' 
(plate 17). Some . of the green. tmil:s ' are 
_ .. \ flow horizons 
: porpj1_yr .i.t ic with .plagioclase, phe:f,lO~r-~S~S, 
The ·pillow breetiia occurs in' a . band 5 . m · thi.ck ·. and 
. . . . .. ... . .... \ .. - · . . 
~. 
. J 
'· 
. -
.. . · ___ : _ __ - - ~---~~ ~ -:-·:Con:t.ain.s. _. :.elQOQ.Ate. ... : ~il..J.Qws . .:~ -)n__~h_(ch. _. cl:l.l <:!..~! ~-~-- ~niyq~!l•s ·-..!!~ ----~ - -----·-· ·-- --·-· 
. .~ ! , . . . • . , • I , , • _./ ·~ ' • .. ·. I • '·~ , . , '. ' r , . 
, 
---.. 
. ~ 
. _.\. , 
fl~ t tened p~ralle~ to:.:: t.he· cleavaQEI in nearby shales . ( Pla,tes · 
. 1s· : .and -19). · ~ ~~- thirf s .ect.ion ~he rocks are aLtered b~salts 
-•: 
vl.th cl inopyrox.ene. ·a·n~ ' plag iociase. 
Ito • • • • • • • 
. ( . 
·-include chlorite-, _ prehnHe, and ·calcite. · 
·, . 
'· 
.. 
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Plate 17: Massive red flow (right) in sharp contact 
with porphyritic green flow (left). Extensive calcite 
veining is seen at the contact. Crouchers formation, 
Sellars Brook. 
At this locality a gabbroic dyke intrudes a sequence of 
sedimentary rocks. These are resistant red shales with some 
green epidote-rich material, grey shales and one Scm thick 
bed of laminated grey limestone. Cleavage and bedding in 
the shales are parallel and dip west or southwest. These 
sedimentary rocks are more resistant than any in the Bonne 
Bay group. Some of them have a tuffaceous appearance in 
thin section and these facts combined with their similarity 
in attitude to the volcanic rocks suggests that they are in 
stratigraphic contact and part of the Crouchers formation. 
The contact with the Sellars formation is not exposed, but 
melange in Sellars Brook to the south of its inferred 
position implies a tectonic contact (see chapter three). 
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Plate 18: Deformed pillow breccia containing angular 
red pillow fragments in a green chloritic matrix. Veins are 
o f calcite. Crouchers formatio n, Sellars Brook. 
Plate 19: Elongate pillows with distinct selvages. 
Veins are filled with calcite. Crouchers formation, Sellars 
Brook. 
' 
.. 
' ' 
~-
' . 
. ' 
At Fou1 Point the're are fragmental hiC¥hly ~ltered· mafic 
.. 
~crlcanic ~ rocks and medium grained ~afic dyke~. Reddish 
' .. 
pillow lavas alsa occur, and are up. ~o SO 
.I 
I 
em in diameter. 
Locally, fragments in the · agglomer~te are surrounded by_ 
:Carbonate: The dykes are diabases _and _mai·nlj consist of 
plag ioc;:lase laths now repl~ced by calcite and ferromagnes ian 
"· 
·minerals · altered to chlor·i te, Minor rel iC.t subhed ral op~que 
oxide mineral~ also occur; 
' Gonzalez-Bonorino . ( 1979) described the Foul Point 
. occurr~nce as b~i~g in stratigraphic con~act with s•rydstones 
of the Sellars · formation. Ho·wever, on the coast · the 
riorthern ~ontact is undoubt•dly tectonic -as it is ~arked by 
. - -
a thin melange containing-cobble-siie volca~ic clasts (see 
chapter 3 )'. Chaotic · roc'ks also occur at · the southern -
contact, although there is an exposure gap. Thus the Foul 
~oini volcanics are in · tectonic contact with the Surrounding 
~ediments and there is no ev1derice of an original 
stratigtaphic re!ationship. 
On .th·e north side of Upper Trout River Pond, volcanic . 
rocks ··are in tectonic contact with the Sellars forma.tion to 
the sooth ~nd to the north are in close proximity to the 
I 
·~----------- ~-~-- -- --·· r ··-· ---------- ···--- - - · --- ---· -·- · -- .....,... .• : _ · -'---..:.·-----~----·----·-·-.-- ·-· 
t"ocks of the metamorQ-hic sole ,of · the Bay of Islands Complex. · · 
On the south side· of the pond . south:-d ipping. reddish 
interlayered : pillow breccia ~nd pill6~ lava occ~r ~i~h 
lenses of_ fink crystalline limestone. These rocks are 
faulted against amphibolites of theinet{lmorph~c 
Bay of Islands Complex. 
, , -
solr of the 
.. 
. ... 
.. 
· ..:· 
9]: 
4.1.3 Discussion · 
• 
Discrete slivers an~ megablocks of volc,anic r-ocks are 
. . 
· common . all along the· eastern marg~n of th~ Bay of Islands 
ophiolite (Quinn and. Williams 1983 a,b) (see figure ·· 17). 
vdicanic . rocks occur in a similar geometri'cal relati9nship 
to · the ophiol~te at Croucher~ Gulch, Serpentine Lake 
C Wi 11 iams and God frey 1980; ~illiams 1981), and to the east 
/ 
and so~th 1 . . . of · the · Lewis H~ ll.s massif ( Sch i lleret:f and 
¢ 
Williams 1979; ·Schi .Hereff 1980~ . Will'iaras 1981) ; . 
Gonzaiez.,.Bon.or.i'no .0979) has included . these volcanic 
rocks within the- Curling Group, and has gone ' so far as 'to 
. 
. in f~t" d~po-si t~onal depths . for Curling Group sediments on the 
basis of their vesicle content. In · almost all cases, 
.. 
. . 
volc~nic: rocks are in tectonic contact with the Cu~1in~ 
Group, and . are associated with no sed im~ntary formations 
except the Sellars and its equivalents.. The only exception 
is at . Woods Island, . where volcanic rocks are 
stratigraphically bverlain by sandstones whlch ' are .mappe~ as 
' 
·the Blow . me Down Brook Formation (Williams 1973; Kidd and . 
• 
Idleman 1982). 
Although Idleman (pers comm, 1982) has sugg~ested that • 
.·· ·-'--- --:- . _____ ....;_ ... the -Foul PO.in.t .. block-"- is · anomalous ,- In- I1gnt of . th~f evid~nce_:_ 
. • . . 0 . . . . . .. 
given in sec;:tion 3.5, the block is ·more ~i.gnific~nt in t&rms 
of its position .. at a possi·.l~He major t~ctorHc contact between' 
the Sell.ars and McKenzies fomations. 
Tl'\e Skinner Cove · · Format ion ·. (-see f.igure · .18) is . a 
.. distinctively alkaline suite ··oJ-: ign·eeus 'r:ocks· i.nt_erpreted ·by 
t."f T>: 
·.· . 
···---- - -
-· 
···-· 
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_ ·Figure' 17: Sketch map of ma:tn part of Humber Ann 
· Allochthon shwing distribution of higher slices. ··Arrow . 
shows· inferred direction of -transport (note the positi~n 
of South Arm witl't respect to the direction of transport). 
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Baker (l9_7~: ) as origin~'ti~g at an oceanic seamount • . There 
have b~e~ ~an~ ~ttempfs (Schillereff 1~80; Kidd and Jdleman · 
1982) to correlate Crouchers equivalents with the volcanic 
. . 
rocks at Skinner Cove. Both Schillereff (1980~ and Godf~ey 
~··',( 198?) found that their examples were tholeiitic rather than 
alkaline. Schiller~~f · (19aOl preferred . to ~gnore the 
geochemical evidence arid correlated his . rocks , with Skinner 
I • 
'Cove · on the bas is of 
.. 
~eneral morpholo~ical similarity. ' 
Godfr:ey · ( 1982) reserved. ·}uQg-ement· but ·his figure {see figure . 
. . . 
1!3) shows that· the samples of both authors · are geochemically 
·~o 
Jn?re s .imilar to volcanic suites from .the Bay of Islands 
Complex. Using 1 i tho logical and morpholog icai features such 
as red colouration and calcite filled v~sicles, Kidd and 
Idleman ( i982 l correlated the volcanic rocks on Woods r 'sland 
• (~ee figure 17) with those at . Skinn~r Cove. 
•. 
support this ge'neral correlation: Only the Crow .tain 
'occurrence (see above) shows· sl ightiy alkal i·n~ ~f fin ~e~·; on 
petrographic investi9ation ·(as they contain brownish 
pyroxerfe which. may be titanau·gite). Features cl:\aracterist'ic 
·of the Skinner .Cove such .as ankaramites, ~rachytes, and a 
. nigh . proportion . o[ tuffaceous s 'ediments -'' are generally 
lacking. qhi~ combine~ with the high degiee df alteratidn 
of the'crouchers formation t:omp._red with Skinner Cove · does 
.not support. tne correlatio.n. In ~ddi.tion· , the petrographic 
, . 
· differences between Crow Mountain ~hd the · .othei Lomond 
occurrences sugges.ts the possibility . that even within the 
..... · 
~ · 
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Figure 18: Trace element diagra\TIS compa.ring data .from . 
'>the Serp~ntine Lake area (outlined in black) , with other 
volcanic suites· from the Humber Arm Allochthon (stippled 
areas). · · · 
BOI ..... Bay of Islands (Baker, . (.19781) 
SC - Skinner Cove ( · .. ) 
LP '-; Little Port ( " ) 
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Crouchers unit there may be unrelated blocks . 
( 
. . . 
It should be noted, however, thatSearle et al. ( 1980) 
have documented an asseiciation of related a l ka·l ic and 
tholeiitic _ rocks beneath the Upper Cretaceous Serna il 
·ophiofite nappe in Oman. these volcanics . a~e interpreted as 
having · formed ~uring cant inental rifting_ and then as 
marginal ocean _islands during the early stag·es of ocean 
basin development. The·- possibility that .crouche_rs 
equivalents ' could be par-t of an analogous situation might-be 
investigated._ The unique as soc ia t.'ion· of Crouchers vot'can ics 
with Sellars sandstone.s gives ri·se to possi,bil ity ' that some 
dE them are r if~ related. and were originally in 
...  
strat ig r a ph if contact with - the Sellars formation as for the 
Woods Island occurr-ence (chapter -6) • . 
Kidd and Idleman (1982) used r-elationships at woods 
Island to su_ggest that all 'Skinner Cove' volcanic ·rocks are 
slivers with overlying 'Or;dovi~ia·n flysch' · on a ·· major thrust 
sl ·ice near th'e · base ·of tbe Bay of Islands ophiolite. But 
there is only fimited data to support their cbrrelations. 
Many·; of the· Croucher's volcanic rocks exhibit a lcSrge scale 
'knoc·ker_:' like map pattern, and they are located in at leo!!st 
two different structural positions at the base of the 
ophiolite, and at the Sellars/McKendes contact. 
Sedimentary units in the Humber Arm Allochthon are 
inter;nally imbricated and any associated volcanics would 
probably be in several thrust slic'es. Therefore a simple · · ~· . 
relationship such as that 
' 
propose() by K idd and Idleman 
-;--
·' 
1 
96. 
•· 
' (1982) involving. only one thrust slice is unlikely. It is 
also possible that volcanic rocks on the east margin of the 
ophiolite may represent a different lateral structural 
position to the Skinner Cove Formation on the west side. 
Compare the relative lateral posit{ons of the Bay of Islands 
(to the east) and Little . Port (to the west) Complexes. 
From the above discussion it is evident that blocks in 
the Crouchers formation . and i t s e q u iva 1 en t s are poor 1 y 
understood, both in their relationships to each other and in 
their s tructural relationship to the Sellars formation. 
4.2 Little Port Complex 
4.2.1 Distribution 
The Little Port Complex consists of deformed and 
metamorphosed ophiolitic rocks 
west of the area (see figure 16). 
that ex tend in to th.e north 
.•' It is best exposed on the 
Trout River Road, and on · the shore between Woodyl. Point and 
Winterhouse Brook. 
4.2.2 . Description 
The Little Port Complex cont'a ins massive to foliated 
gabbro, mafic dykes, .amphibolite, l?illow lavas and pillow 
breccia,.s, and minor _plagiogranite. Some sedimentary tO'cks 
in lnelange on the Trout River road may . once have been t>art · 
of the Little Port Complex.(P. Cawood, pers comm, 1984). 
- ---- - - -
l 
... 
. ·-............-. . 
Along the sl)ore from WoOdy -POint to Winter-house Brook. 
deformed foliated gabbro and amphibolite occur wi'th .minor 
deforme(l black. amphibolite dykes. In the soutl'lern part of. 
this section some brecciated dyke rock is seen intruding 
older, more highly deformed lithologies .• Minor brecciated 
_felsic material occurs at the extreme southern end of this 
section. These rocks {apart from the late dykes) are 
extremely deformed with both compositional banding and dykes 
locally ·folded and transposed into discontinuous lenses. 
Minor folds are tight to isoclinal with very steeply · 
plunging axes. • Possible later deformation is defined by a 
south dipping spaced cleavage and · related veins cross 
cutting the dykes. 
.. 
On the Trdut River road southwest from its intersection 
. , 
wi-th. the Woody Point road lithologies ar.e . mainly· 
amphibolite, gabbro and mafic dykes, with pillow lavas anq 
volcanic breccias. A zone Of mainly volcanic rock.s occurs • 
0.5 .km . east of the point whereol~ a'nd new Trout River roads . . 
intersect (see map 2). These include light green 'vesicular 
mafic pillow lavas, pillow breccias, 
• 
and probable flows. 
The rocks are fine - medium grained and are cut by pervasive. 
veins · of calcite so .. common that locally. the rock resembles a 
breccia·. They are disposed in massive units 'dipping gently 
to. the north or northeast~ . Pillow lavas in this unit are 
about I min diameter, with a maxim'Um size of 2m, and. have 
li<Jht ·QrE!en s·elvages up to 4 . Cl'!f thick. They are irreg.ularly 
' shaped • 
~~·-- · 
.. ,, 
·' . 
• A ' 
·.· 
.. · ·-· 
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·-
glome ~;.ophe n_ocrys t s 
... . 
_ - ~ ot s.aussuritiz:e·d · euhedr-al plagioclase feldspar and brown.. 
. . 
. . ' 
tinted cl ino·pyroxene. The groundmas~ has plagioclase la~hs, 
and g _l.ass now devit,rified to ch~orite .and calcite'. ' Minor'. 
., 
.. 
chl-orite amygdales are pre~ent thrbughout the rock. 
occurring within this sequence are pods or in.c;lusions . of 
. ' 
f r a<jmen ta 1 mainly-- siliceous !1'<!!1 ter ial. lih ich ·contain angular 
to . subrounded fragments up to s· em in diame_te~ with al-tered 
margins~. Slightly farth~r east, · agglomeratic rocks . aremore 
common with anguli!Sr, vesicul.ar volcanic clasts . (about l(l-15 
~m in diameter), ; some showing thin chilled mat:gin_s. Most of . 
the brecci~s ~on~iH of_ closel~y packed -~uea~1.4.lar-!s~b~~u~ded 
:fragments . of fine grained volcanic· rocks containing 
plagiolclase laths, chlorit.e, and opaqUe O!Cide mi.peral!;, 
with minor amygdales of chlorite or calcite up to about 5 .mryt 
_,._ 
in diameter. ~hese are cirqular in oe~line suggest.ng that 
they are unstrained. 
F.arther east the rocks ar;e more aitered, pillow~ c}re 
sornewha t smaller and br~cc.ii fra9ments coarser (up · to 30cni 
diameter). · Melange s.eparates lin it from .lower 
. sedimentary units (see chapt~r 3). exp9Sed along the mid part. · 
" . 
o.f: this road section ' (Plate 20) . 
. . 
'. 
>! · 
-· 
' . 
· . , 
\ 
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Plate 20: Red shales (foreground) in tectonic contact 
with the brecciated volcanic rocks and gabbros of the Little 
Port Complex. East end of Trout River Road. 
At the east end of the exposure (1.2 km along the road 
southwest from the intersection with the Woody Point road) 
minor pillow lavas occur but the rocks are mainly gabbro, 
amphibolite, and mafic dyke rock with minor inclusions and 
veins of plagiogranite. Much of this part of the section is 
subtly brecciated rocks which showed pervasive alignment 
of mafic minerals now contain only small domains of aligned 
minerals. The amphibolites contain green amphibole and 
saussuritized plagioclase, and are highly altered. The 
plagiogranites in thin section consist of quartz and 
plagioclase feldspar commonly showing graphic in tergrowth. 
They contain small crush zones separating fragments. 
Disseminated sulphides are common in all lithologies and 
veins of pyrite occur which are up to 1 em wide. 
· '\ 
.. 
· ' 
At least th.ree phases of' ·deformation must have occ~rr~d 
within the Lit·tle Port Complex. Foliations in gabbros and. 
~mphiboli~es were folded and the~ refolded. the 
trans.form fault hypothesis ot Kars.on and :Dewey (1978) is 
., 
·correct, these de format ions were .pr6b.ably related to 
~ . ' . 
everit's movement along the transform fault.- :·;These are not 
. ' 
recorded io · some· of the m.ore pristine volcanics on the Trout 
River road. Karson <.unpub. · 
volcani; rocks , as being in unconformable contact · with · tbe 
older, more highly defo.rmed gabbros and amp~ ibol ~ tes of th·e · . 
main Little Port Compl~x. • 't,;. 
' 
fifany of •the Little Port dthologies i'n this area are 
affected by pervasive- brecciation.'. Similar brecciation h'as 
previously been described in ~h·eeted dykes els~where ·in the 
.. 
Little Port . ~omplex (Williams · and Mal.pas·, i97 2'). Other 
t> brec~ia~ion in the volcanic ~ocks is l6calise~ . and consist~ 
. . . 
of angular volcanic fragments 1n a.mat~ix of eal~it~~ 
. A third. type of breccia'tion col"'sists of anastomosing 
networks· of.. prehnite and other low grade vein · miner~ls. 
. . 
Karson ( 1~83 - unpublished data .tot open file map of Little 
' ' ~ . 
near contac;ts. with lower s~di'mentac-y ' units.·· 
. 
However, • the 
... ~ . 
fact. that · sevec-al different types · of ~rec,ciation can . . be 
' . documented SUCJ<Jests that the situation. i~ more complex tban 
that . previouslj desc~ib•d. The first two . type'S may be 
related .to primary lCJneous processes · {WUl·iams and Mal pas, 
1972)· , and the third type may be r·e-t~ted . to. later tectonism 
.,. 
~-
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... 
. . 
and erilplacemen't. 
-' 
.) 
·, ' 
,4 .•3 Bay of rslands Comple"' 
' . 
·. 
4 • 3 • 1 cis t r 1 but ion· : 
The T.a.ble Mountain ophiol'ite Slice is_ well el(posed in 
·the we~tern pat"t of the ·map·· ~rea (see · f ig~re 16). This is 
t 
.. -·. 
the highest structural un.it~ .of· ~he Humber Arm Allochthon. 
_ _.,.-: ~ .. 
. 4. 3. ~ Oeser if?t ion · 
In the South Arm area the ·Table "Mountain - ophiol it,e 
. ~ . ~ . 
s'l ice consists of brownish-weathering .ha~z~urg ,ite c_on~a ining 
. . . 
-. g·reen -i -~h orthopyroxenes up to l· . C11l 'd~amete_~. and·, .-,less 
commonly, chromite. 
"tlpse to . c~ot~cts wit~ lo~er structural slices, th~ 
harzburg i tes weather'- a colqur. _ Stretched. and · · 
flatt'ened pyroxenes ~ine a ~ fofi·atiqn· par.a1le-~ to _ · .the 
contact zone and therefore probjbly r~lated to emplace~en~. 
Immedia~~ly \adjacei1t to .· the · contac-t_ with the Sellars 
format ion · . the rocks. are chaotic containing large clasts up · 
. -~ . 
green · serpent in.i te matrix (P.lat~ · 21 )-. In Winterhouse Brook 
and Shoal · Brook the ui tramaf ic booy· is in direct contact 
vi th the Sellars form·at ion. In Winterhouse Brook, o_. s km 
. -. 
downstream from the O~d . Trout River Road br l"dge, the contact 
betweea- har:;zburg i te ~nd· shaJ.e~,.is m.Ar~~ by 
o .f serpent ~n iut ior/~nd ~ 1 m-t_hl.clt ·waU\of 
- - - - - ---
a 2Q m-wlde zone 
rodli)Qite (Pla~e 
' •. I 
, . ' 
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Plate 21: Serpentinite melange near the contact 
between the Table Mountain ophiolite slice and the Sellars 
formation. Clasts are of altered harzburgite. Winterhouse 
Brook. Scale is on top of boulder. 
Plate 22: Rodingite rock at the contact between 
serpentinitic ~elange of the Table Mountain Ophiolite Slice 
and shales of the Sellars formation. The rodingite wall is 
approximately 1 m thick. Winterhouse Brook. 
. . 
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412> •. The l~tt~ri'hows-ao in~ernal C>c;losely spaced foliation· 
parallel to the attitude. of .t.he .. wa_ll (wflich has a moderate . 
dip to the ' south) and is bre~ciate~"on a tentimetre·~c~le. 
· Bedding iri sediments downstr-eam from ·thttt" cont'act is pa~allel 
.to the wall~ ·In Shoal Brook, c~aotic seri)entiriite and· 
harzburg_ite are juxtapOsed with sapdstones in a . nort~-south · 
t-rend fng, almost . 11ertical pl&ne. 
· . 
• 
4 . 3. 3 Dynamothermal · ·!£.!! 
.' .· 
The ~ynamothermal aole .to the Bay of Isla.nds _CorrtJ.ilex is 
.• exposed '· on high hills southwest of Crow Mountain. There is 
also an ·isolated occurrence northwest of Shoa1 Brook. In 
,. 
. . 
th~ Sou'th Arm area the sole · .is d iscont lnuuus · and h·aa · a ., 
vari•~l~ map width (up to· o:7s K~J compared with farth~r 
. ......... . . . 
south ·in the Lomond · area .where the width is more · un,i r:orm 
(0.25 km) (see fiQure ._,1~) • 
, 
Ro~ks .in this unit include fine grained, polydeformed 
~ 
alllphibolite, quartzo-feldspa~hic .gneiss and . green!lchist. 
The ~rocks.. are arr'anged · in a· complex tash ion. I~ the m;in 
outcrop west of. Crow MOuntain a .l.ens of ultramafic rock's .1 · 
km long and.-0.25 k~ wide occurs within the sole zone and 
... 
another i$ in clo_se proxiaify to the eaate~n limitof the 
metamorphic rocks. 'Within the sole· the quar:tao-feldapath'ic 
gneiss alsb ~ppe•rs tO be a~lscrete sliver. In the area 
northwest of Shoal ~ Brook isolated outcrops of anaphibol i _te• 
and greenschists are apparently randomly distributed. In 
' 
neither caae does metamorphic grade increase uniformly 
• 
- ----- ---- -
. ' 
1 
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towards the. base of the ophiolite as obs.erved fn other 
e~~mples (Williams and Smytri 1973: Malp•s 1979; Spra~ and 
Williams 1980 : . . Sear_le · and Malpas, 1980). · Thes.e' : 
relationships · suggest overthickening and repetitioh ·· by, 
. . ' . 
imbrication. 
Samples from the fine grained am.phi~olite contain green 
amphibole, pale green' equ igra~ular clinopyro~ene' and~s ine, 
and minor quartz, biotite, •phene and opaque - mineral~. T~e 
foliation is defined by amphibole rich layers alterna~ing 
· with quar:tz/py.roxene rich layers. Much of the feldspar has 
been altered to sericite · and the rocks are veined by 
chlorite and pr~hnite. 
The amph !bole pla9 ioclase association 
characteristic of amphibolite facies metamorphism and the 
amphibole colour suogests that th~ been 
metamorph6-sed to medium amphibolite grade. Some retrograde 
act iv_i ty ·is suggested by the lower. temperature assemblage. 
seen in veins and by the sericitisation of the feldspars. 
In the gneiss, quartz is the most abundant mineral 
followed in dec rea a in<] order ~y plagioclase, ' blot i te, 
muscovite, opaque oxide minerals, ' low grade a~teration 
products, apatite, and s~hene. Quartz ·is anhedral to 
euhedral. Where anhed.c-al it has . • sutured sub<)rain 
~undaries. Some micrOgraphic intergrowths with plagiocl~se 
. . . . I 
occur. Plagioclase. is saussuritize~ in grain. centres and 
sericltized round the ~dges. Relati~e proportions of the 
two micas vary from sample to sample • Alter•tion · minerals 
..;.._ _ -·-- ··-............-. - ·· :-:~--
-------
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and micas are preferentially associated· with late stage 
euhedral opaque minerals and are commonly packed with opaque 
inclusions. 
- ~ 
Rocks northwest . . of Shoal' Brook are .highly altered. 
Amphibol i t;es from this locality contain amphiboles whose 
colour varies from co16ut:less- to brown •. Associated 
pla<Jioclase is highly· saussuritized and sericit.hed •. Other . 
minerals present include . ?di.opside, biotite, muscovit~ and 
accessory sphene ~nd opaques. Some of the amphiboles show 
se .ive-like textures with quartz a.nd opaque inclusions. 
Quartz is generally in pods and veins and is conunonly 
r~crystallised with straight subgrain boundaries. .Another · 
· 1 ithology seen here is an extremely fine grained dark <jreen 
rock contai~in9 epidote, some chlorite and minor chromium 
~ 
spinel. Some quartz-chlorit:~ greenschi·st is also present, 
~epembl ing a metamorphosed clastic rock. 
Farther south t_he so:t.e · contains garnettferous 
amphibolites (Malpas (1979)) and displays ·the classic 
~· i~verse gradati~n towards th~ base of the 6phioli~~~ 
4.3~4 Discussion 
~ithol09ies as describe-d a_bove, . within the 
' dynamothermal sole, are complexly distributed. The 
anomalous distribution ultramafics, gneiss and 
amphibolite, and gr-;ater ~idth of the sole at So~th Arm , 
ind icatee structural repetition or 61 smemberme n t and · 
juxtapoeitionin<J ·of the cORiponents. Quartz feldspar gneiss 
.. 
• 
.......... :~ .\ . 
.. 
' 
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abov~ (Williams . and Smyth, 1973.: Mal pas 1 1979; 
. . . . Spray and 
Williams,' 1980; Searle ~nd Ma'lpas, 1980). The presence of 
this atypical · .litholoQy may mean that the· metamorphic .sole 
. . ... . 
was formed under anomalous conditions .at this locality. 
·. 
4.4 Summary 
Higher assemblages of the Humber Ann Allochthon in the· 
' 
· Lomond area are the Crouchers _format ion, the Little Port. 
Complex and the Bay of Islands Complex. _ 
The lowest structural unit is the Crouchers 
This unit ·of mafic volcanic. rocks is poorly understood and 
. 
arguments for . a correlation with the Skinner Cove Formation 
·are weak. The unit . may consist of a number of discrete 
blocks of different origins, or : mai ~e segment~ representing 
different stages of evolution of a sequence of genetically 
r4i'lflted volcan ic _.,rocks. Their close assoc1at ion with the 
. . . /:--~ . 
Sellars for~ation has yet to be satisfactor~ly explained~~- ""\ 
Early deformation in. the ophiolitic Littl~ Port Complex 
may be related to · .processes which occurred in an Qcean ic 
transform. Brecciatlon within these rocks may be attributed 
I 
to early. iqn~ous processes, with late stage br~cciation 
cau~ed by emplac~me~t. The relationshfp of the igneous .. 
Little ~ort . Complex to chaotic sedimentary rocks in the 
South Arm area is a1so of interest. I~ exotic blocks in 
melange on the Trout River road were originally· pa~ of the 
.. 
•. 
.. ... 
.. -~: ·:._·- -
· .; 
__ _,; .... 
, . 
t 10? 
Little Port, 't.his ~· may have a . bearing on_ the transform fau 1 t 
hypothesis, · as the nature of .. the sediments may be more . 
indicative of an arc than a transform fau'lt origin (P. 
J Cawood, · pers comln, 1,984). 
In the Lomond -area, - the Bay of Islands Complex is 
separated fr~m the Little Port Complex by sedimentary. rocks, 
although in the Bay bf Islands area it override~ the Little 
.Port. 
• . 
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CHAPTER 5 
·• 
PROVENANCE STUDIES OF THE SELLARS AND BARTERS 
FORMATIONS: CLUES TO TECTONIC SETTINGS 
As discussed in previous cl'!ap.ters, the Sellars 
format ioh is enigmatic, as it is unfossiliferous and 
structurally separate from .other units in the Lomond area, 
but it is a good lithologic correlative of the Blow me Down 
Brook Formation. The latter is interpreted as a 
·transgressive· ·flysch sequence, :derived in Ordovician times 
•· 
fr6m ~n a~~ancing all6ch~bon to the east; To test thi~ · 
1\ypothesis, provenance data from the Sellars formation are 
presented and discussed in this chapter. 
The Barters formation is· a good cort"e"!ative of the 
Irish town Format ion , a,nd its s tratigraphic posit i_on and 
tectonic se~ting al:"e better established. Provenance data 
fr.om the Barters . formation . . are presented for purposes of 
comparison and contrast with the Sellars formation • 
. . 5.1 Method 
Represeniative : samples of these two units wer-e 
· collected fr om the South Arm area (see Map 2 f'or sample 
localities). As complete a ~overage as possible was made of 
the ·Sellars . fonnation on the . west side , of South Ar-m. 
Several samples were also taken from th~ ea~t shore of the 
~- ... ·. 
----- - - ------------- -
. -
_ _l. 
\ 
. , 
/ 
--· 
0 
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bay. Both tops and bottoms of beds wete sampled. Samples 
point counted were mainly of coarse sandstone but 
cor:tglomerates were also studied i'n thin section • 
. Text,ural features suc h as SOr'ting ' and rounding were_ 
estima.ted visually. Nin.eteen representative sam.Ples were 
studied under c~thche- luminescence ( $ee appendix 2). All 
samples were st.;tined for potassium feldspar and · plagioclase 
(see appendix 1). Three hundred grains per thin section · 
wers . point counted for: the parameters outlined in Appendix 
'Twenty seven thin sections from 
.. the Sellars formatio n 
and nine from . the Barters formation were studied ict this 
.mann~r. The data thus generated (Appendix 3) are plot ted on 
the diagrams of Diclt;inson et ar. (1983 ) (see .fig·Al, 
AppendiX 4). The theory_ behind l!hese diagrams is discussed , 
in Appendix 4. 
s. 2 sazters Format ion I 
5.2.1 . Texture 
Sandstones of the Barters formation are inoder~te l y 
sorted. Framework Qrains are subangular to rounded. ·Most 
<1. 
·a're equant· and show no preferred. ·orientation. ~owever some 
micas (s.ee below) are ellipt,ii::al . and alig,ned with their l o ng 
axes parallel to beddi~g . Samples contain varyiilg amounts 
of mat~ix and cement • (see table A7). _, Quart~. ove rg r owths 
·~coal:e-ste to form the ·cement '·.in most cases (Pla.te 
. ' 23) , with 
la t er ( a t )east 
· ... 
two) 
'· 
• generations of calc.it~ a nd dolomi_te 
.. . 
.. 
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cement being common. Matrix where present is 
chloritic/sericitic and framework grains are commonly matrix 
supported. 
Plate 23: Characteristic appearance of quartzites of 
the Barters formation. Grains are mainly quartz. Note the 
abundance of quartz overgrowths (arrowed). Crossed polars. 
Field of view 3rnrn. 
5.2.2 Framework grains 
The rocks of the Barters formation are quartz rich 
(Plate 24) (for proportions of framework minerals see 
. 
Appendix 3, Tables AS and A7). 
Quartz grains contain few inclusions and show undulose 
extinction. Some, but not all of the grains show a blue 
colour under cathode luminescence suggesting that they are 
of h~gh temperature (probably igneous) origin (Zinkernagel, 
1978). Others which luminesce faintly brown may be derived 
111 
Plate 24: Typical sandstone of the Barters formation. 
Crossed polars. Grains are predominantly quartz. 
Overgrowths visible in arrowed grain. Field of view 1.7mm. 
Plate 25: View of above under cathode luminescence 
showing that some of the quartz grains are well rounded and 
luminesce blue, suggesting that they were formed in a high 
temperature regime. Note that quartz overgrowths do not 
luminesce at all. The bright orange material is a later 
carbonate cement. 
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Plate 26: Polycrystalline quartz pebble in the Barters 
conglomerate. Note the sutured subgrain boundaries and the 
wide variation in subgrain sizes. Crossed polars. Field of 
view 3mm. 
Plate 27: Barters sandstone 
(arrowed) part{ally altered to 
Field of view 3mrn. 
with abundant feldspar 
calcite. Crossed polars. 
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from a metamorphic source (Plate 25). 
Polycrystalline quartz is rare, but where present 
contains a few large subgrains with irregular sutured or 
serrated boundaries (Plate 2 6) • Some of the quartz 
subgrains are elongate, again suggesting a metamorphic 
source (Young, 1976). 
Feldspars are exclusively plagioclase, mostly 
untwinned. These are concentrated in the finer grain 
fractions. Feldspars are locally partially or completely 
replaced by calcite and are commonly partly sericitized 
(Plate 27). 
Other than shale chips, which are ubiquitous, lithic 
fragments are only present in conglomerates. In addition to 
the large clasts described in chapter 3 they include: limy 
siltstone with fossil fragments (Plate 28) and quartz 
plagioclase aggregates, some showing graphic intergrowth. 
Plate 28: Limy siltstone 
conglomerate, containing fossil 
light. Field of view 3mm. 
pebble from the Barters 
fragments. Plane polarised 
v• 
,~ . \ 
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Glassy vo't_canlc f~agments are very minor consti~u.ents_ · in .· 
some thin pyri~ifero~s graywac~e;~eds (see also c~ap~er 3) . 
(Pl~tes 29 and 30)! 
A. common and noticeable fea.ture is the ~. pbts"ence ~-of. 
nodular . 'mi"cas'! These are elliptical· in cr-oss section, 
•. .. f. 
ha•/e high reli,f, and consist of ·• .in~~r~ay~-red chlo~ite (witb 
strong Berlin. blue interference colours) and muscovite~ 
.•· 
· Repct 'minerals .indicate . · that ' the · chlorite may be .. an 
·alteration proq~ct o'f biotite. These nodular mi-cas are 
· : I 
either randomly distributeq or ·conc.en.trated ···along wit.h -fine . 
• • • · - - • # • J 
gr~ined ·opaque mated~l, · in l.~yers paplllel to bedding . 
. . .. 
.,. 
. . '
· . R~lative prop<>r.tio.ns · 6t- tram·e'!loik· grains plotted on. the 
\ 
0 983) a·re . shown in f igur:es 19 .. 
. ._ . .· . . ' -~ . . .-
.and ~~· The .Bar.t,ers formation plots in ,.the field of mature, 
• 0 • • • • ~ 
0 . ·: • 
continentally dedv.ed sandstones • . This agrees· well : with the . 
. . ... . . . . . .. 
inf~-~ma\ ion given on. the · Ba rte~s. conqlomerate in .-.chapte·t --3. 
• • • • • . • • ·- ~ f . . • • • 
Clasts within the (:~~glomerate ar.e .Q.f .both !iedi~entart and 
ig_n.eou-s odg in and · resemb~·e . eiem~nts Qf lO!"er ·autochthonous 
stratigraphy"' in · .west Newfoundl.~nd. Study of.indiiidual 
fragme:nt types ' supp<>r~s the. concept of derivlltion -o.f _. this . 
" I 1 ' 
., 
unit from a ; mix.ed plutonic/me~.amorP,~i:C · ·and .· sedime.nta,ry 
... 
.source •. 
..;.:-- Some of the · sed i~entary fragments . may be.· of 
intraf<:>tmation.al . origin~ . 
. .  
.. The above data ' iS 'consistent with the. Barters forma·ti.o~ '-
., 
• 
- . 
·. 
' · 
-· 
. ' 
. : as·. a textu~ally .a.nd compositioria:lly ·mat~re ~J'\it ~eriveo from . ~; 
/ , o., • r . . lio. . .. ' 
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Plate 29: Some thin greywacke beds in the Barters 
formation contain significant amounts of euhedral diagenetic 
pyrite (opaque material at top of photo). Plane polarised 
light. Field of view 2.2mm. 
Plate 30: Same view as above showing possible perthite 
(arrowed) partially altered to carbonate with possibly two 
generations of cement formation (shown by variations in 
luminescence). Cathode luminescence. 
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Fioure :19 : 'OFL plot for the Barters formation (8 points). 
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Grenvillian basement and its sedimentary cover. 
. The 'micas' 
.. . ; 
resemble those found in the Mitchells 
formation and in fact the Mitchells fbr~ation appears to ~~ 
a lass mature deposit' than the Barters dec ived from a 
similac soucce area. 
' 
5.3 Sellars formation 
5.3.1 Tex.ture 
The Sellars sandstones are poorly to very poorly sorted 
with a h1gh variability in grain size, grading frpm -matrix 
,• . 
to pebble .size. Framework yrains are sub-angular tO 
rounded. The~ are generally equant and show no obvious 
preferred orientation (Plate 31). The sandstones have a 
. . 
.very high • matrix content. · The~ matrix - con~ists of 
chlorite/se~icite and quartz and feldspar gra~ns. 
" ' . , 
0 • 
5.3.2 Framework grains 
~ (for mC9al proportions see · tables Al and A3, Appendix 
3) • 
Quartz grains geneFally ~how undulose extin~tion and 
are fairly free of mineral inc lusions but comm~:>nly contain 
trails of bubbles - giv~ng them a milky appearance -1 in hand 
specimen. ,overgrowths are not common, ·~nd some of those 
present appear to be abraded. 
. 
Under · cathode luminescence 
~ 
quartz . grains are . m?st~y a d~ brown, but some of the well 
I .. 
rounded ones are blue lu!l'inescing (Plate 32 ). This sugge.sts ·\ 
\ 
,. ...... -· 
·J 
.. 
.J 
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Plate 31: Typical sandstone of the Sellars formation. 
Q quartz, F - feldspar, arrow - matrix. Crossed polars. 
Field of view 1.7rnm. 
Plate 32: Same view as above 
luminescence. Most grains luminesce very 
the bright blue streaks in the feldspar 
probable perthitic structure. 
under cathode 
faintly, but note 
to the left, a 
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a mixed metamorphic/plutonic provenance for the quartz 
grains (Zinkernagel, 1978) with a possible additional input 
of recycled sedimentary grains. 
Polycrystalline quartz is fairly common but tends to 
consist of only a few subgrains, and many grains counted as 
monocrystalline are semi-composite according to the 
definition of Folk (1974). Extinction is almost always 
undulose. Subgrains of polycrystalline quartz may be 
sutured or simple and vary in size within one grain. Most 
of these features are indicative of a metamorphic provenance 
for the grains (Young 1976) (Plate 33). 
Plate 33: Quartz grain in pebble conglomerate of the 
Sellars formation showing extremely elongate subgrains in 
varying orientations (centre). To the left is a large sha-le 
chip. Crossed polars. Field of view 2mm. 
Feldspars are almost exclusively plagioclase. Pure 
albite is rare or absent, as all plagioclases in these rocks 
have taken up the amaranth stain (see appendix 1 ) • 
• 
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Untwinned plag ioc lases are cons ider~ly more common than 
tw i nned var~eties. Twinned plagioclases are clearer and 
. 
less alter~d. than ur'ltwinned ones. They also tend to be 
smailer. Composition based on relative staining colours and 
• 
extinction ~ngles where availa?le is thought to be close to 
~ ., 
Of note is the albite (An 5- An 20). general absence of 
' 
potassium feldspa 'r . which occurs in only one or two of the 
beds sampled. Thts is m·ainly microcline sho~ing cross-hatch 
·twinning, but .untwinned varieties an:t also pr:esent. Some 
large feldspars are perthitic (Plate 34). 
Feldspars are g~netally sligh~ly cloudy and some are 
partially sericitised, but alteration is vat"iable. , Pink 
plagiocl?se t;e1dspars (Plate 35) are common in roc.ks of the 
Sellars forma don, but c~ntent ~aiies from bed to bed. The 6 
pink colour may be a11 alteration _prod~uct• caused by ·tiny 
inclusions of hematite. 
. r 
Luminescence of most frlagioclases is of very low 
in'tensity -and is mainly pinkish brown, although some quite 
brightly luminescing · feldspars also occur which show a range 
· of colours from red to blue and !llustard yellow. Cathode 
~ um inescence shows·· tha-t many feldspar-s contain internal 
. s true tures r~sembl i ng perth it ic lamell.;i~ (Plates 36 and 3 7) . 
.. . 
It is possible that analogies may be made with quartz 
luminescence as described _by Zinkernagel _(l978) and that the 
brown fsh predominance ·o; 
' 
luminescing grains suggests' 
.... 
an 
intermediate of 
.. · 
trace . . elemeri t temperature 
incoq)oration for ·most of the Ee ldspa r s. Kastner ( 19 7 1 ) 
· ... . 
' ·.;·, 
p 
Plate 34: Coarse perthitic microcline 
formation. This is rare in these rocks. 
Field of view 3mrn. 
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in the Sellars 
Crossed polars. 
Plate 35: Feldspar in the Sellars formation which has 
pink appearance in the field is cloudy in thin section, 
probably with minute inclusions of hematite. Feldspars of 
this type are plagioclase since they stain pink with 
amaranth. Plane polarised light. Field of view 3mm. 
Plate 36: 
sandstones. F 
1.7mm. 
Characteristic appearance 
- feldspar. Crossed polars. 
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of Sellars 
Field of view 
Plate 37: Same view as above showing the heterogeneity 
of feldspar types with the more brightly luminescing grains 
in the top left hand corner all being feldspars. Note that 
many other feldspars, twinned under crossed polars, are only 
very faintly luminescing. 
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also suggests that albites of low temperature origin are non 
- luminescent. Many of the feldspars may therefore have 
been subjected to diagenetic or later effects and may not be 
in their original state. Thus it should not be assumed that 
the Sellars formation was derived from a sodic source. 
Lithic fragments in the sandstones other than 
polycrystalline quartz are restricted to quartz/feldspar 
aggregates and myrmekite (Plate 36), feldspar aggregates and 
shale chips. 
Plate 38: Myrmekitic intergrowths in fragments in the 
Sellars formation (centre). Crossed polars. Field of view 
2mm. 
Micas are common, constituting up to a few percent, 
with biotite and muscovite flakes present in variable 
proportions. These tend to be concentrated, and bent around 
framework grains. They do not resemble distinctive 'nodular 
micas' described in the Mitchells and Barters formations. 
Detrital chlorite is present in a few samples as are 
·. 
.. .. 
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partjally chloritised biotites. 
-. Acc·e~sory minerals . include zircon, garnet, opaques, 
• apatite and very minor tourmaline. No chromite has been 
\ 
' 
f o u nd i n t h i s u n i t • Heavy minerals s~ch as zircon and 
ga~net ar• randomly distributed and easy to observe jn thin 
~ 
section, suggest !i_ng tttft even if chromite · is present, it 
• in negligible'pr9portions. 
is 
0 
5.3.3. Discussion 
The relative proportions of framework · minerals were 
plotteq on the _diagrams of'oickinson et al. (1983) (~ee 
Appendix -4) {figures 21 and 22) • Many of the Sellars 
. 
samples shbi.Jld 1'1'3ve been .~~eluded fro~ ti)e plot because of 
. 
their _ high content of matrix ( s~ Appendix 4 l. Th~se rocks ~ 
have a chlorite/seric-ite m.:hri,x. The compos i t ·_ion· of the 
m,atri-x suggests ~hat it ·was derived from the breakdo'wn .of 
' shale chip~. It has been established elsew~ere {see thapter 
3) that most of the shale chips in the Sellars f6rmation are 
of intrafomational Q"t{gin. Therefore· a ·high content of 
this kind of matrix may not alter· the conclusions on the 
co'!'position of the source area. , The · samples with high 
matrix co.ntent were i'nitially plotted separately a~d do not 
appear to differ· s ig~ f icantly' . from· those sample's sati'sfying 
the matrix ·criteria (see Appendix 4) •• They are includetl in 
the t'inal plc;>t shown in figures 23 a'ld 24. It should · be 
noted that pofnts from the east and west sides ·of South Arm 
i'hd is t ingui sh~bl e. 
' •· ( 
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.scatter~d but almost without ellception ~11 ·within the field 
desigr:aated . ·for rocks deriv.ed- from conti'nental basement. 
They 1 ie in general within the upl 1 fted basement category 
. ' !i' 
. ~ 
. . 
being composi t ionaliy les·s mature than continentally derived 
... .. .":· . . .· . . 
quartzites of the Barters type. ·' 
0 
The suite is ,confidently · .incl_uded within that Held 
. . . . 
·since the · sampling bias towards coarse sandstones biases .the 
·plot towards . the/maxim~ prpportion of lithic fragment~. On 
the diag/ of· Sch~eller and Kario (1982) }see Append i x · 4 ) 
the r 'ocks would again plot in the field for derivation from 
\a craton, . since in the Sellars formation · Lv (volcanic 
fr~g~ent~) and ' Mu Cpyrox~ne, olivine, amphibole, chromite) 
compo_nents are 1 ac..k ing. · 
Qualitativ~ evalu':s.tion of the 1 ithic fragment conten·t, 
especially of conglomer-atic·· beds 
I . 
is also suggestiv~ of a 
\ ' 
metamorphic 0[' plutonic' source. 
J . 
·The above · data strongly suggest sandstones of the· 
Sellars formation are derived ftom an uplifted continental 
~ 
basement. The type of ~otlr'ce ar:ea inferred for the Sellars 
.. 
· formation · ~s therefore · similar- to that ded;ace.d for ·t'he 
. ' However, radically · different source . Bar~er~ . · formatitin. 
a~eas hav~ been sugge~ted ~or f;heir respective Humber Ann 
correlatives. 
.J 
A . revie~ of information on other sandstones in · the 
aNochthon fQllows and theorie's of . their origin . are-
discussed • 
. " ' )· 
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5.4 Comparisons. of the , · seila~s other 
-,. ' ' 4 
formation with 
sandstones· in th.~ H~ber .'.Arm Allochthon:' 
.~. 
.~ . , .· 
•' . 
•" 
·, . 
' Quantita·tivepetrographic.data .from other p_arts of the 
.. . ... ~ 
' I / ,· . ~· -~ ... f • • • 
allochthon are rare, but Gonzale·z-Bonocin.o (1979) studied' 
sandstones of the curl irig Group whicl\ h~ :~tended . to inclade 
. . ~ . . . 
rocks at Rol=kY Harbour. He sampled four· sections•. at Rocky 
Harbo.ur, . 'woods ' (sland, and two · on . the Port au Port 
.. Peninsula! 
. The ~uthor briefly · examined several samp.les collected 
Lobste,c Head : at ·1ocky Harbour during 1983 (see also 
Gonzalez-Bonorino, · 
·~ . ' 
:samples contain 1979). - · Th~se 
-
. subangular-subt:'ounded ~ith · straighi ' to 
'· ':' . •' . :-
undul'ose quactz 
extinct ion. Polycrysta11 irie quartz shows . su~ured subgrain 
boundaries, and large var·i.ations in subgrain size, 
s~gg~stin~ a metamorphic provenance in pact ioi these rocks. 
BOth potassium and plagioclase feldspars ace present, with 
9 rains qf · ·microcline appearing . less a-1 ter-ed than 
,plagioclase. Some of .the . grains are perthitic. Rock 
fragments are mainly of ma'fic volcani~ origin, with .some 
possi.bte silicic vc;)lcani~ fragments. quartz-feldspar 
aggregates, myrmekite- slate, siltstone and. m~nor carbonate 
fragments. Distinctive brown . t -ranslucent chroniite is · 
pr-esent~ The matrix is of clay mine:als and ci:hlorite .. ._;ith a 
s .igni f icant ' proportion of carbonate • . 
. . . 
.In <addition to the samples studied at .. Rocky . Harbour·, 
·. the author examined samples collected by M • . Coniglio from 
;: 
.. 
•·. 
, .... ·~-
) 
._ ..... 
--
. ' 
.. 
. r 
•·· 
.. ~... ... _,_ 
.. 
1.12 
sandstones 9verlying the C9w Head br.eccia' at - ~artin PGint, 
north of Rocky H'rbout • These sandstones contain q~artz 
. w~th minor overg-rowths. . an,d showing undulose extinct_ion. 
BOth · p'lag ioc~ase and potass iUJ!} feldspar a['e cominon. 
Plagios;lases ate m'ore cloudy than ·microcline grains. The 
"" . 
mainly consist fragments of fine or medium grained rock 
.,. . 
mafic volcanic clastS w~th plagioClase laths. ' These ~re 
.. C0f11Jl\Only•,~ttered - ~nd · contain S~nificant amounts ·of' chlorite 
and opaque oxides. Some more silicic ~xamples display a 
·. spherul it ic texture. Qther fragments include 
• qua['tz-feldspa[' aggregates with graphic texture, sil~stone, 
carbonate siltstone and limestone f;agments. A~cessoty 
. . 
minerals include garnet ~ryd ~hrdmite. The matr ~x is ma'!nly 
' 
. chl~rite/ser .. icite - but 
~nd . there is probably 
some calcite cement is also pre!\ent, 
. 1 
a significant proportion of 
pseudomatr-ix (Dickinson ( 1970) de_fines pseudomatrix as rock' 
fragments which_ have been so altered or defo~med ~s to 
, · 
appear almost tndistinguishab_le . from · matrix). Lime,stc5ne 
cla-sts and. mat['ix from t;his unit yield conodonts . of· . late 
--
A['eriig or early Llanvirn age (D. •' Johnston, - pet:'S co!M' 1984.) • 
.. 
The data from north of Bonne Bay ~ugge~t therefore that 
sa~dsto~es here .(which have 'recently been colle~tively 
- ['eferred to 'as the Lower Head formation · ,(Williams et . al. 
(in . press 1985)) are significantlY .. frOm, the 
· · Sellars format ion t 'n terms of 
frag~ents ~nd - in the· prese~ce of c 
Two sections on the Port au Port 
.-
. aJtd types of rock 
. 
penil'lsula stud i~d by 
.,Jl \ 
\ 
\ 
I , 
I 
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Gonzalez-Boner ino ( 1979) also contain a variety of· rock 
.. fragments . and some ophiolite detritus and : are si!Jiilar in 
most respects to sandstones of the Lower Head fonnation. 
However, Gonzalez-Boner ino ( 1979) found that sandst.ones 
from Woods . Isl~nd are low in sed imen~ary ro9k fragments and 
contain no ~olc~nic rock fragments, with almost all detritus 
. . ' 
suggesting a plut'onic or metamorphi.c source. No chrom i'te is 
present • . 
~ I' . c 
In comparison with . result.s obtained from South Arm, the 
"' . · ... -"' r: .....  
Woods 'Island sandstorf~s seem to be higher in rock fragments 
and lower i'n fela~pa;, However, Gonzalez-Bono.rino briefly 
examined the sandst.ones at South Arm, and concluded that 
' they are petrogra"phic~lly similar to rocks at WOOd$ Island. 
Hiscot~:(p~rs ~omm, 1982, . 1983) co.l_.lected samples from 
the ·Blow me oOwn Brook . for:mation in _its .type area , and· these· 
. we.re qualitatively examined in" thin sections by the author. 
. J I 
The sections were stained for .potassium feldspar only. The 
e 
sandstones ar~ moderately to · poorly sorted with a wide 
variation grain~· size.·· Grains are subang\,Jlar tp 
subrounded. The framewo;rk grains are . ~ener'a Lly float i ng· in 
a chlorite/sericite matrix with some patchy carbonate 
·cement • .'Quartz . shOW$ . undulose extinction and · contains · .f~_w 
i n,c 1 us iorts. Polycrystalline quartz .grains ar~ few! wi th . 
small . numbe rs . of subgrains showing sutured boundaries. 
Plag i'Oclase feldspar~ both twinned and untwii'med • is., common. 
Some: of the. t'<!it·n lamellae are bent -c;>r kinked . Potassium 
·feldspar (mostly untwinned and possibly altered - in· par;t ·to 
o. 
.I . 
1 
r 
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plagioclas~) reaches a few percerrt in several samples. No 
rock f.rag~nts were. identified. ' Botl't biotite and muscovite 
' . 
l ' · . 
are common, occurring . concen tr~ted and bent· around framework.. 
grains. Accessories ·include garnet (very abundant),; · zircon 
. . . 
and 6paque mtnerals. No chromite was noted. T~us, although 
' . 
they · contain' sl ighti~. more potassium x.ldspar. and .more 
. {, 
garnet, the. rocks at Blow me Down Brook a petrographically 
yery similar to t.he Sellars· at South . Arm. 
Hiscott (pe.rs comm 1983;· see also .Hiscott, '1984) made 
...... . 
·., 
heavy ~ineral sepa~ates from these same samples, but did not 
find· any chromite, and.·: as part 'at ·a iaq)er study did .whole 
· rock analyse·s fd~ chromium content.· The Blow me Down Brook 
Form~tion was found to be very low in chromium . as compared 
with ' flysch deposits from other·. parts . of the 
. I .transgressive 
Appalach.,Ulns. 
_Thus two dis~inct sandstone types are distinguishable 
which have hitherto b9en grouped ·as one: · a) Sandstones 
north o"f Bonne Bay and on the Port au PO"rt · pen'insula whtch 
.... ' ' 
contain .detritus coinp_atible with their having been derived, . 
at least .' in part; from an ophiolite. b) Sand~tones of the 
I 
Sellars and Blow me Down Brook fonnatio·ns wh\ch contain 
,,. 
·detritus suggestive of· a -deri':'ation from continental 
~ basement. The distribut~on · ~f the latter i& ~utlined in. 
____.) 
figure 23. 
,. 
. • 
·. 
.~ 
. J!?, 
.. 
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. m Higher igneous .slices 
- . 
Volcanit rocks 
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Figure 2 3: Sketch. rna!'! of main part of Humber Arm 
Allochthon showing .the distribution of the Sellars 
formation and Blow me \,Qown equiva·lents-. After this work; 
Williams (19~3, 1981), and Williams et al., ~1983). 
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~ Comparisons of the Sellars formation 
'. with other Appalachian sandstone units 
·~ ·· ..  ,) 
The Sellars formation· ... bears little lithic similarity to 
Ordovician tran~gressiv€.~ flysch deposits in other parts of " 
} 
the . Appal,3c.hi~ns·il!··· · ·:' ~~ott., 1984) e.g. ·· the Tourelle 
. . t ~- ' ' ' 
Formation ' (Hi~~-~ r:: '>· 1978), the Martinsburg Format ion 
.... ' 
' fragments are few~ and volcanic 
· frag~ents and ophiolite · detritus are absent. It does, 
I 
hqwever, bea-c broad sirnilari't ies to rn~:my. units which : have 
undoubtedly been deiived in ' Late Precambriari or Cambrian 
times from baseme~t sources. It contains less potassium 
feldspar and more pl ag i"oi!-c~r--as""'e~' than units such as · the 
Chilhowee Group (Whisonant, 1.974) or the Mechum River 
Formation (Schwab, 1974) - both basement derived sandstone th~outhern Appalachians, whose stratigraphic 
position and . tectpnic significance are well established .. 
The Sellars formation ms:>st ·· resembles the Cambrian 
... 
Charny Group (~unyomi et al., 1981}, an allochthonous un i t 
in the external domain of the Quebec App~lachians. The ,. 
Charny sandstones contain similar proportions. of framework 
. 
constituents to the Sellars formation. Potassi urn fe.ldspar 
is absent and plagioclases are twinned and untwinned with 
untwinned varieties predominating •. "The untwinned feldspars 
. 
are pinkish and show a lamel1ar· structure in cathode, 
luminescence which is interpret~d ·as pe'~hite. These 
feldspars 
albitized 
. are 
during 
interpreted as ;ving, been incompletely 
stages o.f diagenes is.' Their various 
-- -- ---·---------=---~~-
------- ·----
"·' 
... 
.. 
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'intet'nal constituent;; have been relat~ to components 
pre9ent in pat'.tS of the Grenville basement. Thus the 
-~ssemblage. of minerals, '-'· their distribution an,d intet'nal 
features resemble to a rerna'rkab!e degree those seen i n ,the 
Sellars format ion·, S~.Q~es"ting t!'lat · the Sellars f'ormation 
also tias been derived frorn a Grenvillian source. 
5.6 conclusion and discussion f 
The Sellars format ion. i~ ,./ :.: iriun~u~•e 
sandstone showing no ev idencer of h~~ been 
quartz-feldspac 
derived from an . 
• advancing a:llochthon. It · contains no recognisable , . input 
. . 
from older sedimentary elements of an allochthon, volcanic 
rocks or· ophiolites. On the contrary, ev ~de.nce ·pcesented in 
the pceced~ng. sections. implies that .it is derived ft'om a 
cratonic ~ource. a 
' 
It is par-t of 
homogeneous unit which · extends from Bonne Bay to Woods 
Island and Blow. me Down Brook. Sandstones north · and sou t h 
/ 
/ 
·of this unit (ana also east of it at Middle Arm Point), 
which .is a(tJUined in figure ·23 show featur~s compatible w~ th 
their . .deposition ~s easterly derived transQressive flysch · · 
deposits: 
In the 1 Lomon.d area the unit .outlined 
0 
in fig u r ~ .2 3 is i n 
i 
tectonic contact with .all others, and this is probably the 
case everywhere i.n t:he Hl,lmbe r:- Arm Allochthon. The un i t f 
" includes the ty~ section fox_ the Biow me DOwn Brook 
. . 
Formation~ which therefore 'appears 
.. 
to ' have been 
misil'lterpreted ( s e e al s o Waldron, 1984) 
.. 
'· 
\ 
.) 
· ,, 
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Although the Bar-ters and _Sellars formations are 
distinct; there are notable similarities wit~ reyard to the 
~ypes of terrane f.r-om which they· wer;e derived. If .t he 
~ella~s formation were in st.~atigt'aphic contact · with the 
Barters formation, there would be little d.ifficulty i.n 
interpreting Sellars rocks as older, less mature r;ift facie~ 
·clastics overlain by more m.1 ture Bar.ters type .deposits. 
It is here postulated, ' therefol:'e that ·the Sellat's 
fonna t ion is an older or_ Cambrian), rift 
l:'e la ted 1,1n it · similar to I the. Charny Sands tones of . Quebec, 
which may have been derived ft'oin Grenville basemen-t. This 
.. 
• 
unit is now a high structural sl.ice '~;/ave 
allochthonous ·- sedif!l~nta~y units and underneath ·the Bay of 
Islands Ophiolite. 
\ 
\ 
... 
I 
• 
. ' 
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.. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
: 
6.1 Sedim~ntary units.'~f the Hwriber Arin Allochthon 
Alfochthonous sedimentary units ip the Lomond area · ar:e 
largely unfossiliferous, d~for-med and internally comple)( • 
. . 
They ar-e lithologically cor-relative with forma.tions of the 
. Cl.irlin9. Group at" -HIJmber Arm and are in close proximity to 
Curling Group units ' in the., Pasadena ar:ea farther south. 
Ho~ever, local differences are ev~dent ·which may ultimately 
be 'ohown to be th~ results of lateral facies or: .tec-tonic 
- .va~iat ion. The Mitchells;A?rmat ion is a ~rot>able equ i vaie~t 
of the Summers ide Format ion o"f the Curling Group but fs mor,e 
and / tex-turally 'mo~e mature than 'the Summers ide. 
,1· • '• ' 
quartzose 
The Barters fbnna'tion is a 'good 1 ith<i.c correlative of the 
Irishtown Formation and is probably of Middle Cambrian age • 
.. . 
.• 
The . Barters· contains clasts in unusually . ·coarse 
conglomerates which suggest that the unit has been -derived 
from a westerfy source. cart ied 
out in this study supports \1 the · view that 
. . 
formation has been der-ived from a westerly, main-ly cratonic 
-source. Considering their internaL ~omp<?nents and by 
analogy with the· Curling Group, both Colder and 
less mature) and Barters Format ions (younQer and more 
mature) would be . int.erpreted as deep water 'rift facies 
f 
.. · ·- ---:---------=------ ------------
' 
I 
\ 
., 
\ 
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clastics derived in Cambrian times from Grenvillian basement 
(Stevens, 1970). 
The Mci<enzies formation (shale~. l -imestones .and 
siltstones) is an approximate facies equivalent of the Cooks 
Brook and Middle Arm Point. For-mations, although· different 
from both~ It . could be a more disttJl equivalent of the 
Cooks Brook ·Format ion, or a lateral equivalent either . 
would e~tpla in · the lack . 0 f limestone breccia . Equiv~lence 
with Mi~dle. Arm Point r:.ocks might best "¥xplain the high 
. \ 
·proportion Qf dol·omitic s i ltstone. Thece is little doubt, 
however, thc!lt the 'McKenzies forma~ion re~resents a starved 
basin deposit 
farther west. 
reflecting the exist,nce of a carbonate · bank 
'Conta.,.ct r-elationshi...,PJ ir:l the Lomond . area 
sug~st · that. 'the above--th~~e ' units ~re in .the 
stratigraphic pos_i·tionc:; as.tneir Curling Group 
.same re~~ve 
equi v a 1 en t~s. 
' TheSellars·_formation is a good lithic correfatjve of 
. I' . 
the BLow me Down Brook Format ion. It is structurally 
.. 
• 
sepat<ate 'from other units, however, and its s~r:atigr-aphic 
. . 
posit)o~ is ·undefined. ·Sandstones of the Sellars formation 
are present on both the east and west sides of South Arm. 
The Sellars formation,tMcKenzies formation cont.ict is a 'major 
tectonic Eeature marked in places tiy melange with volcanic 
r. blocks . . 
6 .1. .1 
. . I t\ 
Pet:rographl c result ~ and conclusions 
~ta i l"ed investigation of the · Barters. ~nd Se~ 
of their Format. ions h~s shown that they are. related in terms 
' 
• 
I 
types.of source atea. 
of Dickinson et al. 
.• 
P 1 ots for- both 
{ 1983) fall tn 
1,41 
·-\. ") ur ts on t~e ~agrams 
tne field for basement 
d'ed.Ved rocks ;· with .the Sellars being les,s matut:e than the · 
Barten'i • 
. The Sellars ~ormation is part of an almost continuous 
unit from Bonne 'say to ~~o~ me pown arLal"!d is lithically 
.. a · and petrographically almost,. identical ~h roc·ks at Blow me 
. ...----
Down BC'OOk, 1t thus appears t~at the type section at ~low 
me Down Bt'ook has .been misinterpreted as , an Ordovician 
. ' t 
transgress~ve fly·sch det'ived in part trom ophiolite. 
Further,· the Sellars is petrographically similar to 
many 'sandstone units in the Appalachians which have been 
inte rpre~ed as ·ol<ter un~ts (Pr-ecambdan-Cambr ian) related to 
r_j:J.~ing and. the eady history of the anci-ent continental 
margin.· ·· tn addition, the. unit is a disc-rete structunil 
entity with no p~imary age indiJat~ons. Thes·e. facts have 
led the au~hor to postulate that the. Sellars - Blow me · Down 
Brook unit ·is · a':' older ( ?P--*"ambrian-Cambdan) probably ·dft 
related ~nit isolated as a high structural slice in the ' 
· . · ~tec~onic p~le. 
/ 6.2 Discussion of'variou~ aspects.of the Sellars formation 
{ 
. • 
.. 
; . I 
6.2.1 Stratigr~phic consid~rations within the allochthon 
I 
The curn~rtt stratigraphic nomenclature. ( includ i!"g the 
.. 
informal name.s used in this thesis) ,for the Humber Arm' . 
' Supergroup is shown· in figure · 24. <-For puqxises of clarity 
' , 
-
.. • 
• . 
·I 
. t .. 
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Figure 24: D~agram ahow1ng correlat1ona w1th1n the Humber Arm Supergroup. 
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no in t~rpretat ion is included: 
/" 
This ' . . nomentlature is 
1 , currently ::~nder revision, but several points, arise . from the 
' 
figure: 
Hitherto , sand.stones of both· ~el~ars type and Lower Head 
1: 
type have be.en ,assigned to the Blow me Down Brook Forn'lation. 
Since the type section . . for transgressive fl~sch . was 
thought to · be ' at Blow . . . me Down · Brook, the 1 Blow me Down , 
I 
Brook' name ... has . acquired """ 
. ' . . / . · 
.. descriptive name . for transg~essive flysch. ( In the light of 
-~ 
the hypothesis presented in · hhis - thesis it is suggested . 
that, for the time being, the ' name Sellars be used for rock!3 ' 
in. the Blow me · Down Brook area to avoid ~ny . ~nfus. ion over . 
. 1 
orig,ns. This does not mean,·· howeveri that th~ name Blow· me 
Down Brook need necessarily ~be ·permanently dz::opped. 
~ In rev.isi-ng . stratigraphi~ nomenclature :within 
different . g.roups . of the Humber Arm Supergroup, it 
. . . 
the 
is 
suggested also th~t as the Lower Head formation is o'utside 
the CC?w·Head Gr-oup, so too should Ordovician flysch deposits 
in the Bay of Islands -a~a be removed from the Curling 
Gro,up. It is c9nsistent · th.at the Sellars (ormation and 
equivalents should be "'ithin the Curling/Bonne Bay Grollps as 
they · are 1itholog.ical1y si"\'ilar and probably simi.lar irf a-ge 
. . 
. . 
·to other 'units wi .thin those groups a~d ' their isolation is 
purely a strUctural 'feature •. ., 
. \ 
6. 2.2. f!volutionaqy model 
. FiQure 25 sho'ws bow data from .the pre~ent · : study' · fits 
. -. 
I 
; ' 
\ 
.. _ 
·, 
.. 
. ·. 
. " .-
' 
: · . 
. \ 
·r , . . 
. Figure 25: . Sch~ma.ti'c c;Uagram showing evolution 
of the ·cQntinental margin represented by the .,B~nne Bay 
9roup .•. . Letters on left are. ages. Bottom ·sk~tch . . is of 
a northeast·- 'IB·outhwest crou 'section · in . the Lomond · 
area showing ·the final structural . distribution of · 
these uni t9 . 
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into a model of evolution and subsequent destruction of a 
. . 
passive cont"inental margin. In Late Pre"cambriim and Early 
Cambrian times, rift ~ng of the crystalline · basement. produced 
h~g h rel ie ~ and ·erosion to deposi L the· Sellars:. ~nd Mitchell sj 
Formations. The Sellars f.ocmation in the Lomond are-a i::; 
less mature than the Mitchells formation and therefore in -
.. 
this diagram is shown as bein~ the old~r .unit. If the 
in~ecpretaqon :of the Sel'lars forJtlation as a r-ift deposit is 
• I · " • • ' 
true, ·a possible origin for cl-ouche cs· volcan i.,c rocks exists. 
, . 
Since they_ ~~e ass.;ciated on1y ._with, Sellars sanqs.tones; ~ome 
· of them may have had an origi~al str~tigra~hic relatidnshi~ 
. .. 
with the Sellars, forinatiori and may therefore. be · relaf.ed - to 
cifting and' the o'pening of Iapetus; Rift related volcanic 
rocks are present at other pc;~~t!? G>f the margin, e.g. at 
·Hare Bay ~Willia~s and Smyth, 1983). Relationships ~ay·have 
been.'almost obscured dtir~ng subsequent c1os(?fg " of · Iapetus 
. i . . 
and . · associated . thrusting and · emplacement of t'he allochthon·,· . 
. . . . . . -.: . : I . . . .· . . 
except at Woods., Island, where original r~laqonships have 
<J 
. ' I 
"been p-re_served. · Oceanic· s~amounts may !be .an alternative 
. I 
origin for · the Crou~he-rs volcanic blocks (se·e Ch~pter ~- ) .•· 
t ,• . 
It.is l.nteres .tin~ · to note that ~and~tones, not:th of 
Bonne · Bay (Lower Head· fof"!l1ation) . con.tain · significan-t . 
prqportion~ 9f volcanic fragments 1 de·s~ite, the fact ·that 
they. are . not 1 associated with vo~can i¢ unlts 1 ,whereas the 
SeHars formation, which is so closely · related to the · 
. ~ .....__/ 
·· Crouchers fori-nation 1 especlally at Woods Island, . contains·· 
none.-
' 6' 
~ . . 
.· 
\ 
: ~ . 
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Continued erosion resulted in the aeposition· of the 
. I 
~ore mature Barters formation, probably in Middle Cambrian 
times. With'the development of the carbonate bank to · the 
~- . . 
west, starved basin depo$its of the McKenzies formation were · 
' 
• . d 
dep~ted between Middle Cambrian and Ordovician times. ·rn 
. ~- . 
Lower · Ordovicia~ . t\irnes, 'ass~~bly .of the allochthon began to 
take ~lace, a~d th• carbonate bank subsided, resulting i~ 
,-. 
the deposition of shales. ·As assembly and accretion of t he 
··:·· . ' 
continued, · the .allochthon provided an eastern source of 
sed inient for the Sandbar; format ion and equ ivalel')ts • 
. The · internal details of orde'r f3' stacking and assem~ly, 
i . part·ic1,1larly of set! imenta.ry rocks , ace not ··well. known, and 
the thrusts shown in figure .25 ar·e schematic only, probably. . .. 
representing I ' a much more · complex pattern of internal 
imbrication. ' A greater understandirlg of · the sequence of 
. ( 
thrusting . w.ill result not o"lY from greatec age control ·, but 
rn.ore · contrC?l on relative pr_ox imal/d is tal relationships among 
the sepime'ntary rocks_../ as ~he original extent of each of · 
th~se units has a bearing on final ·· stacking celationships~ · • 
The final part of ,figure 25 shows a . . schematic ·cross 
't 
sect ion based on relation ships .observed in the Lomond area. 
The basal thrust of , the Hum6er Arm Allochthon·is marked by 
the Point melange. It is discordant with the 
, ~ . . 
sedimentary units of the ~ber Aim Allochthon, and lies on 
chromite"-beadrig flysch of the Sandbar . formation, which · in 
/ 
overlies the upper part of the Qently warped . carbonate 
' . 
..  · .. 
(Table .,;Read Group).\ Stru'ctural relations~ips suggest . • 
.. • 
· . 
. • 
~ 
/ 
·. 
I 
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that imbrication of the Bonne Bay ~roup has taken plac·e. · to 
the northw~st. The Sellars formation is the highest 
0.. sedimentary .s 1 ic_e ,. and Ci-ouchers vol.canic rock$ of either 
possible or .i ,g in may . have been caught in thrust i ng as shown~ 
.. 
The structure of the ophioli~i~ higher s~ices in the South 
' . . .. .. 
Arm .area _is $-ore cocnplex than that indicated in figur~ 25~-
as imbrication of the Bay of Islands Ophiolite: ·,a·nd its 
~etamorphid sole : h~s occurred. 
North of Bonne Bay, .thrustin9 has. also involved. the 
r,.ong ~ Range · Inlier, part of which is thrust over the "Humber 
Ann Allochtho~ (Williams et a 1. 1 in press, 1985). 
, 
• ' 
r 6. 2 ~ 3. Analogies ~ other allochthons . 
. 
,,· 
In other Taconic allochthons su·ch as th.s:st,in New York . ~ 
. 
( ze:!l ~ 9.72}, .strat igr~phically oldest: rocks form the hig-hest 
s_.truc ·tural slices. These high slices consist. of Cambrian , .. 
largely unfossili f.erous greywackes I such as ttie Rensslaer 
Plateau slice (Zen, -1967}. High siices ' of older sa_nd$tbnes~ ·-
emplaced as a result of out-of-s~quenc~ thrusting, have also 
. . 
been found· in more recent allochthonous packag-es in Omah (T. 
C a ion , per s c ?mm 1 1 9 8 4 ) . . , 
9 
The Humber Arm . Allochthon' ha_~· been ·an exce~t ion to th (s • 
'- ·. .. . 
pattern since. rocks ~of t ·he high ··s -lice outlined ' in this . ~ork 
' 
had _ previously been interpretec;;l a's Ordovician · transg res.sive.· 
. 
flysch deposi'ts .• The ,intecpretation- given in this s(udy, 
.. - . 
. . 
.. howevei I suggests that structural stackihg in' the Humber Arm 
Allochthorr is analogous with others both within the Humber 
. • 
( . 
, ./ 
.. 
" . 
• . 
I . . 
I o 
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Zone, · ~nd in .similar zones elsewhere. The recognitiQn o:f 
' ·such high · slices ·bf old sandtto11es is i~pqrtant· , as they ~ • I ; 
have a bea~ing on the problem of the sequence 
.q 
of different slices in these alloch~·hons. 
~ 
Furthermore, stud i~s · of sandsto_nes in 
of accretion 
.· 
the T~conic 
. . ,, . 
allochthons have shown that several so-called 'transgressive 
flysch deposits' have few of the classically quoted det_rital 
components such as chromite (D. Rowley, pers comm. 1984). 
The prbblem of source · areas for bulk of th~ 
quartzo-feldspathic detri~us in these rotks has yet to be 
fully addressed (G. Kelling, p~rs, comm. 1984-) and the full 
tee tonic · sig_n i f.icance of many of these units · has yet. to be 
real .ised. 
I ' 
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APPENDIX 1 
, STAl N I NG METHOD 
Prior to point ~ounti~g, all thin sections examined in 
.th -is study- were stained for potassium feldspar and plag i.oc-
lase using a substantially modified vers i on . of the · ·.sodium 
· · cobalt in.i'trite/amaranth procedure recommended by Norma n 
(1974).· The method used by the authqr is he're described in 
. , . . . 
detail, as Hough;ton (1980) suggests that methods utilizing 
amaranth prod_uce .'pal"E: or . . indiscernible. tints, even . with sa-
.· 
tura.ted reagent 'solutions and long reagent times' • Stain ir;~g 
,. .· 
proce<)ur:-es have commonly been found to requi.re · comment by 
.. , 
those who have attempted to use them, (Houghton (1980), . 
Friedman in Carver (1_971')) and in fact the procedure as 
Jl' . commended · by Norman (1974) was ' found to be unsuccessful 
less 'modifiect- as · discussed'" lfe!'ow. 
re-
un-
The method is fat-· staining qf ·sta~dard 'uncovered t h i n-
sections po1ished with . 1200-grit ,abrasive.· 
. ·l. Etch thin section for 39 , .. s over 52-55\ Hydrofluoric 
Acid. A . plastic -ice cube tray with one segment . filled a l -
most to the . to~ with HF was fourid ·,t~ be adequate ·· fol;' _etch- · 
ing. Do. not rinse thin ~ection . ·a·Eter etching. The liF 
should be change d every 45 minutes or.~ so to ensure that . . it 
remains fresh. 
•,· ~ 
/ 
·. ~ -
.. 
... 
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2. Immerse the section in saturated sodium c obaltinitrite 
solution for 60 s. Rinse in a 'large , beaker o.f tap water'. 
Rinse a'gain in a ·second beak~r: . Allow to dry. 
" 3. Re-etch the sect ion f o r 10 s over HF'. IX> not rinse. · 
.. 
. 4. Immerse section forl5s 1n saturated barium chlo.ride 
so_lut ion. Rinse once in a beaker of tap . wa t e ['. 
'· 
5. C,9ver the section with a satura·~eo solution of amaranth 
(F.D. and c. _red,no. 2) using a dropper . 'Leave f o r 1 5 s • 
.. 
Try t~ ma~e sure th~ .solution is d_ istr i~uted everil' 
a beaker· of tap wa'ter then tun s~c t ion under a 
Ri nse 
in gentle · 
stream of tap water.. Allow to dry and cover: sect ion as 
quickly as possiole. The· thin sections in this study were · 
~pray-c_overed, as .. cqverslip adhes i ves may damage o r 
the stain • 
·.· 
Points tp note: 9~, • 
l:"emove 
1. · 1< feldspar will stain yellow, a·nd · plagioclase wil l st.ain 
pink or red· according t CJ its calcium ' content. · Pure alb i te 
' I 
will no t stain (see No rman (1974) f o r ott.ter minera l s wh i c h 
stain with amaranth) • . 
' . 
.· 
(no. 3. ) , o r ig i n a lly ·. sugge~ted by 
Boone .and Wheeler ( 1968) a s merely an aid t o sta ining, ap-
.· ~ 
. 
, 
" .J 
' · .
.. 
' ' • 
,. 
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pears to be the cruc_ial tacto_r in· ensuring -successful stain-, . 
cing with :·amaranth. This · is _probably because m~.ch of the 
etch residue on the plagioclase i~ washed off due- ing immer-
sion in the cobalti.nitrite solution and. su~sequent rinsings. 
The heating and dryin_g steps sugges~ed by Norman .(1974) are 
apparently unnecessary. 
3 .• ' . ' / Some· workers may ; find that the · sta~ . .f'IS · produced by the 
. inune·rsion times suggested above are too deep and will inter-
fere with -aspects. of mineral optics. This can be easily re-
medied .bY. shortening the imm~rsion times.-
4. 'Highly pol is'hed sections were found to be more ·difficult 
to stain, with dye co~guiating . in . . cracks _:and cleavage 
planes. This is probably because the lack of surface a·rea 
tot' reaction Tenders; the etching process less successful. 
·• 
'· r . 
·-
• 
··-
' ·· 
' 
. ' 
' . 
• 
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"'> .. APPENDIX 2 
CATHODE LUMINESCENCE 
·' i . 
The method of ~a thode il urn inescence works on the pr ~nc iple 
that transition· elements,· 'when subjected to an electron 
beam, emit energy in the visible spectrum. A useful summary 
i • • • 
of -the method .. is given by kop~ (1981} .• Sippel (1968) docu-
ments the use.~f ~athode Luminescence · in sandstone petrolo-
. . ' , . " . 
gy. · Sippel <~1968) and Schluger (1976) provide comprehensive 
. ~ . . 
~ •. 
·tables ot characteristic luminescence colours of conunon min- .. 
erals. 
The methpd i~ useful for~dete~ting heterbgeneities not 
visible in transmitted -light, fine structures such as perth-
. ... . 
ite in t~1dspars~ and brightly luminescing accessory miner-
als · which may be difficult to see in tra~smitted light be-
caus~ of their fine grain size. 
Different trate element contents in minerals detected 
by cathod~ · luminescence rna~ reflect different temper~tures 
-. . 
of origin of ·ctetrital minerals .(e:g .. ·quartz 
1978) or diff,rent generations of authig~hi~ cements. 
P_olished sections of clastic rocks we.re qualitativelY, . 
stuci~ed . · uncter ' the · ca~hod~;; Lumin·escence microscope using 7he 
.. 
~ 
Nuclide . luminosco'pe at ~~~ · Depttrt.m~nt. of E:ar,th Sciences'~-
Memorial University of . Newf;ot~ndlall.d. Beam current was .6·ma 
with voltage . v<Mying between 12 aM 17 Kv $1fld pressure . in ' 
the chamber between ·. 30 and 50 mtorr. !Slides were taken 
'·• 
~ . . 
., 
.. 
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using A,SA 400 fl.1m in t::he Wild Photoautomat system • 
. , 
o · 
· ' 
·; . 
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APPENDIX 3 
·•. 
·~· 
POINT· COUNTING PARAMETERS AND DATA . 
. ' 
Twenty seven $amples of sandstones from the Sellats 
form'ation and nine· ·samples from the Barte.rs fonnati.on were 
counted. ·Parameters chose:n were: 
.. 
Qm monocrystalline quar~z 
Qp polycrystalline.quartz · 
P plag ioc ~ase feldsp'ar 
.. . 
· , 
K potas.sium .• feldspar 
Jl' 
Ull · rock ·· fra~ments of _uncertain orYJin 
. . . 
.Lv volcanic ot metavolcan~c rock fragm·ents 
. . 
Ls sedimentary .or metasedimentary rock fragments 
\ 
M 111icas 
·' 
' H opaque mine~a1s · 
Mx matrix 
C cement 
·polycrystalline quartz was defined accor-ding to the' 
.. .. 
cdteria· set by. Basu (1976):- a grain is polycr·yst..alline· ' if 
I 
it ·contains at: least twc;> subgrains having intermediate diam-
eter greater than 4 0 or' in Which flO single subgrain ~Cbift­
p,dses <over 9'0% of the grain area; This is es~ent-ially . a · 
more tigorous ' statement 
' . II . • . 
of .Folk's (!974) crite~i6n'tha~ • 
polycry~tal~i.ne grain should contain two or 
~ 
of : signifi·cantly different orientation. 
. _;-
:'~)'. · 
. ·" 
·, . 
.. 
more •· subg rains 
Dickinson , e t al 
.,.. 
.. 
\ 
. • 
\ 
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(1983) did: not allow tor: a distinctio_n of ch~rt as an indi'-
v'idu.\1 parameter; but the QniFLt diagram is d esigned to. eva-
--- ~- - ·-- --1~ate _t~polycrystanine qua~tz-c-ont~nt, · including chert by---. -
includi~g polycr:ystalline quartz as a lithi~ fr~gment . 
· Pr-eliminary investiga.tion shows that _ the . .sandstones ~-n tnis · 
stbdy contain negli~ible ~mounts of chert; th~refore cher t 
was not included as a parameter • 
. . · ,· 'The U1t ca~egor.y includes · quartz . feldspar: aggregates of 
. . 
un<:,ertain origin,· a category also not ~pe_cified . by Dickinson 
•. ... ; . 
et ·al ' (t983). 
Following the procedure esta'blished by Dott«5 ( 1964 )_· · and 
Di~·kinson (1970), Jllatrix was defined as ·clays "and f,...-amewor:k 
minerals'1e'ss than 0.03rnm in diam.eter. 
. f . . • 
App~oximately )00 points per thin section were count~d 
in tr~ver;ses ~~ apart with a .point spacing .of lmm. 
For r:easqnable use .. of the Dickinson method (Dickinson 
·, 
an.d Suczek . 1979; Dickinson e't al 1983) (see Appendix, 4' ) , 
counting e~ror_ p~r sample .shquld be of the orde~ _ of 5% us i ng 
the : l . . . . chart of .Van der Plas and Tobi ( -1965). For the -samples 
counted here, this is . .'generally true for the maih .framework 
. . --:
minerals (see fOll?IJing. tables). It should .be noted, 
ho~ever, · that f~t" .th'e statistics .of Van det Plas and Tobi 
.·•.· 
(1965) to be valid', point spacing must exceed t:he .max~um 
{; . 
grain size enco~tered in the sample. With such poorly 
s o rted r<?<:;ks as th6se in the Sellars formatio n, thi s ·. wf' s no t 
....__ 
possibl e ,· but • it was . felt. tlia t the error' in t roduced in occa-
·sional l y lanp i ng o n 't~e ·same _gtain twice . wa s pre f erable to 
' 
. ----. ---~-·--'------------,_---:----.. ...... --~--~~----
.. 
·, 
:· . 
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that whifh would be generated by: coun.i:.ing less Points · per 
thin. sect"ion. 
·, 
. Operator error was not evaluated for the above data, 
however it was felt that possibl·e errors in mineral identif-
ica-tion were offset . by the fact that _ rocks were. stained f or 
both p<jtassium feldspar and plagiocl~se, and . that as so few 
Jithfc fragments were present the chances ~f ~isidentifica­
tion were i~du~ed acc6idingly~ 
. ' . 
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.. .. 
__ _ :fable Al;___R_oint Counting"' Data, Sellars Formation 
\Total Ro9k 
... 
Qm 
Qp 
·K 
p 
LV 
LS 
Lrn 
matrix 
. ' 
cement 
opaques etc~ 
micas 
. 
,., 
a. ' . 
%Total Rock 
. ' 
Qm ~- . 
Qp' 
. . K 
p 
... • ' 
Ls 
I..rn 
· matrix 
• · 4 . 
· cement 
opaques e _tc. 
micas 
------·-·--· 
st 
44 
2 
¥ 
0 
0 
0 
·0 
S2 
47 
7 
0 
26 
o· 
0 
0 
53 S.4" 
43.5 38 
22 
o· 0 
21 21 
0 0 
0 
0 1 
28.5' 13.5 21 10 
ss·' 
;,1 
4· 
0 
22 
0 
0 
l 
18· 
S6 , S7 S8 
28 45 56 
2 4 4 
l . o • 0 
27 24 19 
0 0 ·0 
0 0 0 
.. 
0 0 
30 22 
0 3 0 5 . .. 0. 5 0 
-.... 0 
·0 
17 
0 
0.5 1 2.5 0 
6 2.5 6 3 
S9 SlO Sll · S12 
34 "38 .49 49 
3 . ·3 6 
4 
14 
0 
0 
1. . 
38 
0 
2 
'4 
0 
31 
0 
0 
.. 
1.5 
24 
0 
ll :s 
0 
0 
1 
2.7 :s 
0 . 0 
2.5 0 
0 . 5 
1 
4 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
' 
o.5 r 
' 3 11 
513 
23 
l 
.a 
Sl4 
3 
0 
2 
3 
Sl5 
40 
5 
0 
3. 
Sl6 
50 
· 6 
0 
31 . l L • 26 . 17 
0 
0 
: 0 _ 
30 
0 
4 
11 
0 
0 
. 0 
19 
0 
5 
' . . 
0 
o· 
0 
25 
0 
0 
0 
20 
/0.5 0 
' · 0.5 
·3 
2 
5 
r 
\ 
.. 
.. 
: .. 
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Table A2: Plotted Parameters, Sellars formation l . ) 
-·· 
-·· 
%-QFL Sl $2 s 3 . S4 ss S6 57 S8 
Q 70.5 67 67.5 73.5 69 52 67 76 
F 29.5 33 32 
..-: 
25.5 29 48 33 23.5 
' L 0 0 0.5 1 2 0 0 0.5 
. ' 
%QmFLt • 
68 59 
. 65 Qm 62 ~6.5 49 61. \l .. 
.. 
F 29.5 33 32 25~5 29 48 33 • ' . 5 
Lt 2.5 8 . 6 28 6 3 6 .. 
%QmPK 
• •, Qm 70 64 66 65 6,9 51 ' 65 75 
p 30 36 34 35 31 48 35 · 251 
K 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 :. 
%QFL· S9 S10 •s11 512 Sl3 514 Sl5 S_lq 
Q 66 56 82. 5 65 4 5 . . 85 64 75 
F 32 42 17 \ 35 55 14 36 23 
f 
.L 2 2 0.5 · o 0 1 0 2 
~QmfLt 
~ 
Qrri 61 52 73 • . 5 60 42 8l 57 68 
F ~42 17 35 55 14 36 23 ., 
Lt 7 6 9.5 5 3 . 5 7 .9 
%QmPK 
om· 66 56 81 64 43 85 61 75 
J? 26 44 19 36 ,57 15 39 25 
K 8 0 \ 0 0 (j 0 0 .~. 0 
,. 
'· 
177 9. 
Tslble A2 (cant) ~ 
-- ------ ---
, .. 
,. 
%QFL 51 7' · 5}8 sl9 :s2o S21 S22 S23 · '524 
·' 
.\ 
·-o , . 50 50 78 72 5.6 81 75' 65 
. . 
' -· 
9 : 
.. 
.F: 50 43 '21 26 39 18, 25 35 
. L 0·· ·. ·• 7 1 '2 .. 5 l 0 0 
. %QmFLt 
Om 48 42 71 66 46 78 6 7. 60 
F 50 43 .. 21 -26 39 18 25 35 
Lt 2 15 ~- 8 15 4 8 5 
. %QmPK , 
. { \ 
.. Om 49 50 77 71 54 81 . 7 3 63 
.· '··- . -
' ·. ,. ~p . 51 50 2 3· 29 ' 46 1 9 2 7 . 37 
.. 
- K 0 0 0 0 .-o· 0 0 .o 
-· 
.. ~QFL S25 S26 527 
·. 0 
' 
54 64 63 
. 
F " 46 35 35 
. 
L 0 1 2· 
%QmFLt 
Qm 50 57 55 
F 46 35 35 
., 
Lt 4 8 10 
.; 
" 
%0mPK 
Om . 52 62 60 
p 48 38 37 .. 
K ~ 0 0 3 
. -- - ---~ - -- --·-· ~ 
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Ta o le · AJ: Ranges· and Means o"r garame ters, 
;> '. • 
Sellars Formation \ .. 
27 samples 
. ' 
Ra nges o f Parameters % • Means {nearest %) 
' Qm, 23 - 62 44 
Op l 22 5 
K 0 4 
• 
. : 
p 9 
- 39 23 
• Lv 0 
Ls 0 
Lm 0 4.5 1 • 
matrix 3 - 38 21 
cement 0 32 0 2 • 
opaques 0 ._ 4 
m.icas 0 - 11 4 . 
.. ' 
r 
.. 
. .. 
• 
.-. 
--· -----· - - -- - · -·.· ·-=--- ---------..,...-
.. --......------ --.. ~--- ,..-. 
• 
• 
'I'able A4: Means of Plotted· Parameters wi t.h Stan.d.ard 
. '-
_Devi.~~io.ns· , ~e-ll~rs· FtH'TIIat'ion 
" 21 samples 
0 
Om I 
F 
Lt 
p 
J( 
.____...,__ . 
Mean% 
66.3 
32.6 
l.l 
59.8 . 
32.6 
7 ·• 5 
64.7 
34.8 
0.4 
f 
Standard Deviation 
10.6 
10.3 
1.6 
10.6 
10.3 
"!. 2 
10.7 
10.8 
1.6 
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I Table A5: Point <;oont i ng Data, Barters Forma_t i o o I 
I 
. ' 
·\Total Rock 81 82 B) 84 85 86 87 88 89 . 
I 
.. 
' 
. 
Om S7 27 • 80 88 85 6a 86 8'1 59 
·op 2 6 1 3 4 2 1 0 
f( '9 0 0 0 ·a 0 0 0 0 0 
p 3. S' 14 9 7 11 16 5 9 7 
LV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ls 0.5 2 ,0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 
Lm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 
matrix 0.5 29 7. 2 0 . 5 8 1 28 
cement · 6 19 1 0 0.5 s 1 5 
opaques etc 0 3 0 0 0 2 o.s 1 0 
m icas o. s ·o 1 1 0.5 1 0 0 l c .~ 
·' 
.' 
. 
-·~ · 
·-~- -~ -· - ~--~- . 
·' · 
\ 
I 
I 
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·, 
· I 
' 
I 
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...... ~ .... . ........ . '\ tl!;j~- --;,. ... _ 
,"¥;· .... ,..,-,, .· -~ -
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Table A6: Plotted Pacametecs, Bar.,er!!!_ Focma~ion 
·- : ' 
,;,, 
\OFL ' Bl 82• 83 84 .' BS 86 87 .a·a 89 
0 95.5 - 89 93 .. 89 81 95 90.5. 89 
F -4 . . ' 1 o·. 7. 11 1"8 5 9 ' 11 
• .. [." 0.5 -. 0 0 1 · . 0 0 .. 5 0 
. 
\OmFLt 
Om 94 88 . 92 86 77 9~.5 89 89- s 
F 4 10 7 ll 18 5 9 ll 
Lt 2 2 I 3 5 2 . 5 2 0.5 
\OmPR 
Om 96 90 ·93 89 81 95 91 89 · 
' 
' p 4 10 7 11 19 5 9 11 
K ' 0 0 · o 
: 
0 0 0 0 0 
., . 
-. 
*82 -excluded because of high pr'opoction of cement. 
._, . , -· 
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,. 
• 
.. 
-----~--:;-- · ·--.---
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.. : ... · 
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.. Table A7 :' Ranges and Means of Parameters, 
l - · 
j 
·"" 
9 samples 
. . 
t 
R~_niJeS of Parameterst ~eans ~nearest \) 
-
Om 27 - 88 74 . I 
Op 0 6 2 \ ': . 
K · 0 0 
p 3 .• 5 - 16 o· 9 
<I )I 
LV 0 0 
--· 
Ls .o - 2 1 
t.m 0 0 
matrix \.;.- 29 9 
• 
cement 0 - 19 4 
opaques 0 3 1 
.< 
11icas . 0 1 
. 
. l 
J 
e . 
. , 
. 
·. 
\ 
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. ;. 
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,•Table A8! Mearl's' of Plotted Parame~ers with· ~tand41rd 
. · Deviations ... Barters 'Format.ion 
.. 
' ·' 9,~an'lples 
. ' 
Mean Stan.da't'd oev iat.ion 
. 
.. 
0 90.2 4.6 
F !L4 4.4 
' 
L 0.--4 0.4 
. 
' Om · 88 . 4 5.3 .?: 
.. 
F .. ·g ... 4.A ... 
.; 
. Lt 2·. 2 1.4 
• 
om 4.6 
.. · · · ·. -·- -- -- -- -,--~---
- · ·- -:::- · 
p 9 . 5 •• 6 
0 
. ' 
.· 
.I 
•; 
· .. ~
'• ~- ~. 
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tn O•d•• to evaluat;.\ cunent theOdJ>• for tectoRlc Sett: ln~s . ' 
I . ·-, . ; . . . . . . . . . in which the Sellars ) and Barters formations were d.epos.ited, 
. . . · '. '"· . 
the pettOQr.aph.tc· meth~s of .o~ckinso; ancl S!JCZec ( 1979) I and 
. .•· . I . 
'oickinson :et al ( 1983 l \ were ut llised. 
. . . \ ·, 
tl)ickinson and co-~orkers , t_ook suites of, sandstone.s 
whose · tectonic settin9\ ~d presumably been eatablj.shed ·by . 
~ . . 
ot.her-nleans and plotted r,elative proportions of .detri~al 
• • i · 
framewor)( -minerals on triangular diagra111s. ·These plots 
/ . ' 
utilize. •a va~lety of · single or composi'te' par:ue~ers, includ- · 
ing quart~ (~ono and p~lycrystalline); feldspar ~nd lit~ic 
. ' 
fr~gm~n~s. On th~ basis of the plots ~hey then erected 
J field's represen_ting a number. of different t;ectonlc .... settJngs .. 
for sands~~nes (see fi~ure Ali. . · 
. Asswnpt ions C. iml)~ ic.i t or stab)d) used. in the 
tion of these fields are: 
des iqna-. · 
·1. The sandst$ne tr'amework components reflect regional and 
nqt local ~roven~nce. 
2. The evaluation of ~~ctonic·settinQs for sandstones in 
. ' 
the source' literature (Dickinson •t al 1983) . was not based 
on the same petr:ographic criteria as was u~_ed to erect the 
fields, i.e. circular ar9ulftents were avoided. 
' ·. ' 
'I - . 
•. 
. .:._.....·. 
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·' 
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UNDISI~ . 
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J • 
I ' 
F 
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''l 
. · ,J~ure Al~ .()m!'Lt and QFL. dia9ralll • . fDf r.. . ' 
. . DicJdnabn et a·l. ( 19'83) ahowing .. fiel,d• of. te~tonic · 
origin t· f san'd•tones. O•quar~z, om-~noery.iitillline 
quartz, F-feld•par, L•lithic fraC]J!lent•, Lt•~otal . • 
litllic 
1
racjment• (including polyery•talline quartz). · 
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• 
3 •. Tha·t 233 suites' inspected from the liter-ature, with all 
·• its inhe\-ent inhamo9~'neithts represents an · ad~qu~te. :t~tist~ 
. ~ . \ :, ; 
icalj sam~l~ on ~hich to 1 dist1nguls~ the~e fl~lds • 
. . 1 .: " 
' \ .. , 
' 
t'hat a ·s.anct'stone not .s~t ·h~fylng,.~.t:_hem ·should be ,eJ:Ci:luded fr:om 
.. . 
_· ., r 
L 
1. ~o sample should contain 111or-e than ~' mat-rix or .cement 
' . . ' . 
or both ·( .in order to avoid the i-ntroduct-ion' of' variations a's ' 
', 
a result of d iagen~sis) •. . 
. 
. , 
~). · The .suite ~ should 
. c 
be ~tr(>graphically 
I 
homoc;~\n~ous to 
. . 
within lOt for each of the m'ain fl:~ewark · components. 
. ' 
'J:' The , countin9 error ... per sampl~ sh<HJld, be df the order of, 
5\ or less (Vander Plas and Tobl~~ l96~). .· 
... 
. ... 
.. 
Lithic ~ragments •re concentrated .· in coarser · ~and-
stones. This would introduce . a bia) i~ the -c;lata' Ysed ·above 
. ' 
a'S., there is consider:abl'e va~iat.ion in gr_ain ··f~actions 
-:J:. n'·· .. • .· 
stu-
died' by different authors. 
, . -
Dlckinaon et al ( 1983) suggest 
· that 'this is probabl"y offs~t.by othe: opecator differi"QCes, 
"! . ., 
'but no val~e~. for the~e variations wer~ · esti~ated. . 
- . . . . . "I . . . . 
·- ~ --- ·Tne : val~e ot ·t nese- ctiagrams -HI .tl't4-t :-th~y -r~quir~ .. li~tle·- · 
- . I 
information other than proad facies and petrographic data· to 
pr;:ov ide a clue to tectonic setting~ and in a·reas such as Lo-
mond where ~. stratigraphic. ·and s ,tructural relationships are 
.~ 
obscure, and , given that the limit,ations of the method ' 'are 
• s~t out in deta,il, it may provide circumsta_iitial evidence as 
I 
';· .,.. .. 
. . 
. .. .. 
·. 
' . \ 
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Schweller and Kari!J . ( 1982) have recently i ntroduced ' a 
•. . 1. 
new diagram a~Of\9 the line~a of Qickinsor:- et al . ( 1983) for: 
. . . 
ro~ks c1er.ived. t ·(om . subductLon complexes·:. (see f'igure A2). 
thei"r \ ' 
\ · i~rg~ ~ph iol, i tes 
diat;J?ms. to estimate levels of erosion- of 
(N. -~ the_ ~Y. of Islands ophiolite falls ·. 
\ ' 
\ ' ( .' 
\ , into -_this' category). from sandstc;:me_ c_ompositions. The param-:-
... 
e~ers plotted oi'l . this., -d.tagram are Q, Lv, as in, Dj...ckirison et 
0983) wh·Lch re~res~nts ophiolite fnsg·m~.n't..-5-- · 
. •. \ . ' • 
such as pyroxene, amphibole, oliVine, and chromite. 
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.. ' . . . Figure A2: QLvMu diagram of Schwell~r and 
Kari<j (19.82). Q:o:quartz, Lv=lithi'c volcani·c . , . . 
fra~nta, Mu•ophiolitic constituent•· (e.g • . chror.tite~ 
olivine, pyroxene, amphibole) • · · . 
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t30NNE BAY GROUP -A 
HcKE!'JZIES FOR.~tb.T!ON• 
thin to medium bedded grey limestone, buff weathering 
limestone, cross laminated limy siltstone and dark grey shale 
(lo-callv chaotic with blod~s of buU 1,·eathering limy 
siltsto~e and grey sandstone in shale matrix) 
BARTERS FOR.~TION* 
thin v c.·dded dark grey shale with thin be,dded brown '"eathcring 
quart?tte, thick white quartzit~ unitsi local con~lomerate 
UacL bed ded g:-c1 to "'~ite auart:1te, C!Uartz greywacke , 
green a nd ?UrFl~ slate 
~: ~ ~ '!.c~. bedded gr( :y to pi:1k .,.,,_,atheri :1g coarse felcspathic 
. r:.:~ncstone, src.c0d beds v.-ith ~c·bbly bases, :ninor red and 
green shale, locally chaotic 
I • 
1-lEASEL GROUP* 
Ito;] 
I 09;-~j 
thin bedded tjrcy limestone and buff shule, durk grey sha lE' 
.)nd limestone v.·ith local limcst'one breccia, limestonE' 
r o nc] omeratc \\'ith sandy lir:~estone matri>: ... 
AUTOCHTHONOUS ROCKS 
GADDS POI:\T !-1EL.n.~·GE* 
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SAND!3AH FORMATION*. 
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; .I • 
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li·mestone and limestdne breccia blocks 
SANDBAR FORMATION* 
. . 
medium to thin bedded grey shalei g~~y sandstone, buff 
~eathering sandstone,·local l~my shal~ and . limeston~ 
- ·· •'- J. and ~~iddlt> Urdovici.dn 
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CROUCHERS J:'OR.II.1ATION 
green and red pillow lava, piliow bn!ccict and fragment.:; l 
volcanic rocks; mq.ssive l ava, minor diabnse, re? and grey 
sha.le ·and limestone 
1.at.~.' Preca:nbrian to Lower brd~~cian· 
BONN r: :SAY ~ GROUP~ · 
' , 
~cKENZIES FOtUvtATION* 
thin to medi urn bedded grey limestone, buff wcatheti ng 
l.i me stone, cross laminated limy si 1 tstone· and dark grey sh<1le 
·(locallv chaotic with blocks of buff y,•e athe ring l imy 
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